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Abstract
J. Deon Garrett. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. February, 2008. Multiobjective
Fitness Landscape Analysis and the Design of Effective Memetic Algorithms. Major
Professor: Dipankar Dasgupta, Ph.D.
For a wide variety of combinatorial optimization problems, no efficient
algorithms exist to exactly solve the problem unless P=N P. For these problems,
metaheuristics have come to dominate the landscape. Encompassing several widely
used techniques such as simulated annealing, tabu search, evolutionary algorithms,
ant colony optimization, and other methods, metaheuristics provide the state of the
art for many such problems.
In recent years, researchers in these areas have begun to to consider problems
with multiple objectives. As the number of algorithms proposed to solve
multiobjective optimization problems has increased, it has become apparent that
there is a general lack of understanding of the issues governing the performance of
different types of algorithms. The primary motivation for this work is to improve
the state of multiobjective optimization by providing a means by which
practitioners may obtain a better understanding of the important issues governing
multiobjective optimization algorithm performance.
The goal of this work is thus to provide a framework for multiobjective fitness
landscape analysis that can be used to gain a greater understanding of the
interaction between problem structure and search algorithm performance in
multiobjective optimization. Under the umbrella of multiobjective fitness landscape
analysis, a number of techniques are proposed that provide researchers with
important information concerning particular types of problems and how to
effectively solve them.
The utility of the methods described within is demonstrated using a set of
three benchmark classes of assignment problems: the Quadratic Assignment
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Problem, Generalized Assignment Problem, and a real-world example, the Sailor
Assignment Problem. While unified under the label of assignment problems, each
type of problem exhibits significant differences in structure. It is shown that the
proposed landscape analysis techniques, when applied to these disparate types of
assignment problems, yield insights that can be used to formulate more effective
algorithms.
The primary contributions of this work are a unified framework for
multiobjective fitness landscape analysis and an improved understanding of when
particular types of multiobjective algorithms perform well. In particular,
multiobjective memetic algorithms, combinations of multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms and local search operators, are examined using this framework. It is
shown that the analysis presented here can help suggest better performing
multiobjective memetic algorithms. In addition, a new benchmark multiobjective
optimization problem, the Multiobjective Generalized Assignment Problem is
proposed, and its relevant features explored.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Probably the first and most significant question facing those faced with solving
a new optimization problem is what type of algorithm to use. However, many
researchers answer this question without sufficient information to make an informed
decision. Often, a favorite algorithm is selected and, perhaps with some parameter
tuning, applied to the problem and the results recorded. Other times, several
algorithms may be chosen, tested, and the best performing method selected. In
both cases, the underlying hope is that by choosing a few algorithms that have been
historically effective on other problems, one might find one that is also effective on
the current problem.
We now know that this assumption is unwarranted and often incorrect – a
notion formalized in the well-known No Free Lunch theorems [141, 142, 56]. The
mere fact that an algorithm works well in one situation provides no justification for
believing that the algorithm will work as well in other situations. Differences in
problem structure provide different opportunities for each type of algorithm to
exploit. The key to developing high-performance search algorithms for specific
problems is in matching the algorithm to the underlying search space structure in a
way that best allows the algorithm to navigate through the space and find good
solutions. In order to do this, one must have a solid fundamental understanding of
which properties of a search space are important and how they interact with various
common features of search algorithms.
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For example, it is well-known that the performance of evolutionary algorithms
can often be improved through the introduction of a local search operator
[98, 83, 101]. These algorithms, alternately known by the names Memetic
Algorithms (MAs) [100], Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithms [36, 38, 73], and Genetic
Local Search (GLS) [98], have been shown to provide state-of-the-art performance
on a wide range of combinatorial optimization problems. In addition, recent work
has shown a great deal of promise regarding the multiobjective variants of these
algorithms [65, 66, 67, 78, 73, 75, 92].
Generally, the types of complex multiobjective metaheuristic algorithms cited
above are characterized by a large number of parameters. Faced with a novel
problem, researchers must not only consider what class of algorithms to apply, but
also content with the myriad variations within each general algorithmic class.
Despite the apparent success of these algorithms and the daunting task of
parameter tuning, almost no researchers have attempted to provide clear guidelines
on how best to construct a memetic algorithm for a particular multiobjective
optimization problem. Initial steps were taken toward this goal in [73] in their
analysis of the multiobjective quadratic assignment problem, but their work stopped
well short of being a general purpose framework that researchers could apply to
their own problems.
The lack of guiding principles is a very real problem. Designing effective
algorithms is treated as something of an art – a skill that is learned and carefully
crafted through intuition and experience. As a result, most progress comes from
experimental comparisons which may or may not actually provide sufficient support
for the claims drawn from them.

2

1.1

Goals
The purpose of this research is to provide a more principled way to examine

the performance of multiobjective metaheuristic algorithms. While it cannot be
expected that such complex search methods can be perfectly modeled with fairly
simple statistical techniques, this work will consider the ability of statistical
landscape analysis techniques to provide heuristics by which different types of
algorithms may be differentiated.
The goal of this work is thus to define a set of simple and easily applied
techniques, which, when applied to a multiobjective optimization problem, yield
predictive insights into the likely performance differences between broad classes of
search algorithms.

1.2

Contributions
The primary contribution of this work is to describe a set of techniques by

which practitioners may obtain useful information concerning a multiobjective
optimization problem and some general guidelines of how to interpret the obtained
information. This and the other contributions arising from this research are
summarized in the following list.
• The Multiobjective Fitness Landscape Analysis framework is defined and used
to predict and explain the relative performance of algorithms that take
different approaches to finding multiple Pareto optimal solutions.
• The framework was applied to a widely studied combinatorial optimization
problem, the multiobjective quadratic assignment problem, and the results
were shown to explain a large portion of the reported performance
comparisons in the literature.
3

• The multiobjective generalized assignment problem was proposed and
analyzed. It was shown that the structure of mGAP instances is very different
from that of mQAP instances, suggesting that the mGAP can provide
researchers with a useful benchmark problem in addition to the mQAP. In
addition, fitness landscape analysis was used to predict that a customized
local search operator would perform very well, and a realization of the
algorithm was shown to outperform several other widely used techniques.
• Finally, a software package is provided (briefly described in Appendix A)
allowing other researchers to take advantage of the landscape analysis
techniques described here, not only for the assignment problems that are the
focus of this research, but also for a wide range of other problems, encodings,
and search operators. In addition, the software provides a needed service to
the community in that there is currently no general purpose package
containing the necessary components to easily build multiobjective memetic
algorithms.

1

Much of the research described in this dissertation has been published or is
currently under submission to a variety of conferences and journals. The individual
publications arising from this work are listed below.
• Deon Garrett and Dipankar Dasgupta. Guiding the Design of
High-Performance Multiobjective Optimizers Through Fitness Landscape
Analysis. To be submitted to IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary
Computation.
• Deon Garrett and Dipankar Dasgupta. An Empirical Comparison of Memetic
Algorithm Strategies on the Multiobjective Quadratic Assignment Problem.
1

PISA (http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/sop/pisa/) is a good, if somewhat oddly designed system for
experimentation with MOEAs, but provides no ready-made local search capabilities, either with or
without a surrounding evolutionary algorithm.
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Submitted to the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
(GECCO ’08).
• Deon Garrett and Dipankar Dasgupta. Multiobjective Landscape Analysis and
the Generalized Assignment Problem. To appear in Proceedings of the
Learning in Intelligent Optimization Conference (LION ’07). Trento, Italy.
December, 2007.
• Deon Garrett, Dipankar Dasgupta, Joseph Vannucci, and James Simien.
Applying Hybrid Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms to the Sailor
Assignment Problem. In Advances in Evolutionary Computing for System
Design. Ed. Lakhmi Jain, Vasile Palade, and Dipti Srinivasan. Springer. 2007.
• Deon Garrett and Dipankar Dasgupta. Analyzing the Performance of Hybrid
Evolutionary Algorithms for the Multiobjective Quadratic Assignment
Problem. IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation. Vancouver, Canada.
July, 2006.
• Deon Garrett, Dipankar Dasgupta, Rodrigo Silva, Joseph Vannucci, and
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1.3

Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides

a comprehensive survey of the most important ideas from the literature on
multiobjective optimization using metaheuristic algorithms. This review also
includes the relevant work on single objective fitness landscape analysis that forms
the backbone of much of the work described in this dissertation. Also included is a
survey of theoretical work in evolutionary algorithms; the statistical analysis
advocated in this work is at least partly motivated by the lack of a comprehensive
theory of search algorithms that addresses real-world optimization problems.
Chapter 3 introduces a real-world optimization problem, the sailor assignment
problem (SAP). Because the problem is heretofore unknown, at least within the
context of heuristic optimization techniques, this chapter provides a complete
definition of the problem and its background, and considers the performance of
several different optimization techniques. Finally, a customized multiobjective
memetic algorithm is shown to provide good performance on large instances of the
problem. Among the results detailed in this chapter, it is shown that conventional
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms cannot provide sufficient performance
without the addition of local search heuristics. This chapter thus sets the stage for
the remainder of this dissertation, which more closely examines the problem of
building high-performance multiobjective algorithms with a particular focus on
obtaining and exploiting information concerning the structure of the multiobjective
fitness landscapes.
Chapter 4 proceeds to describe the basic framework for multiobjective fitness
landscape analysis and makes the case for the utility of this framework through
analysis of several broad algorithmic concepts. In particular, multiobjective
algorithms based on local search, evolutionary algorithms, and hybridizations of the
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two are considered in their most generic form, and related to the landscape analysis
statistics to show how the framework might be used.
Chapter 5 considers the multiobjective quadratic assignment problem (mQAP)
from the standpoint of multiobjective fitness landscape analysis. This chapter starts
by verifying known results from the literature [92] and proceeds to predict the
relative performance of the algorithms in those results through application of the
framework defined in Chapter 3. In addition, this chapter shows the breakdown in
performance of certain types of multiobjective optimizers as the number of
objectives is increased, and suggests techniques for coping with these issues when
faced with a limited computational budget.
Chapter 6 proposes a new multiobjective combinatorial optimization problem:
the multiobjective generalized assignment problem (mGAP). The mGAP is studied
and shown to have significantly different structure from the mQAP. Again, the
landscape analysis metrics are shown to provide crucial insights into this structure,
allowing the prediction of high performance of a customized local search operator,
subsequently shown to provide the best performance of any tested algorithm.
A final review of the conclusions from this line of research is presented in
Chapter 7. In addition, several promising directions for future research along these
lines are presented.
Finally, Appendix A briefly discusses an accompanying software package. The
package contains the only available generic multiobjective memetic algorithm
construction framework, as well as the fitness landscape analysis tools described in
this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Multiobjective Metaheuristics: Theory
and Practice
Over the past ten years, a large amount of research has been conducted on the
use of evolutionary techniques to solve multiobjective optimization problems. The
inherent use of a population of candidate solutions is often viewed as providing
benefits unattained by other techniques. In this chapter, we shall provide a detailed
discussion of the current state-of-the-art in multiobjective evolutionary algorithms,
while also paying homage to some of the more historically significant algorithms for
multiobjective optimization.

2.1

Multiobjective Optimization – An Overview
For much of the history of the field, researchers in combinatorial optimization

have dealt with simplified abstractions of real-world problems. One of the key
abstractions is the notion that there is a single well-defined objective which must be
minimized or maximized, perhaps subject to some constraints. However, real-world
problems do not often fall neatly within this model. Decisions are judged based on
multiple, often conflicting, measures of quality. Researchers are thus increasingly
turning to multiobjective optimization as means of providing a more accurate
picture of the tradeoffs involved with different alternative solutions.
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In conventional optimization problems, the goal of a practitioner is to find the
single best solution possible within given resource limits. Ideally, one hopes to find a
globally optimal solution, but in practice it is generally sufficient to find solutions
above some threshold of acceptability. In the long history of optimization, many
classes of problems have been identified. While certain of these classes admit exact
polynomial time algorithms, such as the Simplex method for linear programming, a
majority of interesting combinatorial optimization problems fall outside the realm of
these exact algorithms.
A second class of exact algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems are
exemplified by the family of branch-and-bound algorithms. In a branch-and-bound
algorithm, an exhaustive search is augmented by a mechanism which allows pruning
of large regions of the search space when it can be proven that the optimal solutions
do not lie in that region. Thus, branch-and-bound algorithms are complete.
However, unless the heuristic used to prune the search space is very effective, the
computation time required by branch-and-bound algorithms can be enormous.
Often, the largest problems solvable by state-of-the-art branch-and-bound
algorithms may be an order of magnitude or more smaller than problems routinely
encountered by practitioners.
The methods of choice for many combinatorial optimization problems are thus
metaheuristics. The label “metaheuristics” refers to algorithms which guide the
application of some heuristic via a higher level heuristic. While somewhat
necessarily imprecise, the class of metaheuristics includes at least evolutionary
algorithms, tabu search, and simulated annealing, as well as a number of lesser
known methods. In addition, these algorithms are not mutually exclusive. A
number of successful algorithms have combined elements of multiple metaheuristics
into hybrid algorithms.
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In contrast to conventional optimization problems, multiobjective optimization
refers to the problem of finding a set of “efficient” solutions. In this context,
efficient means that any attempt to improve one aspect of solution quality must
necessarily degrade at least one other aspect. Economists refer to this same
property as Pareto-optimality, and we shall generally adopt this terminology.
Formally, given two candidate solutions A and B, we say that A dominates B,
denoted as A ≺ B, if A is at least as good as B in all objectives and strictly better
in at least one. Equation 2.1 provides the corresponding mathematical description.

A≺B

⇐⇒

∀ i : 0 ≤ i < M, Ai ≤ Bi
∃ i : Ai < Bi .

(2.1)

One convenient definition of Pareto-optimal is simply “optimal to some logical
decision maker.” Thus, the goal of multiobjective optimization is to find the
complete set of Pareto-optimal solutions to a given optimization problem.
Note that Pareto-optimal is the multiobjective analogue of globally optimal in
the single-objective case. A Pareto-optimal solution is one which would not be
dominated by any other possible solution to the given problem. In contrast, we
often describe a set of solutions as “nondominated”. In the latter case, the condition
is much weaker. A set of nondominated solutions typically implies only that any
two solutions within that set are mutually nondominated. There may exist other
solutions outside the set which dominate one or more solutions within the set. While
there is often some overlap in the terminology, the intent is generally clear from
context, and we shall attempt to use the appropriate formally whenever possible.
Therefore, in practice, we will require a small modification to the stated goal
of finding the set of Pareto-optimal solutions. In problems in which the space of
decision variables is continuous, the Pareto-optimal set may be infinitely large.
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Even in the case of discrete combinatorial optimization problems, the number of
Pareto-optimal solutions may be so large that it would be foolish to attempt to find
and present them all to the user of the optimization system. Therefore, in practice,
the goal of a multiobjective optimizer is to find a representative sample of the set of
Pareto-optimal solutions.
The exact properties of the solution set desired depend very much on the
particular problem being studied. However, we may observe some general properties
which are true for any realistic problem. First, the set of solutions should be
Pareto-optimal. That is to say, the set of solutions found by the algorithm should
not be dominated by any solution in the space of possible solutions. Second, the
obtained set of solutions should be diverse in the sense that any truly Pareto-optimal
solution should be “near” one of the obtained solutions. Adding further difficulties,
the notion of proximity may differ from one application to the next.
Again, in practice, these restrictions are prohibitive. Most interesting
multiobjective combinatorial optimization problems are straightforward
generalizations of N P-Complete single-objective problems. Thus, simply finding a
single Pareto-optimal solution is usually N P-hard. Putting aside issues related to
the cardinality of the Pareto-optimal set, it is clear that finding the set of
Pareto-optimal solutions is at least as hard as finding a single globally optimal
solution, as any optimal solution will be part of the Pareto-optimal set by definition.
Due to the difficulty inherent in locating optimal solutions to N P-hard
optimization problems, metaheuristic approaches tend to dominate the landscape.
Among such approaches, tabu search, simulated annealing, and evolutionary
algorithms are often applied to a wide variety of problems. In the case of
multiobjective optimization problems, evolutionary techniques seem to hold a
special appeal due to their intensive use of populations. The theory is that by
pushing the population as a whole toward the Pareto front, a single run of the
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algorithm could provide an approximation to the entire Pareto front. In contrast,
most approaches based on tabu search or simulated annealing require multiple runs
using different parameters to acheive near-uniform coverage of the Pareto front.
Despite their popularity, pure evolutionary approaches often have some
difficulty in finding truly optimal solutions. Researchers have for years incorporated
local search algorithms into the evolutionary process in a variety of ways to improve
the performance of their algorithms. Although much more recent, there appears to
be ample evidence that the same is true for multiobjective evolutionary algorithms.
However, the specifics of how best to utilize local search within a multiobjective
evolutionary framework are almost certainly problem dependent. A significant
problem facing researchers is that the relationship between problem structure and
algorithm performance with respect to the different approaches to hybridization is
largely unknown. This thesis provides a first step toward a better understanding of
this relationship.

2.2

Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms
One of the critical aspects of any evolutionary algorithm is the determination

of the fitness function, providing the selection pressure which guides the search
process toward promising regions of the space. In multiobjective optimization,
however, there is no single measure of fitness which adequate describes all aspects of
the quality of a candidate solution. The notion of Pareto dominance imposes a
partial ordering on the set of candidate solutions, but many such solutions will be
necessarily incomparable. The heart of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
involves the determination of a means by which this partial ordering can be used to
provide adequate selective pressure.
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The earliest attempts at defining multiobjective evolutionary algorithms were
often rather straightforward extensions of proven techniques, differing primarily in
their selection mechanisms. Goldberg, as something of an aside, [49] proposed the
use of Pareto dominance through the notion of nondominated sorting. The basic
idea of nondominated sorting is to rank the members of the population by the
number of “layers” that would have to be peeled away before the solution became
nondominated. The nondominated solutions would be assigned rank one. Rank two
would be assigned to only those dominated solutions which would be nondominated
if all rank one solutions were removed from the population. The process continues
until all solutions are assigned a nondomination rank. This idea was not fully
explored for a number of years, but as we shall see, plays a pivotal role in several of
the current state-of-the-art MOEAs, and may be viewed as the first great step
forward in the field of multiobjective evolutionary optimization.
The second great insight in MOEA research arrived in a seminal study by
Zitzler, Deb, and Thiele [147], which showed definitively that the performance of
essentially all MOEAs could be substantially improved through the addition of
elitism. The term “elitism” was often used within the field to describe selection
mechanisms which always maintained the best solution or solutions found at any
given point in time. The benefits of elitism were well-known in the context of
conventional single-objective evolutionary algorithms [35, 138]. In the context of
MOEAs, elitism refers to the inclusion of an external archive of nondominated
solutions. The result was a flurry of activity wherein known MOEAs were
retrofitted with an archive, yielding a second generation of MOEAs. In the following
sections, we briefly describe some of the most significant efforts toward defining
effective MOEAs.
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2.2.1

First Generation MOEAs

Perhaps the most obvious approach to fitting multiobjective problems into an
evolutionary framework is to somehow mathematically combine the different
objectives into a single scalar which can then be optimized by conventional
techniques. This approach has many benefits; it is easily understood and
implemented, and a wealth of knowledge concerning conventional single-objective
optimization techiques may be directly employed. Unfortunately, the need to
provide a range of Pareto optimal solutions mandates that additional algorithmic
machinery is necessary. Some of the earliest MOEAs proposed are based on this
idea.
2.2.1.1

VEGA

The first true multiobjective evolutionary algorithm was proposed by Schaffer
[115, 116]. His Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm, or VEGA, divided the
population at each generation into M disjoint subsets, where M is equal to the
number of objectives in the problem. Each subpopulation was then assigned a
fitness measure corresponding to one of the objectives. Selection operated only
within the individual subpopulations – never across subpopulation boundaries.
It is intuitively clear that VEGA, as described above, emphasizes solutions
which have very good fitness measures with respect to any single objective, perhaps
at the expense of good trade-off solutions. Schaffer realized this, and allowed
crossover to operate on parents regardless of from which subpopulation they are
drawn. The expectation underlying this decision is that recombination of solutions
that are very good in different objectives can produce good offspring with
reasonably high probability.
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Unfortunately, it quickly became clear that crossover could not effectively find
other trade-off solutions with any consistency, even on convex optimization
problems. In practice, VEGA tends to converge to a set containing only those
solutions found to be optimal with respect to one of the objectives.
Schaffer correctly noted that the essential problem with VEGA was that
insufficient pressure existed to force the algorithm to move toward nondominated
solutions. Solutions near the extremes of the Pareto front were always preferred to
those on the interior of the front, since the probability of selection depended only on
performance with respect to individual objectives. Thus, over time, points
exhibiting a more balanced trade-off between objectives tended to die out in favor of
those toward the extremes.
To counter this effect, Schaffer proposed a modification to the VEGA selection
heuristic in which nondominated solutions were directed reward through an explicit
increase in their selection probabilities. At each generation, the nondominated
solutions in the current population were found, and each dominated individual had
its selection probability decreased by an amount, ǫ. The total decrease in
probabilities over all dominated individuals was then equally distributed among the
nondominated individuals. In this way, nondominated individuals were more likely
to be selected, including those which were less likely to be selected on the basis of
individual objective functions.
A second modification suggested by Schaffer involved introducing mating
restrictions to attempt to bias the algorithm toward producing good trade-off
solutions. Recombination in VEGA was tasked with the goal of producing good
solutions on the interior of the Pareto front through crossover of solutions exhibiting
high performance in different objectives. In the original formulation of VEGA,
parents were selected for inclusing into the mating pool via the methods described
above. However, choosing two parents from the mating pool for recombination was
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performed randomly. Schaffer reasoned that to increase the likelihood of generating
interior solutions, parents should be selected from different regions of the Pareto
front. He tested two variations of restricted mating, finding both to be inferior to
the original random mating scheme.
While VEGA is now mainly of historical interest, it is interesting to note that
a number of hybrid approaches incorporate several features that are distinctly
reminiscent of VEGA. While the evolutionary algorithms community has largely
moved away from the notion of differing objective functions for different individuals
in favor of true Pareto ranking schemes, many local search techniques still rely on
the scalarization of objectives. The issues confronting VEGA may be relevant today
when discussing hybrid MOEAs incorporating these types of local search procedures.
2.2.1.2

MOGA

Following the limited successes of VEGA, comparatively little was done in the
field of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms until the introduction of the Multiple
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), by Fonseca and Fleming in 1993 [40].
MOGA is notable as the first MOEA based entirely on the notion of Pareto
dominance, while simulaneously striving to promote and maintain diversity in the
nondominated set. These two goals, proximity to the true Pareto-optimal set and
diversity along the Pareto set approximation are now considered fundamental to all
MOEAs, with each new algorithm introducing novel mechanisms to achieve them.
The defining characteristic of MOGA is its fitness assignment scheme. In
MOGA, each individual is assigned a rank equal to the number of population
members dominating the individual (plus one to shift the range of valid ranks to the
range one to N, where N is the size of the population). The raw fitness of an
individual is assigned by sorting the population by rank and using a mapping
function, typically linear, to assign each solution a particular fitness value. Multiple
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individuals sharing the same rank receive the same fitness assignment. With the
raw fitness of each individual so calculated, stochastic universal sampling (SUS)
selection [6] was used with conventional crossover and mutation operators.
While the assignment of equal fitness values to solutions with equal rank
removes the selective pressure toward some Pareto-optimal solutions at the expense
of others, stochastic effects ensure that the algorithm typically would fail to
maintain a diverse set of solutions throughout the run. This phenomenon, known as
genetic drift, had been a known issue from single objective evolutionary algorithms
for several years. At the time, the most popular approach to maintaining diversity
in a population was fitness sharing [53].
In fitness sharing, each individual competes for resources (fitness) with
neighboring solutions in the population. The result is the formation of niches, in
which multiple stable subpopulations form and are maintained throughout extended
runs of the evolutionary algorithms. Implementing fitness sharing requires the
specification of a niche radius, σshare , the maximum distance between two solutions
considered to be of the same niche. In an abstract sense, each niche is apportioned a
given quantity of fitness which must be distributed between the solutions occupying
the niche. The greater the number of solutions occupying the niche, the greater the
degree to which their fitness must be decreased. Formally, one may define the
distance between any two solutions as

di,j =

v

u
uX
uM

t
k=1

(i)

(j)

2

fk − fk 
,
fkmax − fkmin

(2.2)

where fkmax and fkmin denote the maximum and minimum values for the k th objective
function. Note that fitness sharing may involve the calculation of distance in either
the decision space or the objective space. MOGA used the objective space distance,
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and Equation 2.2 is defined accordingly. The sharing function is then defined as

Sh(d) =









1−
0



d
σshare

α

if d ≤ σshare

(2.3)

otherwise,

typically with α = 1. The niche count for a solution in a given niche is then
computed by summing the sharing function values between the individual and all
other solutions in the niche. Note that the definition of the sharing function ensures
that solutions outside the niche contribute nothing to the niche count. Finally, the
shared fitness for each individual is computed by dividing the raw fitness of the
individual by its niche count. Thus, while the raw fitness of any two nondominated
solutions must be equal, the shared fitness of one in a less crowded niche will be
higher than another in a more crowded niche, thus biasing selection toward regions
of the Pareto front with fewer representative solutions.
Implemented correctly, fitness sharing as described above allows the
maintenence of population diversity indefinitely, thereby ensuring that the final
Pareto set approximation will contain a diverse set of nondominated solutions.
However, the performance of fitness sharing-based algorithms depends crucially on
the proper setting of the parameter σshare . Correctly setting the niche radius
requires detailed knowledge of the structure and geometry of the search space;
information which is not generally available. The authors proposed a dynamic
update scheme for the niche radius which avoids the need for the problematic a
priori setting of the parameter. The method works by estimating the diameter of
the current Pareto front, and dividing the front into equal regions, each of which
forms a niche.
Like VEGA, MOGA is simple to implement and understand. Unlike VEGA, it
makes a concerted effort to bias the search toward a diverse representative sample of
the true Pareto-optimal set. However, MOGA suffers from a number of issues. It is
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somewhat sensitive to the characteristics of the desired Pareto front. Ignoring the
sharing component of MOGA, all nondominated solutions have the same fitness.
However, two dominated solutions may have very different fitness values, despite
lying on the same front. We shall have more to say on this issue in Section 2.2.1.3
describing the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm. For now we simply note
that two solutions roughly equidistant from the Pareto front may have different
assigned fitness values based on the geometry of the front and the particular set of
candidate solutions in the current population.
In addition, the selection pressure of MOGA may degrade if many solutions
exist within the same niche along the Pareto front. In this case, the sharing
mechanism may overly penalize the nondominated solutions, instead biasing
selection toward dominated solutions in sparse regions of the objective space. Since
biasing the search toward poor quality solutions tends to degrade the effectiveness
of the search, the overall progress of the algorithm may stall.
Despite these drawbacks, MOGA is often considered to be the first of the
“modern” MOEAs, in that its selection mechanism operates directly on the notion
of Pareto dominance and it includes an explicit diversity maintenence mechanism.
Essentially all MOEAs since MOGA have built on these ideas, although more recent
algorithms are substantially more sophisticated in their approaches to these goals.
2.2.1.3

NSGA

While MOGA embodied the basic concept of Pareto ranking for fitness
assignment, it was the Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [122]
which was primarily introduced the use of the nondominated sorting approach to
fitness assignment in MOEAs. In each generation of NSGA, the population is
sorting into nondomination levels – disjoint subsets of the population, within which
no two individuals are comparable under Pareto dominance. Individuals in the first
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front are assigned a fitness equal to the population size, N. Similarly to MOGA,
this raw fitness value is augmented using the fitness sharing mechanism described in
Section 2.2.1.2, although NSGA chose to perform niching in the parameter space
rather than the objective space. Unlike MOGA, however, NSGA performs niching
only within the nondominated fronts. If one solution dominates another, the two
solutions do not affect each other in terms of the sharing calculations, regardless of
how close they may lie to one another in the parameter space. After the shared
fitness values are computed for all individuals in the first front, the individuals of
the second front are assigned a raw fitness value slightly less than the minimum
shared fitness of any individual in the first front. In this way, the algorithm ensures
that no solution in a more dominated front is preferred over any solution in a less
dominated front, rectifying one of the potential pitfalls facing the MOGA algorithm.
The process of assigning raw and shared fitness values continues for every front until
all population members have been accounted for.
The fitness assignment scheme in NSGA ensures that nondominated solutions
are favored throughout the evolutionary process, thereby helping to progress toward
the true Pareto-optimal front. However, the need to specify the niche radius makes
applying NSGA somewhat difficult. There have been proposals for automatic and
dynamic specification of the niche radius, but current algorithms tend to avoid the
issue altogether through the use of more sophisticated diversity preservation
mechanisms.
2.2.1.4

NPGA

The Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA), proposed by Horn, Nafploitis,
and Goldberg [64], takes a different approach to the problem fitness assignment
than do the algorithms described above. Instead of proportional selection on the
shared fitness values, NPGA defines a novel tournament selection mechanism which
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avoids the need for any fitness assignment outside of the normal vector-valued
objective function.
Binary tournament selection during NPGA uses a comparison set drawn at
random from the population. The size of this comparison set, tdom is a parameter of
the algorithm. Two candidate parents are drawn at random from the population
and compared to the comparison set, T . If exactly one of the candidates is
nondominated with respect to T , that individual is chosen as the winner. If neither
or both are nondominated, then the niche count of both parents is computed with
respect to the current partially filled offspring population. Whichever resides in a
less crowded niche is chosen as the winner.
Note that while NPGA still requires specification of the niche radius, no
shared fitness values are computed. The niche radius is only used in a binary test to
determine the number of solutions within a distance of σshare of the current
candidate parents. Thus the NPGA avoids one of the primary difficulties in
applying many of the other early MOEAs. However, because NPGA does not
discount the sharing function as distance to other solutions increases, the algorithm
may be more sensitive to the value of σshare than it appears at first glance. Also, the
parameter tdom does seem to play a critical role in the performance of the algorithm,
although empirically it appears to me a much simpler task than the proper
determination of the niche radius in sharing-based algorithms.
The primary area of historical significance of NPGA is that it was the first
proposed MOEA to utilize tournament selection. Studies have consistently reported
the superiority of tournament selection over proportional selection [50], and it is no
longer controversial to say that proportional selection is usually better avoided. The
NPGA provided the first glimpse at how the partial ordering imposed by Pareto
dominance might be sufficient to define an effective binary comparison operator.
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2.2.2

Elitist MOEAs

Many of the early MOEAs described above provided promising performance
on a wide range of common test problems. However, a seminal study by Zitzler
et.al. [147] showed that an elitist MOEA known as the Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm significantly outperformed each of a set of commonly used
MOEAs on a majority of selected test functions. Furthermore, they showed that the
introduction of elitism to the earlier algorithms provided similar performance in
many cases to that of SPEA, thus implying the importance of elitism in achieving
high performance. Almost immediately, a new batch of MOEAs appeared on the
scene as researchers investigated alternative means of utilizing elitism within the
frameworks of earlier algorithms. Several of the algorithms described below
comprise the current state-of-the-art in MOEAs, with essentially all modern
algorithms incorporating elitism in one form or another.
2.2.2.1

SPEA

The Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm, or SPEA, was proposed by
Zitzler and his colleagues primarily to investigate a novel fitness assignment scheme
as well as the effects of elitism [149]. In SPEA, each individual is assigned a strength
value equal to the number of solutions the individual dominates, as illustrated in
Equation 2.4.
νi
,
N +1

Si =

(2.4)

where νi denotes the number of individuals dominated by the ith archive member
and N is the size of the archive. The fitness of an individual is then defined as the
sum of the strengths of all solutions that dominate the individual, denoted by

Fi = 1 +

X

i ∈P̄ ∧ i j
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Si .

(2.5)

The algorithm proceeds by treating this fitness measure as the objective function to
be minimized. Note that the fitness of a nondominated individual is always 0, since
by definition it is dominated by no other solutions. However, among dominated
solutions, those with lower fitness values (i.e., better solutions) are those which are
dominated by solutions that dominate few other individuals. There is a tendency to
view strength as a sort of fitness measure of its own, such that higher strength
means more dominated individuals and therefore higher quality. In this view, the
fitness assignment scheme seems counterintuitive, as it would not seem to be
advantageous to assign better fitness values to solutions that are dominated by
inferior individuals. The flaw is this reasoning is that strength does not really
determine fitness in more than an indirect fashion. A dominated individual with a
high fitness value is likely in a more crowded region in the objective space than one
with a low fitness value, since presumably the former is dominated by either a
greater number of solutions, or by solutions that dominate a large number of other
similar individuals. Thus the fitness assignment scheme serves two purposes: first to
provide pressure to move the search toward the Pareto-optimal front, and second to
bias the search away from more crowded regions.
With respect to multiobjective algorithms, elitism generally refers to the
maintenance of an external archive of nondominated solutions. Throughout the run,
newly generated solutions are compared to the continuously updated archive. As
new solutions are found to be nondominated, they are added to the archive, and as
archive members are found to be dominated by newly created solutions, they are
removed. SPEA was novel, not only in the use of the archive to ensure no
Pareto-optimal solutions were lost, but also in the direct inclusion of the archive
into the evolutionary process.
The fitness assignment scheme in SPEA tends to bias the search toward
individuals located in less crowded regions of the space. However, the effect is quite
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subtle, and may not be sufficient to ensure diverse coverage of the Pareto front. To
further encourage diversity, as well as to improve the efficiency of the algorithm,
SPEA enforces a size limit on the set of nondominated solutions. Whenever a new
nondominated solution is found, it is added to the archive. If the archive contains
too many members, a truncation procedure is invoked to prune members from the
archive until the size contraint is satisfied. To ensure that a diverse set of solutions
remains, the truncation procedure clusters the solutions and removes those which
are closest to other archive members. In this way, the archive is protected against
losing solutions that are very different from other known solutions.
The clustering algorithm employed in SPEA initially considers each
nondominated solution to lie in its own cluster. The inter-cluster distance is
computed between all pairs of clusters, and the two most similar clusters are
merged. This process is repeated until the number of clusters is less than or equal to
the maximum archive size, at which point all but one member of each cluster is
deleted from the archive, keeping only the solution with the smallest average
distance to the other members of the cluster.
Despite the fact that SPEA provided excellent performance on a set of
benchmark functions, there exist a number of issues with the algorithm as described
above. The fitness assignment method imposes a plateau structure on the search
space, as the fitness of an individual depends only on its relative relationship to the
current archive. If two very different solutions are dominated by the same set of
archive members, they receive the same fitness, thus greatly reducing selection
pressure and rendering the algorithm much less effective.
The decision to reward individuals dominated by fewer archive members
assumes that there is a similarity between individuals dominated by similar sets of
archive members. In practice, this may not be true, and thus the algorithm may
reward individuals that are in reality inferior to other elements of the population.
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To what extent this occurs in practice is a difficult question, depending on the
details of the problem and the composition of the population and archive.
Finally, the clustering technique used to promote diversity among the archive
members tends to remove extreme solutions along the Pareto front with exaggerated
frequency. Within a cluster, only a single solution is maintained – that with the
smallest average distance to its neighbors within the cluster. It is easily seen that
this tends to discard solutions near the extremes of a cluster. When considering
clusters near the extremes of the Pareto front, this implies that those solutions with
the best objective function values for a single objective are almost always destroyed.
2.2.2.2

MOMGA

Another elitist MOEA introduced in the late nineties was the Multiobjective
Messy Genetic Algorithm (MOMGA) [132]. The original Messy GA (mGA) [52, 51]
encoded solutions not as binary strings, but as sets of ordered pairs, each of which
encoded both the allele value as well as the allele location. Solutions were allow to
have varying lengths as well as over and underspecification of the solution
components. In a rather expensive search called the primordial phase, the system
attempted to find a set of small building blocks. These blocks were then rearranged
in the juxtaposition phase in which good solutions were hoped to emerge as
combinations of the building blocks. One of the important goals in the primordial
phase was to find locally optimal templates with which to disambiguate
underspecified chromosomes.
Designed as an extension of the mGA into the multiobjective realm, the
MOMGA extends the primordial phase to include M different templates, one for
each objective. Selection is accomplished in much the same way as in the NPGA – a
binary tournament is held using a subset of the current archive to help determine
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the winner. MOMGA utilizes an external archive during the juxtaposition phase,
although the archive does not participate in the evolutionary process.
For certain types of problems, messy GAs have been shown to perform quite
well. However, due in large part to their complexity – both in implementation and
execution time – they have not gained the popularity of other approaches. An
addtional drawback of the family of messy GAs, including MOMGA, is that the
notion of the messy encoding, with its inherent over and underspecification of the
candidate solutions makes the algorithms much more difficult to hybridize with well
known local search techniques. As we view this latter capability to be essential in
designing high performance evolutionary algorithms for multiobjective
combinatorial optimization problems, MOMGA would not appear to be a suitable
candidate for the underlying MOEA in such hybrid algorithms.
2.2.2.3

MOMGA-II

MOMGA-II [151, 150] extended the original MOMGA by incorporating earlier
modifications to the original messy GA. Applied to the mGA, these modifications
yielded the fast messy GA (fmGA). The MOMGA-II may rightly be considered as
the fast MOMGA. While improving on the efficiency of the MOMGA, the
MOMGA-II is still very complex and does not hybridize well. Thus, the MOMGA-II
will not be considered further in this work.
2.2.2.4

PESA

The Pareto Envelope-based Selection Algorithm, or PESA, was proposed to
test the novel idea of using the same mechanism for both selection and diversity
maintenance [27]. In PESA, rather than assigning fitness based directly or indirectly
on nondomination rank, a hypergrid is imposed on the objective space. Parents are
selected through a binary tournament between individuals drawn at random from
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the archive. To determine the winner, each is assigned a squeeze factor equal to the
number of individuals within the grid location occupied by each potential parent.
The candidate with the lowest squeeze factor is selected for recombination, with ties
broken at random.
As new solutions are generated, they are compared to the current archive.
Those that are nondominated are added to archive, with newly dominated archive
members removed as necessary. When the number of archive members surpasses a
predefined size, the squeeze factor is again used to determine which individuals
should be removed.
The use of the hypergrid for both important aspects of multiobjective
optimization means that PESA is a relatively simple algorithm. In addition, on a
set of well-known benchmark problems [147], it was experimentally shown to
outperform SPEA and PAES, a local search algorithm with similar characteristics
to PESA described in the next section.
2.2.2.5

SPEA2

Partly in response to newer and more effective algorithms, the investigators
behind SPEA revisited their algorithm and identified three areas in which the
performance could be improved. Two of the issues concerned insufficient
discrimination in fitness assignment. In essense, SPEA ignored certain information
which could be used to prefer one solution over another in some cases. The other
issue was regarding the biased archive truncation selection routine which
predominantly maintained trade-off solutions, choosing instead to remove more
extreme solutions.
A second version of the algorithm was proposed and dubbed SPEA2 in an
effort to rectify these supposed deficiencies [148]. The revised version of the
algorithm included a fixed-size archive, unlike most other algorithms which placed
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only an upper bound on the archive size. The notions of strength and raw fitness
are unchanged from the first version of SPEA, with two exceptions. The first is that
not only the archive is used to compute the strength and fitness values. Instead, all
solutions in both the current archive and current population are compared with one
another to determine fitness. The benefit of this scheme is that even when two
solutions are dominated by the same archive members, they may be dominated by
different population members, and this difference can help to decide which of the
two should be considered to be more fit.
The second difference was the addition of a completely new term to the
equation determining the raw fitness. In SPEA, the fitness was defined as the sum
of the strengths of all archive members dominating the solution. In SPEA2, the
strengths of all dominating individuals is still summed into the fitness. However, an
additional density estimation term is added to the fitness to attempt to bias the
selection probabilities away from more crowded regions of the space. The distance
between each individual and its k th nearest neighbor is computed. The inverse of
this distance is taken as a density estimate and added to the raw fitness of the
individual. Because in SPEA2, as in SPEA, raw fitness is to be minimized, the
nearer the neighbors of a solution, the greater the contribution to its fitness, and
thus the less fit the solution. Equation 2.6 provides the formal defintion of the
density estimation technique in SPEA2.

D(i) =

σik

1
.
+2

(2.6)

Note that each component of the fitness in SPEA2 is chosen to enforce a total
ordering between solutions in different “classes”. All nondominated solutions are
assigned a fitness less than 1.0. Two solutions having the same raw fitness prior to
the density estimate will differ in fitness by at most 0.5 following the density
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estimation stage. Since the raw fitness sans density is integer valued, the cap on the
contribution from the density estimate ensures that the effects are limited to
essentially tie-breaking between solutions that would otherwise be considered
equivalent by the fitness assignment scheme.
The final difference between SPEA2 and SPEA lies in the method used to
maintain diversity along the Pareto set approximation. In SPEA, a clustering
technique ensured that the size of the archive was always less than or equal to a
maximum size. However, the algorithm exhibited a slight bias in the solutions
selected for removal when the archive exceeded its capacity. In SPEA2, the same
density estimation technique used to augment the fitness assignment algorithm is
used to truncate the archive when necessary. Suppose that after some time, the
number of archive members, N ′ exceeds the maximum size of the archive, N. In
order to restore the archive to within constraints, a total of N ′ − N individuals must
be removed. In SPEA2, the distance between each of the N ′ solutions and their
nearest neighboring solution in the archive is computed. That which is nearest to its
nearest neighbor is chosen for removal. By definition, there will exist at least two
solutions in the archive with the same smallest nearest-neighbor distance. For any
such archive members, the distance to the second-nearest neighbor is computed,
followed by the third, until eventually the last remaining tie is broken. The process
then repeats until enough solutions have been removed.
While the worst case execution time for this new archive truncation procedure
is O(N 2 ), experiments showed that ties were nearly always broken through
examination of just the first few nearest neighbors. Despite this, SPEA2 is one of
the most computationally demanding of the widely used MOEAs. The
computational effort is often rewarded, however, with state-of-the-art performance.
In particular, it has been found on a number of problems to provide a more uniform
coverage of the Pareto front than any other known MOEA. A hybridized variant of
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SPEA2 currently holds the record for performance on the multiobjective quadratic
assignment problem, as well. This algorithm will be described later in this thesis, as
well as attempts to understand its superior performance.
2.2.2.6

NSGA-II

Following the work on elitism in MOEAs, Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, and
Meyarivan proposed an elitist algorithm based on NSGA called, appropriately,
NSGA-II [32]. While NSGA-II shares many similarities with its namesake, there are
enough differences to qualify as a truly independent algorithm. The primary goals
of NSGA-II were to develop a more efficient method for performing the
nondominated sorting central to the algorithm, to introduce elitism, and to
eliminate the need for the user-specified niche radius.
In earlier algorithms based on nondominated sorting, every generation
involved examination of every individual in a domination check against every other
individual, an O(N 2 ) affair. In the worst case, only a single individual lies in each
nondominated front, thus requiring N passes to complete the nondominated sort.
As checking Pareto dominance is linear in the number of objectives M, the total
complexity of NSGA and similar algorithms was no better than, and in fact equal to
O(MN 3 ). With NSGA-II, the authors proposed an incremental archive update
method which reduces the complexity to O(MN 2 ), equal to the complexity of the
vast majority of competing MOEAs. In this scheme, each individual is compared to
the contents of an incrementally updated nondominated set, rather than to all other
individuals of the population. In the worst case for NSGA, that in which there exist
N different fronts, each with a single element, NSGA-II performs better since only
the single element of the current nondominated set need be compared against.
Elitism is introduced into NSGA-II through the addition of the now-familiar
archive of nondominated solutions. In each generation, the previous parent and
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offspring populations are merged and a nondominated sort is performed on the
multiset union, denoted Rt , formed from the two populations. The new population
is formed front-wise from Rt as follows. Beginning with rank one (the nondominated
solutions), all solutions from each rank are copied into the population Pt+1 until
doing so would cause Pt+1 to contain more than popsize solutions. At this point, a
subset of the solutions of the current rank must be selected for insertion into the
new population. The choice is determined through the so-called, crowding distance.
Much as SPEA2 introduced a density estimation component into the fitness
calculation, NSGA-II has its own method of choosing solutions from less crowded
regions of the space. The crowding distance is an estimate of the size of the largest
hypercube containing a given solution and no others. Calculation of the crowding
distance requires sorting the population M times, once per objective. Once sorted,
the contribution for the given objective is the absolute difference between the next
smallest and next largest solutions with respect to the current objective. The larger
the crowding distance for a solution, the more isolated the region of space in which
the solution lies, and the more desirable the solution. Boundary solutions are
assigned a crowding distance of ∞, thus ensuring that they are maintained
whenever possible.
Finally, the authors of the study proposed a crowded comparison operator
used to implement binary tournament selection for recombination. Intuitively,
solution A is better than solution B if and only if the rank of A is lower than the
rank of B, or their ranks are equal and A has a larger crowding distance than B.
Because both selection and archive truncation use the notion of crowding distance,
NSGA-II avoids the need for explicit fitness sharing and the problematic σshare .
NSGA-II was tested against SPEA and PAES, described in the next section,
and found to fare quite well against its competitors, particularly with regard to the
diversity of the located Pareto fronts. However, it should be noted that later studies
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comparing SPEA2 have shown that algorithm to be equal to or perhaps slightly
superior to NSGA-II in terms of overall performance and diversity in particular. In
practice, the performance of the two algorithms is very close to equal, and on a
given problem, one will find it difficult to say a priori that one will be superior to
the other.
2.2.2.7

ǫ-MOEA

One difficulty which may arise with the MOEAs described above is the
sensitivity of the results on the size of the external archive. Obviously, the
algorithms cannot maintain more nondominated solutions than the predetermined
size. However, if the archive size is too large, the algorithms become more
computationally demanding, while the additional nondominated solutions found
may be so similar to other solutions as to provide no additional diversity. The
ǫ-MOEA [31] was proposed in an effort to remove this difficulty through the notion
of ǫ-dominance [87]. Whereas the conventional notion of weak Pareto dominance
holds that
A  B ⇐⇒ Ai ≤ Bi

∀i ∈ {1, ..., m} ,

(2.7)

we say that
A ǫ B ⇐⇒ (1 + ǫ) · Ai ≤ Bi

∀i ∈ {1, ..., m} .

(2.8)

Under Pareto dominance, each point in the objective space defines a
dominated hypervolume. In order to be nondominated, a point must fall outside the
union of all such dominated hypervolumes over the set of all current nondominated
solutions. While ǫ-dominance is conceptually the same, the dominated hypervolume
of a point under ǫ-dominance is actually slightly larger. Each point dominates not
only its conventional hypervolume, but also a region of thickness ǫ around the
borders of the hypervolume. Thus, ǫ-nondominated set of solutions can contain no
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two solutions within this additional tolerance of each other. In essence, ǫ-dominance
imposes a grid structure over the objective space, similar to NPGA and the local
search algorithm PAES.
This notion of ǫ-dominance can thus be used to define an algorithm in which
the maintenance of diversity is accomplished via the enforcement that the archive
be ǫ-nondominated. One potential problem with this definition is that any
improvements made during the course of a run must be large enough to escape the
ǫ-domination of the previous set. This would preclude the sort of gradual
incremental improvement which is often very beneficial, particularly as ǫ grows
larger. To overcome this liability, the developers of the ǫ-MOEA proposed that the
conventional domination check be performed for all solutions within each grid box.
Only one solution may be maintained within each box, but the decision of which to
remove is made through conventional Pareto dominance. In the case that multiple
mutually nondominated solutions are competing within a single box, that which is
closest to the utopian corner of the box in terms of Euclidean distance is selected.
The ǫ-MOEA thus requires an estimate of the desired distance between
solutions along the Pareto front instead of an estimate of the number of solutions to
return. This is more intuitive from the user’s perspective. However, care must be
taken to avoid very large or very small nondominated sets.
While the increase in the ease in which a user may apply the algorithm is
beneficial, perhaps the greater benefit lies in the efficiency of the algorithm. The
ǫ-MOEA avoids the need to perform any sort of nondominated sorting or complex
density estimation. Experiments have shown that the computation time required to
find good nondominated sets can be much smaller than that of SPEA2 or NSGA-II.
In the case of hybrid algorithms, typically, a large portion of the
computational effort is devoted to the local search. In this case, the improved
efficiency of the ǫ-MOEA may be swamped by the run-time of the local search
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algorithms. However, in the case that local search is expensive, a greater percentage
of the overall run-time must be devoted to the evolutionary aspects of the
algorithm. The efficiency of the ǫ-MOEA may be significant in those cases. The
degree to which the run time should be allocated to the local search is an open
problem, likely to depend greatly on the structure of the problem at hand.
2.2.2.8

MOCHC

CHC [35] was a genetic algorithm employing a unique combination of features.
To fully understand what made CHC so radical requires some knowledge of the
state of the art in evolutionary computation circa 1991. At that time, the accepted
view of genetic search was still dominated by the notion of schemata and
hyperplane processing. Disruption, the process by which schemata present in a
parent were destroyed during creation of the offspring was still overwhelmingly
viewed as a negative. CHC broke with this tradition in favor of a highly disruptive
set of search operators, combined with very aggressive selection. To offset the rapid
convergence implied by the strongly elitist selection algorithm, Eshelman employed
a form of incest prevention.
This combination of features produced an algorithm which performed a fairly
broad search – moreso than the canonical simple genetic algorithm and other similar
variants. However, the strong selection procedure still ensured that the algorithm
would converge to a single solution in a reasonably short period of time. To account
for this stagnation, Eshelman devised a clever restart mechanism. In CHC, the
incest prevention disallows mating of any two parents nearer to one another than
some given threshold. Thus, the number of accepted offspring produced at any
given generation differs and ranges from 0 to the population size. Whenever no
offspring are accepted during a given generation, CHC concludes that the
population must be converging and decreases the mating threshold accordingly.
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This allows for more fine tuning during the later stages when the algorithm has
presumably found a good region to explore.
At some point, the population will completely converge. Because CHC does
not use a conventional mutation operator, eschewing it in favor of only crossover, a
converged population implies that no further search can be possible. CHC detects
this condition by noticing when the mating threshold reaches zero. At that point,
the algorithm performs what Eshelman terms a cataclysmic mutation. This
operation makes a single copy of the best individual in the population, then fills the
remainder of the population with massively mutated copies of that individual. In
Eshelman’s original work, as well as most subsequent efforts, the “massive”
mutation is performed by flipping 35% of the bits of the best individual.
CHC has been shown to provide very good, often state of the art, performance
on a wide range of problems. A key to this high performance undoubtedly lies in
the unique restart mechanism, which allows the algorithm to continue to improve
it’s performance after conventional evolutionary algorithms would have converged
and stagnated. It’s aggressive search, combined with the effective exploration
mechansim embodied by the cataclysmic mutation seems to provide something of a
local optimum in evolutionary algorithm design.
Given it’s high performance, it seems reasonable to look for a multiobjective
extension of CHC. However, such extensions are not easily conceived. The restart
mechanism of CHC that proves to be so useful is inherently tied into the notion of
convergence. When all individuals in a population become too similar, the
algorithm begins the exploration process via cataclysmic mutation. The essential
problem is that a multiobjective algorithm is explicitly designed to avoid
convergence. It is imperative that an MOEA provide not just a single good solution,
but an entire set of good solutions, and thus the convergence never happens, and
the restart does not occur.
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Nebro et. al. [105] devised an algorithm which augments CHC by including an
NSGA-II-inspired fitness assignment scheme. As the fitness of an individual includes
aspects of both solution quality and crowding in the population, this allows the
algorithm to find diverse sets of solutions rather than single solutions. When the
algorithm converges, the standard CHC restart is applied, with the modification
that a small number, experimentally determined to by 5% of the population, is
maintained rather than simply one copy of the best individual.
It was also shown in [105] that this MOCHC algorithm outperformed NSGA-II
on the multiobjective radio network design (RND) antenna placement problem.
However, it also outperformed several popular single objective algorithms as
measured by the ability to find a single optimal solution.

2.3

Multiobjective Local Search
Local search algorithms have a long history in the more familiar world of

single-objective optimization. Over the past ten years, the use of local search
algorithms for multiobjective optimization has grown, although among the common
metaheuristics, evolutionary algorithms continue to dominate the multiobjective
optimization landscape.
There is no clear demarcation between local search algorithms and so-called
global search methods, at least within the restricted domain of metaheuristics.
Evolutionary algorithms are sometimes claimed to fall into the latter category, due
to their use of a population with recombination able to make large jumps in the
space. However, the most common definition of local search, that of an algorithm
consisting of an initial solution, a neighborhood operator, and a mechanism by
which search is biased in a particular direction, certainly emcompasses evolutionary
algorithms as well. However, while evolutionary algorithms are local search
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techniques, there exist significant differences in the manner in which they search the
space. For this reason, it may be sensible to separate the two classes of algorithms.
In this work, we mostly sidestep the issue entirely. Formally, we shall consider
evolutionary algorithms to fall within the realm of local search, but our focus will be
primarily on the differences that arise between local search and EAs. Thus, we
adopt the terminology where local search refers to neighborhood search methods in
which the neighborhood is simpler than the recombination neighborhood of
evolutionary algorithms.

2.3.1

Tabu Search

Tabu search (TS) augments a conventional steepest-ascent hill-climber with a
short-term memory, thus allowing the algorithm to escape from local optima
[46, 47]. In the so-called core [135] tabu search, an iterative process occurs in which
the best non-tabu neighbor of a particular point is selected. A solution is tabu if it
has been visited previously by the search, since once visited, there is no need to
return to that point at any time during the run.
This allows a tabu search algorithm to function as a hill-climber until it
reaches a local optimum. An ordinary hill-climber would then terminate. However,
a tabu search algorithm continues using the same rules. The best non-tabu solution
is selected, which at a local optimum, will be necessarily worse than the current
solution. In the next iteration, the best neighboring solution will almost certainly be
the local optimum just departed, and therefore returning to that solution would
enter a cycle. However, the tabu list ensures that the search cannot immediately
return to the vacated solution, and thus the algorithm selects a different move. At
some point, the search will have likely escaped from the basin of attraction
corresponding to the initial local optimum. Climbing uphill again thus results in a
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different local optimum. After a predetermined number of iterations, the best
solution encountered during the search is returned as the result of the optimization.
There are a number of different instantiations of the general class of tabu
search algorithms. Most notably, a strict interpretation of the algorithm as described
above requires storage of every point visited throughout the search. As the number
of solutions visited may be quite large, this imposes unwelcome limitations on the
efficiency and even feasibility of the algorithms. Thus, in practice it is often the case
that the tabu list tracks not solutions, but moves. A move is tabu if it results in the
parameters involved in the move taking the same values they previously held. This
is a much weaker condition than described above. After some number of iterations,
nearly all moves could easily become tabu, even though the solutions resulting from
the moves may be unique. Therefore, the tabu search metaheuristic is augmented
with an additional parameter called the tabu tenure, denoted tt. A move is declared
tabu only if it undoes a move that occurred within the previous tt iterations. Also,
because not all tabu moves would result in previously visited solutions, it is
generally desirable to define a condition under which a tabu move may nonetheless
be taken. This aspiration condition is most often defined to be true if taking the
move would result in a new best known solution.
Because tabu search operates as a steepest-ascent hill-climber at its core, it
relies on the ability to order the possible moves by their value. In multiobjective
optimization, as we have seen, such an ordering is problematic. We might first
consider directly incorporating the notion of Pareto-dominance into the acceptance
criteria, perhaps choosing the neighbor which dominates other neighbors. Under
such a scheme, we would very likely impose a vast number of spurious local optima
on the search space, as any point which was nondominated by its neighbors would
be considered locally optimal.
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We might instead choose to accept neighbors that are not dominated by other
neighbors. The problem with such a scheme is that Pareto-dominance provides a
very sparse partial ordering – a large number of solutions can be mutually
nondominated, particularly as the number of objectives increases. In such cases, the
algorithm would resort to performing a random walk, as little discriminating power
exists to determine that one neighbor is preferable over another.
For these reasons, directly using dominance among a set of neighbors would
seem to be problematic. We shall see a mechanism through which we may define a
Pareto-dominance-based hill-climber in the PAES algorithm described below.
However, for most multiobjective algorithms based on tabu search, a different
approach is used. The most common method for applying local search heuristics to
multiobjective problems is to define scalarizing functions to combine the different
objectives into a single number. The local search algorithms can then be applied
unmodified to the resulting scalar objective function. The drawback of this method
is that it can be difficult to appropriately set the weight vectors to achieve a
particular goal. In addition, it is well-known that in non-convex optimization
problems, not all Pareto-optimal solutions can be found using scalarizing vectors
[30].
2.3.1.1

MOTS

In 1997 [55], Hansen proposed a multiobjective tabu search algorithm called
MOTS. In MOTS, a population of candidate solutions is generated stochastically,
and improved in parallel, each with its own weight vector. The weight vectors for
different solutions are dynamically modified during the run so as to force each to
move away from its nearest neighbor. In addition, MOTS proposes a novel adaptive
population sizing method in which the average nondomination rank of the solutions
affects the population size. If the average nondomination rank is low, the implication
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is that the solutions are reasonably diverse. In this case, the number of individuals
in the population is increased to better cover the Pareto front. On the other hand, a
high average nondomination rank implies that many solutions are similar to each
other, and thus the population can be reduced without losing valuable diversity.
One of the most promising areas of study involves the adaptation of certain
parameters during a given run. MOTS provided some of the early inspiration along
those lines with the idea of adaptive modification of weight vectors to enforce spread
along the Pareto front. The adaptation of local search direction within hybrid
evolutionary algorithms has not been adequately explored, and may provide
tangible benefits across a wide range of different problems and techniques.
2.3.1.2

Gandibleux’s TSBP Algorithm

In [43], a multiobjective tabu search based procedure (TSBP) approach to the
0/1 multiple knapsack problem was proposed. The algorithm incorporated a set of
decision space reduction strategies specific to the bi-objective knapsack problem,
thus limiting the overall applicability of the method. However, the basic ideas
incorporated into their algorithm, exploitation of structure inherent in a given
problem, form the basis of a number of the most successful metaheuristic
approaches to multiobjective combinatorial optimization problems.

2.3.2

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing (SA) algorithms, like tabu search, are based on the notion
of adding escape probabilities to conventional hill-climbers. In the case of SA
algorithms, this is accomplished not through short-term memory, but by making the
acceptance function for a given neighbor probabilistic. In simulated annealing
algorithms, the core heuristic is a next-ascent hill-climber. However, instead of
taking the first improving move, each move is taken with some probability. If the
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move results in an improvement over the current position, it is taken with
probability 1. However, non-improving moves are taken with a probability that
depends exponentially on the amount of disimprovement and on a parameter called
the temperature. Formally, this may be stated as

′

P [x |x] =









1
e

x−x′
τ

if x′ < x

,

(2.9)

otherwise

where x denotes the objective function value of the current solution, x′ denotes the
objective function value of a given neighbor, and τ is the current temperature. Note
that this formulation assumes minimization of the objective function.
Like tabu search metaheuristics, simulated annealing algorithms thus require
some form of ordering be defined on the neighborhood. In particular, the expression
determining the acceptance probability requires a scalar objective function value.
Thus, like TS, the majority of SA-based approaches to multiobjective optimization
rely on a scalarizing vector.
2.3.2.1

Serafini’s SA Algorithm

Perhaps the first multiobjective local search algorithm, Serafini’s algorithm for
applying simulated annealing to multiobjective problems appeared in 1994 [117].
His algorithm used only a single candidate solution at any one time. To generate
multiple nondominated solutions, his algorithm randomly varied the weight vector
at each fixed temperature, thus allowing the solution to move throughout the space.
While quite simple, Serafini’s algorithm has not proven to be especially
successful. The limitation of forcing a single solution to cover the Pareto front
through repeated modifications of the weight vector tends to provide relatively poor
diversity along the nondominated front. Nonetheless, the idea of varying the weight
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vector of single individuals during the run has been copied by a number of later
algorithms.
2.3.2.2

MOSA

Unlike Serafini’s algorithm, the multiobjective simulated annealing algorithm
(MOSA) [131] operates by maintaining a population of solutions being optimized in
parallel, each using a different weight vector. In MOSA, no interaction between
solutions takes place. In essence, a single run of MOSA consists of multiple
independent runs of a single objective simulated annealing algorithm, each with a
slightly different objective formed by varying the parameters of a weight vector.
Because of the reliance on weight vectors to provide the multiobjective aspects
of the optimization process, MOSA and similar algorithms are inappropriate for
some problems. In particular, if the Pareto front is non-convex then MOSA is
provably unable to find Pareto optimal solutions in some areas of the trade-off
surface. In addition, if the density of solutions along the Pareto front is nonlinear,
these types of algorithms may underrepresent less populated areas of the Pareto
optimal front.
2.3.2.3

PSA

Like MOSA, the Pareto Simulated Annealing (PSA) algorithm [28] operates
on a population of individuals. However, in PSA, the individuals interact via
continually updated weight vectors. At each iteration, the weight vector of every
individual is modified to push it away from its current nearest neighbor. In this way,
the solutions are forced apart yielding improved diversity along the Pareto front.
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2.3.3

PAES

The Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) was proposed as perhaps
“the simplest non-trivial algorithm capable of generating diverse solutions in the
Pareto optimal set” [76, 77]. While often considered to be an evolutionary
algorithm, PAES is a (1 + 1) evolution strategy, a class of random mutation
hill-climber. This serves to underscore the frivolity of attempting clearly
demarcated lines between local and evolutionary search algorithms.
As a random mutation hill-climber, PAES maintains a single current solution,
generating new candidate solutions through random mutations of the current
individual. If the new individual dominates the parent, then the offspring replaces
the parent and is inserted into an external archive, which is updated as necessary.
Similarly, if the offspring is dominated by the parent, the choice is trivial – the
offspring is discarded and a new individual is created via another random mutation
of the parent. In the case in which the parent and offspring are mutually
nondominated, the decision is not so clear. Earlier, the point was made that
defining local search algorithms based only on dominance comparisons between the
current and potential next solutions would be problematic for this reason. PAES
avoids this issue by using an external reference set to guide the decision of whether
to accept a given offspring.
Much the same as in the Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm, a subset of the
current archive is selected and compared to both the parent and offspring. Again, as
in the NPGA, a grid structure is imposed on the objective space aiding in density
estimation. When the parent and offspring are mutually nondominated, a
comparison set is selected from the archive. If the offspring is dominated by any
member of the archive, the offspring is rejected. If it dominates any member of the
archive, it is accepted. If neither case occurs, then the offspring is accepted if it lies
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in a less crowded grid location than at least one other archive member, replacing the
most crowded member.
PAES is somewhat unique among local search algorithms for multiobjective
optimization in that it does not utilize scalarizing vectors to guide the local search,
using only Pareto dominance instead. The use of the external archive to guide
selection as well as to maintain a diverse Pareto set approximation provides a
potentially useful alternative to weight-based local search algorithms.

2.4

Hybrid Algorithms – Multiobjective Memetic
Algorithms
Unlike multiobjective evolutionary algorithms in general, most hybrid

algorithms proposed in the literature have been quite specific to particular
problems. Comparatively little research has gone into general techniques. In this
section, those few generic algorithms are detailed, as well as some of the more
successful or historically significant problem-specific algorithms.
In principle, nothing in the definition of a hybrid metaheuristic specifies any
particular constituent algorithms. However, in practice, the most common such
algorithms combine evolutionary algorithms with some form of local search. In this
thesis, the primary objects of study are such algorithms, alternately known as
hybrid evolutionary algorithms, genetic local search, or memetic algorithms, so the
following shall be necessarily biased toward that direction. The term memetic
algorithms was originally introduced to describe algorithms that combined local
search with a crossover operator [100, 101]. However, some researchers in the field
have recently advocated its use to describe algorithms which somehow more
intelligently manage the interaction between the constituent components of the
algorithm [83, 84]. However, most of the field considers the term “memetic
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algorithms” to be a more generic description of algorithms that combine
evolutionary aspects with some form of local search. Thus, in this dissertation, the
terms will be more or less used interchangeably.
Knowles and Corne [75] provide a comprehensive discussion of memetic
algorithms for multiobjective optimization. While a large amount of research has
gone into the design and analysis of single-objective memetic algorithms,
comparatively little has been done with respect to their multiobjective counterparts.
Like other fundamental search methods, the salient issues facing multiobjective
memetic algorithms are the maintenance of diversity and the inherent
incomparability of solutions under a partial ordering such as Pareto dominance.
Thus, like other methods, GLS methods extended to the multiobjective domain
mostly concentrate on these two issues.

2.4.1

MOGLS

One of the earliest and most straightforward hybrid algorithms to achieve
reasonably high performance was proposed by Jaszkiewicz [66]. The Random
Directions Multiple Objective Genetic Local Search (RD-MOGLS, or simply
MOGLS) algorithm was based on the assertion that Pareto ranking is not suitable
for local optimizations, in that changing the rank of a solution typically involves
fairly large changes to the objective function values for that solution which will be
difficult to affect from local search moves.
Instead, MOGLS operates by selecting a random utility function at each
iteration. The best N elements of the current global population with respect to the
selected utility function are then copied into the mating pool. Crossover, mutation,
and local search are then performed N times from the solutions in the mating pool,
which along with the global population, is updated as new solutions are found to
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outperform currently known solutions. This process then continues until some
termination criterion is satisfied.
Jaszkiewicz compared his algorithm to two additional multiobjective
metaheuristic algorithms available at the time of publication. The first was an
earlier attempt at a multiobjective GLS algorithm proposed by Ishibuchi and
Murata [65] which also did not utilize Pareto ranking to evaluate solution fitness.
MOGLS differs from their approach in relatively minor ways. First, the earlier
method used a single global population with no mating restrictions. In contrast,
MOGLS limited the solutions in the mating pool to a subset of the current
population, thus enforcing strict constraints on those individuals allowed to
reproduce during a particular iteration.
The second algorithm used for comparison was a baseline MOGLS approach,
dubbed the MOSA-like MOGLS, due to its similarity to its namesake simulated
annealing algorithm. In MOSA, recall that essentially independent runs of
simulated annealing were applied to random starting locations using different weight
vectors to produce a final set of efficient solutions. In this case, the actual
single-objective optimizer is a black-box. Jaszkiewicz replaced the simulated
annealing aspect of MOSA with a hybrid evolutionary algorithm, or GLS algorithm.
The GLS algorithm included was a baseline algorithm, intended to be a canonical
example of a GLS algorithm. As such, certain aspects of the proposed method were
not consistent with realistic GLS algorithms proposed in the literature, e.g., the use
of uniform random selection for recombination and the lack of any mutation
operator. However, outside of the multiobjective framework, the algorithm was
experimentally shown to outperform a multistart local search method as well as a
simulated annealing algorithm.
Jaszkiewicz compared MOGLS to the aforementioned algorithms on a set of
multiobjective traveling salesman problems. Unfortunately, the test problems
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consisted of just 50 and 100 cities, quaintly small even by 1998 standards. MOGLS
was shown to outperform Ishibuchi and Murata’s method significantly. The
differences were attributed to MOGLS producing higher quality offspring requiring
fewer local search evaluations due to its inherent mating restrictions. MOGLS
outperformed the baseline algorithm by a narrower margin, though it consistently
required less computational effort. Generalizing these results is difficult do to the
limitations on the test problems employed. TSP is known to possess the so-called
“big-valley” structure [10], in which solutions good local optima are increasingly
found nearer to the global optimum. With respect to the Pareto front in
multiobjective optimization, this structure is sometimes referred to as global
convexity. While it is hypothesized that many combinatorial optimization problems
exhibit similar structure, generalizing performance on small TSP instances to larger,
more difficult problems is clearly problematic, as TSP instances of tens of thousands
of cities are now routinely tackled using relatively simple metaheuristics.
In further work, Jaszkiewicz compared his MOGLS to the first version of
SPEA on a set of multiobjective knapsack problems and reported superior
performance [67]. However, as noted in previous sections, it has been shown that
elitism is an essential aspect of high-performance MOEAs. The relative benefits of
MOGLS over better performing algorithms such as SPEA2 or NSGA-II have not
been fully explored. It is safe to say that the inclusion of a local search component
gives MOGLS an advantage. However, there are other possibilities for methods of
utilizing local search which may provide greater performance.

2.4.2

M-PAES

Based on the success of the PAES local search heuristic, Knowles and Corne
[78] subsequently proposed a population-based variant of PAES called the Memetic
Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy, or M-PAES. In their original work on PAES,
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the authors briefly discussed the idea of adding a population to the algorithm, but
the discussion at that time was limited to the conversion from a (1 + 1)-ES to a
(µ + λ)-ES, i.e., without recombination. With M-PAES, the authors proposed a true
hybrid multiobjective evolutionary algorithm.
In M-PAES, each member of the population is optimized using the PAES local
search heuristic. In PAES, the archive is used not only to maintain the set of
nondominated solutions during the run, but also to help guide the search. Because
the local search aspects of a hybrid algorithm should be somewhat independent of
the global search, M-PAES introduces a temporary second archive.
Throughout the run, M-PAES maintains a global archive, G. During each
generation, each member of the population is optimized independently using the
PAES heuristic, with one modification. In PAES, the search terminated after a
specified number of iterations. In M-PAES, the PAES stage may additionally
terminate after a specified number of failures – moves which result in an offspring
which is dominated by its parent.
The selected individual is placed into the secondary archive, H, along with all
members of G that do not dominate the individual. Any solutions generated which
dominate members of G cause the global archive to be updated. However, only H
plays a role in guiding the local search. After the PAES run terminates, the
individual is re-inserted into the population and the process starts anew with the
next population member.
Following the local search phase, recombination occurs between individuals
drawn at random from the multiset union of the current (optimized) population and
the global archive. If the offspring dominate members of G, they are accepted.
Offspring are rejected if they are dominated by any member of G. If a candidate
offspring is mutually nondominated with respect to the archive, it is accepted only if
it resides in a less crowded region than at least one of its parents. If the offspring is
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rejected, two new parents are selected and the recombination is attempted again.
The process continues until either an offspring is successfully accepted or a
maximum number of attempted recombinations is attempted. If no offspring is
accepted, the winner of a binary tournament drawn from G is placed into the
population for the next generation. The authors point out that the recombination
strategy as well as the basic local search operator embodied in PAES are very elitist.
Testing showed that the strong elitism was necessary for the best performance.
M-PAES was shown to outperform PAES on a set of benchmark 0-1 knapsack
problems. In addition, the algorithm was equal to or better than SPEA on the same
tasks. However, the more recent incarnations of several algorithms (NSGA-II,
SPEA2, etc.) have been shown to be somewhat more effective than M-PAES on a
number of problems.
Another potential issue with M-PAES is high dimensionality in the objective
space. As the number of objectives is increased beyond three or four, the ability of
Pareto dominance to discriminate between potential solutions is rapidly degraded.
With moderately large numbers of objectives, the probability of any two randomly
selected solutions being mutually nondominated is very high. In these cases, PAES
degenerates into a random walk and the recombinative aspects of M-PAES exhibit a
vast decrease in selection pressure. Thus, one expects PAES and M-PAES to falter
somewhat on moderate to high dimensional problems, in terms of the number of
objectives.

2.5

Evolutionary Algorithm Theory

2.5.1

The Schema Theorem

Early in the history of genetic algorithms, the driving theory behind the field
was Holland’s original Schema Theorem [58]. As the original GA, as Holland
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conceived it, operated on binary strings, the Schema Theorem is most directly
formulated in that framework.
Inherent in the Schema Theorem is the notion of a schema, defined as a subset
of the search space in which all members share the same values at given positions.
For example, given a search space consisting of all binary strings of length four,
schemata include all strings that have a one bit in position zero, or all strings that
begin with a zero and end with a one. Written in the standard notation, these
schemata are expressed as 1*** and 0**1, where * is interpreted as a “don’t care”
symbol.
The Schema Theorem expresses the operation of a genetic algorithm in terms
of the relative growth and decline in the instances of each schemata. As each
individual is clearly an instance of many different schemata, Holland claimed that
by evaluating the fitness of a given string, one could gain a wealth of information
about a the fitness of a large number of schemata. In this view, the goal of the
algorithm is to bias the search toward regions of the space, or schemata, which
exhibited high fitness. He termed this feature of genetic algorithms “implicit
parallelism”, and claimed it was responsible for the power of genetic search.
Formally, the theorem relies on the notion of a fitness ratio of a schema,
relating the average fitness of the schema to the average fitness of the population as
a whole. The Schema Theorem then shows that schemata that are consistently
above average will receive an increasing number of trials, i.e., more individuals will
be created during the search that are instances of the schema. The fitness ratio is
expressed mathematically as
r(S, t) =
where
f (S, t) =

f (S, t)
¯
f(t)
P

f (x)

x∈S∩P (t)

|S ∩ P (t)|
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(2.10)

(2.11)

and
f¯(t) =

f (x)
|P (t)|
x∈P (t)
X

(2.12)

Holland proceeded to show that, assuming individuals are selected for survival
in proportion to their fitness, the expected number of instances of schema S at time
t + 1 was given by
E [N(S, t + 1)] = r(S, t)N(S, t),

(2.13)

where N(S, t + 1) denotes the number of instances of schema S at time t.
Considering crossover and mutation as well as selection, it becomes possible
for an instance of S to be “disrupted”, i.e., converted into an instance of some other
schema S ′ . If one-point crossover is applied at time t with probability χ, then for
disruption to occur, three things must occur. First, the operator must actually be
applied. Second, the second parent must not be an instance of schema S, and third,
the crossover point must be chosen within the boundaries of the schema. Thus, the
total probability that an instance of S will remain so under crossover is at least

1−χ

l(S)
Pdif f (S, t),
ℓ−1

(2.14)

where l(S) is the so-called “defining length” of the schema to denote the distance
between the first and last non don’t-care symbols of the scheme, ℓ denotes the
length of the string, and Pdif f (S, t) is the probability that the second parent is not
an instance of S at time t. Since the calculation provides only a lower bound and
Pdif f (S, t) ≤ 1, Holland chose to remove any dependence between a schema S and
the rest of the population by removing this term yielding a lower bound of

1−χ

l(S)
.
ℓ−1
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(2.15)

To account for the disruptive effects of mutation, note that unlike crossover,
mutation depends only on the number of non-fixed bits in the schema rather than
on the defining length. This quantity, called the order of the schema and denoted
k(S) allows the straightforward calculation of the the probability of disruption due
to a mutation applied with probability µ. An instance of schema S will survive
mutation with probability bounded from below by

1 − µk(S).

(2.16)

Combining each component, Holland’s full Schema Theorem is expressed
mathematically as shown in Theorem 2.1. Note that the formulation of the Schema
Theorem shown below follows Reeves and Rowe [112] rather than Holland’s orignal
version, in that it shows the explicit dependence of the various components of the
equation on the time t. A more detailed explanation of the schema theorem is
available from their book, from Holland’s original work [58], or from Whitley’s very
good genetic algorithm tutorial [139].
Theorem 2.1 (The Schema Theorem) The expected number of instances of
schema S in the population at time t + 1 is bounded from below as
)

(

l(S)
− µk(S) r(S, t)N(S, t).
E [N(S, t + 1)] ≥ 1 − χ
ℓ−1

With the benefit of hindsight, the Schema Theorem has been shown to exhibit
a number of subtle and not-so-subtle problems. Some in the field have gone so far as
to claim that the Schema Theorem is of no value whatsoever, with Mühlenbein
claiming that “the Schema Theorem is almost a tautology, only describing
proportional selection” [103], and Vose, in his tour de force The Simple Genetic
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Algorithm [133], stating that “it is no longer controversial [that] the schema theorem
explains virtually nothing about SGA behavior.” Such statements have prompted
Holland to reply that a common objection to the theory is that it is “either a
tautology or incorrect” [59].
Regardless of which side of this debate one falls on, there is no doubt that
other objections to the schema theorem have merit. One obvious point of contention
is the theorem provides only a lower bound, with no indication of tightness. In fact,
Holland’s decision to ignore the possibility of schema creation through crossover and
mutation leads to the patently ridiculous implication that both χ and µ should be
zero to maximize the propagation of good schemata.
The basic problem with the theory is that it oversimplifies the dynamic nature
of the algorithms it attempts to model. As Vose argues, what is important is not
the number of instances of some schemata which survive, but which instances
survive [134]. Differences in fitness between different instances of a single schemata
are often too great to be ignored. It can be successfully argued that if a small
sample of individuals actually does provide a high-quality estimate of the fitness of
entire schemata, then the problem exhibits very low epistasis and will likely be quite
easily solved by a number of common techniques.
A final objection, and one of the most damning, is that the notion of
“consistently above average” schemata is impossible. By the very phenomenon
which the Schema Theorem attempts to model, if a schema is above average at time
t, its proportion at t + 1 will increase, thus reducing its fitness ratio. The
implication of this is that one cannot derive the consequences of the theorem
without knowledge of the population at every generation. There is no hope that the
equation can tell you anything beyond one step into the future.
It should be pointed out, and in fact has been noted [112, 29], that Holland’s
original work was always slightly more subtle than many later surmised. Many of
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the problems associated with the Schema Theorem stem from attempts to push it
beyond the realm in which it was intended to operate. Nonetheless, for practitioners
seeking guidance in the design of even relatively simple evolutionary algorithms to
solve real problems, the Schema Theorem and its more recent derivatives can say
almost nothing of interest.

2.5.2

The Dynamical Systems Model

In contrast to the Schema Theorem, which attempts to deduce GA behavior
through tracking schema production, the dynamical systems model of GA dynamics
is exact. It provides the probability that a given individual will be present in the
population at any given time in the future. Pioneered by Michael Vose and his
colleagues and decribed in his book [133], this model considers the GA as a Markov
chain operating in the space of possible populations. At a high level, the population
at time t depends only on the initial population and a transition matrix defining the
probablility of moving between any two populations via the genetic operators.
One of the key insights developed from the Markov model of GA dynamics is
due to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem.
Theorem 2.2 (Perron-Frobenius) Let Q be any primitive stochastic matrix.
Then
1. Q∞ = lim Qt exists.
t→∞

2. The columns of Q∞ are identical and are equal to the probability vector q
satisfying Qq = q, and q is independent of the initial state.
3. Q∞ is primitive.
Under quite reasonable conditions, particularly that the mutation operator be
allowed to create any new individual, it is easily seen that the transition matrix
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governing the behavior of the GA is primitive. Perron-Frobenius thus tells us that
the long-term behavior of the GA is to converge to a unique probability distribution
which can in principle be found by finding the eigenvectors of Q.
In practice, of course, Q is far too large for this technique to be of any
practical use. Instead, researchers often turned to so-called functions of unitation,
functions whose value depends only on the number of ones in the binary
representation of the input. The canonical example of a function of unitation is the
venerable one-max problem. Considering a ten bit one-max problem, the total
number of states in a system with a population size of one is 210 . However, by virtue
of being a function of unitation, the effective number of states is just 10, since the
position of the ones in the bit string is not important. With only a 10 × 10 matrix,
the theorem can be directly applied to solve for the exact long-term GA dynamics.
As mentioned previously, the states of the Markov chain are all possible
populations. Given a search space of n elements, and a population size of N, the
total number of states in the Markov chain is given by [106]
!

n+N −1
.
N

(2.17)

While this is an enormous number in practice, in principle the transition matrix Q
may be defined using knowledge of the selection, crossover, and mutation operators.
Vose provided much of the elaboration of the Markov model of GA dynamics.
While fundamentally brilliant work, it does not affect the problems already
encountered with applying these theoretical results to real problems. While the
dynamical systems model is exact, it is currently beyond our abilities to make many
practical predictions from this model. The astronomical size of the transition matrix
ensures than only general statements can be made. The Markov model of GAs has
been very successful in proving some results, but on the whole, those results have
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only confirmed what was already strongly suspected by practitioners. Thus, while
providing a fascinating account of what an evolutionary algorithm is from a
mathematical perspective, it currently provides little benefit to those seeking to
solve real problems.
It should be noted that the criticisms directed at much of the theoretical work
in the field often echo the statement above, that the work is of little or no use to
practitioners. However, one must be careful in making such statements. There is
often much to be learned from so-called “toy” problems, and theoretical work may
lead to insights that are directly usable in large scale optimization algorithms.
Thus, while this thesis may occasionally refer to such criticisms, they are intended
solely to promote an additional method of study to augment our understanding of
the issues, and not as a call to replace more principled theoretical work.

2.5.3

Approaches from Theoretical Physics

The Schema Theorem was a mostly unsuccessful attempt to describe the
manner in which genetic algorithms search the space in terms of schemata
processing. One of the primary objections was that schemata were simply too high
level to adequately capture the required information. At the other extreme, the
dynamical systems model describes GA dynamics in terms of individual strings.
The result is a mathematically exact formulation, but one which cannot be used in
practice due to the enormous number of variables in the model. A third approach to
describing GA behavior in theoretical terms is derived from physics.
Physicists deal with many of the same problems as those seeking to study GA
dynamics: the systems under study consist of an enormous number of degrees of
freedom. In the case of GAs, every possible string must be accounted for in the
dynamical systems model. In physics, a similar situation arises with respect to
phenomena such as the behavior of a gas in a container. However, physicists long
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ago discovered higher-level descriptions of such systems. Instead of directly
modeling the velocity of every particle in the container, they define the
temperature. While some information is necessarily lost, the reduction in degrees of
freedom preserves much of the relevant information. The desired descriptions, both
qualitative and quantitative may be obtained from the simplified formulation.
2.5.3.1

The Statistical Mechanics Formulation

These principles have led some to consider the use of the branch of physics
known as statistical mechanics to describe GA dynamics [108, 118]. In these
approaches, one seeks to define a small number of quantitative features whose
evolution through time adequately captures the desired information concerning the
behavior of the overall genetic algorithm. In particular, the chosen features are the
cumulants of the probability distribution over all populations. Cumulants are
related to moments, however, unlike moments, cumulants get smaller. This is
critically important, as it allows us to hopefully model the dynamics of the GA by
examining the evolution of just the first few cumulants.
Assume we are given a particular probability distribution G. G can be
represented by its probability generating function

G(x) =

X

P [X = k] xk ,

(2.18)

k≥0

which, given a population vector p, may be restated as
G(x) = p0 + p1 x + p2 x2 + . . . + pn xn .

(2.19)

From any standard textbook on probability and statistics, one may derive the
moments of the distribution using the Taylor series approximation to the
characteristic function of the distribution. However, as was mentioned earlier, the
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moments increase as k increases, meaning that higher moments have an increasingly
large contribution to the distribution. Because we wish to approximate the
distribution with a small number of variables, the moments are thus unsatisfactory.
If instead, we take the log of the characteristic function, a Taylor series
approximation yields the cumulants, which decrease in magnitude as the cumulant
number gets larger.
The goal of the statistical mechanics formulation is thus to look at what
happens to the cumulants as evolution progresses, and use that information to
predict the long-term behavior of the algorithms. Again, considering functions of
unitation, the random variable over which we compute the cumulants may denote
the fitness of a random string. The first cumulant defines the mean, the second
defines the variance. Higher cumulants may be ignored if the population is
approximately normally distributed.
The next step is to develop the equations governing what happens to each
cumulant under selection, crossover, and mutation. With those equations in hand,
the transient behavior of the system may be accurately predicted. However, a
problem typically occurs as the algorithm converges. In order to make the
mathematics tractible, an assumption of normality was adopted. However, as the
algorithm converges toward the optimum, the skew tends to increase dramatically,
and as the magnitude of this third cumulant moves far away from the assumed value
of zero, the predictions break down.
Nonetheless, the statistical mechanics formalism has yielded some insights into
the transient behavior of GAs on simple functions. However, it is very difficult to
adapt the method beyond functions of unitation. In addition, crossover presents
special problems for this model in that it requires keeping track of correlations
between the values of different bits in the population at all times to accurately
predict what will happen to fitness under crossover. Despite these problems, the
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statistical mechanics-inspired approach is somewhat unique in that it provides a
fairly natural way to handle the stochastic effects of finite populations. These effects
are one of the principle hurdles that the dynamical systems models have yet to
account for.
2.5.3.2

Coarse Graining and the Renormalization Group

One final approach to a formal theory of evolutionary algorithms is an
approach pioneered primarily by Chris Stephens based on the renormalization group
[125]. In theoretical physics, the renormalization group relates to changes that occur
in the physics of a system with changes in scale. If a model can be built which
operates at a much higher scale, i.e., a coarser model, but which still adequately
captures the relevant behavior, then there is hope that the simplified model may be
solved yielding useful insights. This process of increasing the scale of observation in
ways which allow a simpler system to emerge is called coarse graining [127, 23].
Physicists using the renormalization group classify different observable
phenomena as relevant, irrelevant, or marginal, depending on whether they are
monotonically increasing, decreasing, or neither as the scale of observation is
increased. Consider a model of a system at the level of atoms. There will be an
enormous number of variables in such a model. If the observation scale is increased,
i.e., viewed from a higher level, some of these variables will decrease in magnitude.
If this decrease is monotonic, then the contribution of the variables to the large
scale model is irrelevant to the macroscopic behavior of the system. If two systems
are distinguished only by irrelevant observables, they are placed in the same
universality class.
The basic problem with the Schema Theorem was that it seems to
oversimplify the true behavior of a genetic algorithm by restricting the role of such
algorithms to be schema-processors. On the other hand, the exact dynamical system
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model of Vose, by considering the effect of the operators on every bit individually,
rapidly become intractible for all but the smallest toy examples. In the context of
the renormalization group, however, it may be that most of these very low level
interactions contribute negligibly to the overall dynamics of the system from a
macroscopic level. In such cases, it might be possible to use the renormalization
group to posit a macroscopic model of EA dynamics without resorting to describing
the dynamics in terms of only schema competition.
While a fairly recent line of study, the coarse graining approach has achieved
some notable successes. The role of schemata in the dynamics of evolutionary
algorithms has been somewhat reinterpreted through this work [126]. At the core of
Stephens’ work is the conviction that the field of evolutionary computation must be
united by a systematic taxonomy. His work with various other authors has
demonstrated that several disparate fields of evolutionary computation lie within a
single universality class [127]. Unfortunately, the mathematics involved are quite
difficult, and it is not yet clear that the theory can produce the sort of insights
desired by practitioners.
One final note on the work of Stephens that is of particular relevance here is
his conviction that any black-box model of evolutionary algorithm dynamics must
explicitly include a fitness landscape. While few would disagree, often the
dependence of algorithm behavior on the fitness landscape is left implicit.
Throughout the remainder of this work, the explicit dependence of search algorithm
behavior on the underlying fitness landscape will be adopted.
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2.6

Theoretical Analysis of Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms
In general, the basic techniques associated with creating mathematical models

of evolutionary algorithms apply equally well to MOEAs. However, there are some
areas in which significant differences appear. Selection tends to be modeled quite
easily for the majority of selection schemes in single objective EAs. Proportional
selection simply selects each individual with a readily computed probability, thus
allowing the mathematical models to accurately predict the selection probabilities
for any possible string. In MOEAs, however, selection is usually quite complex,
involving external archives and often elements of coevolution. One might then
expect that a formal model of MOEAs would be difficult to produce, but would in
the end be structurally similar to the more familiar models of EAs.
The other significant difference lies in the MOEA’s proclivity toward
maintaining diversity. Currently, most formal models of EAs are restricted to fairly
simple algorithmic variants. Our ability to deal with sophisticated operators aimed
at intensifying or diversifying the search is still limited. Because all modern MOEAs
contain such diversification mechanisms at their very core, there is reason to believe
that a formal model of MOEA dynamics might be even more difficult that the task
of modeling conventional EAs.
Partly because of these, and partly because the goals of multiobjective
optimization are somewhat different, theoretical work on MOEAs has been mostly
focused in a different direction. Instead of modeling transient behavior (how the
algorithms navigate the space), such work has mostly looked at convergence
properties of MOEAs. Viewed in that light, it is perhaps less surprising that MOEA
theory seems to be ahead of its single objective counterpart. While a full dynamical
systems model of an MOEA is beyond our grasp at present, the theoretical work
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that has been done is of somewhat greater interest to practitioners. However, it
must be pointed out that the field is still some ways distant from the ability to
make concrete predictions of the performance of realistic multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms on realistic problems.
Under certain assumptions, a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm can be
trivially shown to converge to the Pareto front. All that is required is that there be
a mutation operator capable of reaching any point in the space with non-zero
probability and that all nondominated individuals be retained indefinitely. Of
course, these assumptions rarely hold in reality, and indeed, in the case of continuous
objective functions, the notion of converging to the full Pareto front is somewhat
nonsensical due to the potentially infinite number of Pareto optimal solutions.
Practical multiobjective algorithms operate on bounded archives. Laumanns
et. al. provided the first significant theoretical steps in this direction with the
concept of an ǫ-approximation as a means of measuring the degree to which one set
is “close to” another [86, 87, 88]. Furthermore, unlike much of the theoretical work
in this field, two physically realizable archiving methods were suggested based on
the ǫ-approximation concept, both with provable convergence properties.
Unfortunately, these methods require the specification of ǫ, essentially a measure of
how closely points should be packed along the Pareto front maintained by the
bounded archive. Without detailed knowledge of the range and distribution of
objective function values, this parameter can be extremely difficult to set correctly.
An estimation method meant to alleviate this difficulty was subsequently shown in
[80] to often result in too few solutions in the archive. Subsequently, Knowles and
Corne provided additional theoretical support for their own proposed adaptive
archiving method [79, 80].
Also of note, in [25], it was shown that the archiving strategy in use can
provide a differential in performance, even when considered over a permutation
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closure – the same conditions under which the No Free Lunch theorems hold. This
surprising result is due to the fact that what NFL considers to be an “algorithm”, is
only one component of a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm. The other aspect of
MOEAs is the archive strategy. In effect, the archival strategy serves as a filter on
the candidate solutions generated by the search algorithm, which invalidates one of
the assumptions required for the NFL results to hold. As a result, it is possible to
say that some MOEAs may be quantitatively better than others, even when
considering all problems in a set closed under permutation.

2.7

Problem Difficulty Analysis
The next chapter will begin to make the case for fitness landscape analysis as

a valuable tool in understanding the ramifications of various algorithm design
decisions with respect to multiobjective optimization. The utility of obtaining this
information can hardly be denied; it is known that there can be no universally
“good” optimizer, and therefore that to expect true black box optimization is folly.
Instead, one must tune the search algorithm to the problem at hand. Clearly, this
can be done effectively only if one possesses some information about the problem
domain that may be exploited by the algorithm.
Until now, essentially all work done in this area was specifically focused at
single objective optimization algorithms and problems. While many of the
techniques employed in that context may be extended to the multiobjective realm,
there can arise subtle issues that must be addressed. The calculation of distance in
the vector space implied by multiobjective problems is an example of one such issue.
In addition, multiobjective optimization, due to its different goals and basic
techniques, can admit possibilities that do not exist in the classical case of a single
objective function to be optimized.
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This section presents an overview of much of the important work that has
been done in this area with respect to single objective optimization. In the next
chapter, the groundwork will be laid to extend these techniques into forms capable
of obtaining useful information about multiobjective landscapes.

2.7.1

Local Minima

In a very real sense, most of what is generally referred to as landscape analysis
comes down to asking and answering questions about local minima. Note that
minimization is assumed, without loss of generality. How many local minima appear
in the space? How are they distributed? Is there a reasonably smooth path between
them? These questions are of more than just academic importance. The answers to
these questions allow researchers to carefully formulate algorithms that are capable
of very high performance. Taken to the extreme, there are cases in which a
seemingly difficult problem was found to be a smooth unimodal function.
One example of this is reported in [95]. In that work, a real-world
optimization problem involving inverting a model of climate behavior was found to
exhibit structure such that a very simple algorithm, dubbed Tube Search, developed
specifically to take advantage of that problem was able to dramatically reduce the
computation time required to find good solutions. Another algorithm, Quad Search
[140], was developed to exploit symmetries in the standard reflected Gray code,
providing extremely high performance on certain classes of problems.
In both cases, knowledge of some properties of the structure of local minima in
the problem led to improvements in the ability to quickly find good solutions. Of
course, No Free Lunch tells us that such gains must be accompanied by punishment
elsewhere. This is the crux of the matter in landscape analysis. One wishes to learn
enough about the problem to understand what tradeoffs to make in designing a
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search algorithm to solve it. The remainder of this section describes the important
steps that have previously been taken in this direction.

2.7.2

Fitness Distance Correlation

Fitness distance correlation [68] as a tool for modeling algorithm performance
is based on the notion that good local optima should be near to the global optimum
in terms of fitness as well. If this is the case, in principle there should be a clear
trail from any local optimum to the global optimum in which each step requires
only small changes to the current solution. If instead, large jumps are required to
move from a local optimum to a better solution nearer to the global optimum, most
search algorithms may be expected to suffer. In a very real sense, fitness distance
analysis is a way to estimate and model the distribution of local optima discussed in
the previous section.
Primarily defined in terms of single-objective optimization, fitness distance
correlation is the correlation coefficient between the distance in objective space and
the distance in parameter space between a set of randomly distributed local optima
and the respective nearest global optimum to each. The standard Pearson
correlation coefficient may be used to describe the results, although some useful
information is not captured by this single summary statistic. Instead, scatter plots
of parameter space distance versus objective space distance are often reported.
Figure 2.7.2 shows two examples from Jones’ original work. The first shows a
positive correlation with two distinct groups of local optima. The second example
shows a strong negative correlation.
Assuming minimization problems, an r value near 1.0 indicates that the
distances between random local optima and the nearest global optimum are highly
correlated, indicating the better local optima are also those nearest to the global
optimum. Conversely, as r approaches −1.0, the best local optima are those furthest
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Figure 2.1: Two examples of FDC scatter plots.

from the global optimum. Such problems may be considered “deceptive”, in that
following a chain of increasingly better local optima makes it much more unlikely
that the search will ever reach the global optimum.
Theoretically, computing the fitness distance correlation requires knowledge of
every globally optimal solution, a requirement which clearly cannot be met in
practice. Thus, often the results of applying a high performance stochastic local
search algorithm numerous times are considered to represent the set of global
optima.
When first presented by Jones and Forrest [68], fitness distance correlation was
intended as a mechanism by which the difficulty of a problem for genetic algorithms
could be predicted. Of course, any such “prediction” would require knowledge of the
global optima, and would thus be of dubious practical value. However, it was hoped
that the information could still help to illuminate the features of a search space
which were most beneficial for genetic search. Unfortunately, it has since been
shown that numerous counterexamples do exist [4, 120], cases in which FDC predicts
difficulty while GAs find the problem easy or vice versa, In practice, FDC analysis
has nonetheless proven useful in helping to gauge the structure of the search space.
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2.7.3

Ruggedness

Ruggedness is a somewhat vague notion, and a number of attempts have been
made to formalize it [62, 137]. However, intuitively, a landscape is rugged if there
are many local optima of highly varying fitness concentrated in any constrained
region of the space. Thus, it would seem that any definition of ruggedness, or
conversely, smoothness must take into account both the number and distribution of
local optima.
One straightforward measure of smoothness is to consider the correlation
between adjacent points in the search space, where adjacency is dependent on the
specification of a suitable neighborhood operator [137]. This Search Landscape
Correlation Function value provides vital insights into the structure of a given
search space under the chosen operator. A high correlation coefficient implies that
adjacent positions in the search space tend to have very similar fitness values. In
this case, a local search algorithm might be expected to perform well, since it seems
possible to exploit information gained by prior fitness function evaluations to
effectively guide the choice of points to evaluate in the future.
Conversely, a landscape exhibiting low correlation suggests that blind local
improvement operators may be less successful, as small moves in the search space
can more dramatically alter the resulting objective function values. In the worst
case of a coefficient of correlation of zero, we are dealing with a purely random
landscape, and one can expect to do no better than uniformed random search.
While the landscape correlation function does seem to capture much of what is
intended by the informal use of the term “ruggedness”, it is not without drawbacks.
First, much like fitness distance analysis, computing the true landscape correlation
coefficient requires exhaustive evaluation of the search space. As a result, such
analysis is usually performed by substituting the empirical autocorrelation function,
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defined below as in [62],

r(i) =

1
m−i

Pm−i

k=1 (gk
1 Pm
k=1
m

− ḡ)(gk+i − ḡ)
,
(gk − ḡ)2

where i denotes the separation between points on the random walk to compute
correlation between, and ḡ is the average objective function value across all points
on the random walk.
Autocorrelation typically arises in signal processing applications, and roughly
speaking, measures the degree to which a time series is correlated with a
time-shifted version of itself. In the current context of landscape analysis, one may
construct a time series by setting out on a random walk and recording the fitness
values at each point along the walk [137]. An uninformed random walk provides
information about the overall ruggedness of the search space, which is certainly
useful information for one seeking to design an effective algorithm.
However, if one knows the location of the global optima, or even of a set of
high quality local optima, we can measure the autocorrelation of points along a
path leading to these desirable solutions. For example, suppose we know the
location of the global optimum for some problem. We can create a large number of
random initial solutions, then send each one on a walk toward the global optimum.
If the average autocorrelation is high, then we have reason to believe that other
similar problem instances may be successfully attacked using fairly simple local
improvement operators.
There is a potential pitfall to correlation and/or autocorrelation analysis for
determining problem difficulty. Essentially, the problem is that ruggedness does not
necessarily imply that a problem is “difficult”, nor does smoothness ensure that the
problem is “easy”. The classical deceptive problems put forth in early GA literature
[48, 49] are examples of smooth landscapes that are explicitly designed to be
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difficult for genetic algorithms to tackle. Conversely, Horn and Goldberg [63]
describe a function which is maximally multimodal, maximally rugged, and is yet
trivially easy for any reasonable search algorithm to solve.
It has also been shown, for example, that the expected autocorrelation for
problems such as TSP and graph bi-partitioning depends only on the size of the
instance, and not on any instance-specific features [123, 124]. Other researchers
[111, 69] have reported experimental evidence that search algorithm performance
appears to be completely uncorrelated with autocorrelation. Given that algorithm
performance often depends strongly on the specific instance of a given problem,
these results lend doubt to the applicability of autocorrelation as a predictor of
problem difficulty.
Essentially, we must view ruggedness as a useful measure of fitness landscapes,
but keep in mind that the correlation between ruggedness and algorithm
performance may not always be particularly strong. However, there does seem to be
some justification for considering ruggedness to be somewhat more useful on the
types of problems that one tends to encounter in real-world optimization tasks.
One of the most prominent attempts to study ruggedness and its effect on
search algorithms was Kauffman’s formulation of NK-landscapes [70].
NK-landscapes are random landscapes defined over n-bit binary strings in which the
contribution of any given bit to the overall fitness evaluation depends on the values
of k other bits. Conceptually at least, a lookup table is maintained containing the
function values for all 2k+1 possible combinations of those additional bits. Because
the lookup table contains randomly generated function values in each case, the
landscapes are random. Altering the values of n and k allow the user to tune the
degree of ruggedness of a particular NK-landscape generated problem. At one
extreme, k = 0 and each of the n genes contributes a fitness that depends only on
its own value. An algorithm which simply optimizes each gene independently can
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easily solve such a problem. At the other extreme, k = n − 1, and the landscape is
maximally rugged. No bit can be flipped without considering the value of all other
bits. NK-landscapes are primarily of interest as a theoretical object, as they are
generally considered to be “too random” to represent realistic optimization
problems in a performance comparison.

2.7.4

Random Walks

Merz in [97] models crossover and mutation in hybrid evolutionary algorithms
as random walks initiated from local optima. A series of mutations is represented by
an undirected random walk starting from a local optimum. In contrast, crossover is
modeled as a random walk starting at one local optimum and ending at another.
Provided that the crossover operator is respectful [110, 97], this random walk
between local optima explores the space in which offspring will be produced.
The correct interpretation of these results can be difficult. For example,
modeling crossover as random walks between solutions may be a valid
representation of the operator, but unless the surrounding evolutionary algorithm
generates parents like the solutions chosen for the random walk analysis, the results
will bear little information concerning the real-world performance of the algorithm.
Modeling genetic operators is not the only valid use of random walks, however.
In the context of local search operators, random walks can help to provide estimates
of many different properties of fitness landscapes. Watson et. al. [135, 136] used
random walks to estimate the depth of each basin of attraction in job shop
scheduling problems, and using the insights provided, developed an algorithm called
I-JAR (iterated jump and re-descend) which was competitive with highly refined
tabu search algorithms on JSP instances. I-JAR works by simply running a local
search algorithm to a local optimum, then taking a random walk of length n, where
n was empirically determined for the JSP, followed by an additional local
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improvement stage. The result is a very efficient algorithm which finds a local
optimum, then “jumps” the minimum distance required to escape the basin of
attraction before continuing the local search.

2.7.5

Basins, Barriers, and Plateaus

Another potentially useful property of a landscape that may be discovered via
random walk analysis is the presence of plateaus in the landscape. Plateaus, as the
name implies, are regions of the space where the neighbors of a solution share the
same objective function values as the solution itself. Closely related to the concept
known as neutrality [72, 121, 34], plateaus can greatly affect the ability of many
types of local search algorithm to efficiently find good solutions. Hoos, using random
walks and other techniques, studied the plateau structure in SAT instances and
defined the concept of a plateau branching factory as the fraction of direct neighbors
of an individual that are on the same plateau as the individual itself [60, 61]. Hoos
is quick to point out that plateaus need not pose problems for optimization
algorithms. The degree to which performance may be affected depends on the
number and distribution of exits, where an exit is defined as a point on the plateau
with at least one neighbor whose fitness is below the plateau. Given sufficient exits,
even very simple local search algorithms can perform very well. As obtaining
complete information regarding the plateaus and exits of a particular problem is
prohibitively expensive, often random walks are used to estimate these properties.
In addition to plateaus, other important structure features of a search space
are basins of attraction and barriers. Intuitively, a basin of attraction describes a
region of solutions at or below a given objective function value (assuming
minimization) [62]. Essentially, the basin of attraction is defined by the set of
positions from which a released ball would roll to the same point or plateau. Figure
2.7.5 shows a simple one-dimensional function with several basins of attraction. In
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Figure 2.2: Illustrative example of basins of attraction.

this example, there are a number of basins of attraction of varying depth. The
depth is related to the effort required for many forms of local search to escape from
the corresponding local optima, and is called the barrier height.

2.7.6

Other Approaches

However, the sort of analysis advocated in this thesis is not the only way that
researchers attempt to obtain this domain knowledge. Rowe et. al. [113] enumerate
six general approaches. The first, which they colloquially term “Good old
understanding”, essentially relies on insight into the nature of the problem and
algorithm to provide good decisions. An example of this type of knowledge is the
design of the Edge Assembly Crossover (EAX) operator for TSP instances [104],
designed explicitly to take advantage of edge adjacency in candidate tours.
Metaheuristic design is still largely an art form, requiring experience to recognize
salient features of both problems and search algorithms. As such, this type of
knowledge will undoubtedly remain an integral component in the toolbox of anyone
seeking to effectively solve realistic optimization problems. However, it should be
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clear that absolute reliance on intuition is problematic. Even the best researchers
will be faced with unfamiliar problem domains where this sort of information is
simply not available to be drawn upon. If one is to successfully approach a wide
range of problems, it is vital that intuition be augmented with more concrete
mechanisms by which an understanding of the problem may be obtained.
A second approach is to create a predictive mathematical model which one can
make formally justified predictions concerning different choices in the design of an
effective algorithm. The evolutionary algorithms community in particular has a
thriving if small subpopulation of researchers examining these issues, but as
discussed earlier, practically relevant predictions are still very difficult to come by.
Almost certainly, the most commonly employed system of tuning an algorithm
to achieve high performance on a particular problem is to simply apply a large
number of variations to the problem and choose that which provides the best
performance. The popularity of this approach is easy to explain. First and
foremost, it requires the least amount of effort on the part of the person looking to
solve the problem. I may not know whether a genetic algorithm will outperform a
simpler local search heuristic on my problem, but I can always just run both and
look at the results. Additionally, this method often produces acceptable results
because the sensitivity of an algorithm on its parameters is often not particularly
dramatic. It may not be necessary to run hundreds of variations of each algorithm.
One or two types of evolutionary algorithms and one or two types of local search
often suffice to find an algorithm that performs reasonably well.
Of course, the drawbacks of this type of blind experimentation are obvious as
well. Without some other source of information to guide them, practitioners may
never consider a different type of search algorithm that might have provided
superior performance, simply because they lacked the problem specific knowledge
that would help to recognize what types of algorithms could be successful.
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A step beyond the type of random experimentation described above is to
imbue our algorithms with the ability to alter their own behavior at run-time. This
can allow a single algorithm to dynamically adapt itself to the problem as it
discovers problem specific information during the run. Unfortunately, such
algorithms are still somewhat rare, and are almost always limited to fairly minor
adjustments. Krasnogor in particular [83, 84] has argued for truly memetic
algorithms; those that can significantly alter their internal structure and behavior
rather than the type of simple parameter adjustment more commonly encountered
today.
It is also worth pointing out that in order to move toward the more robust
memetic algorithms envisioned by Krasnogor, one must design his algorithms to
obtain and react to the very same sorts of problem specific information that human
practitioners require. Thus, the information that this dissertation is concerned with
gathering can be viewed as a necessary step on the path to designing more resilient
and adaptive memetic algorithms.
A more recent innovation in modeling problem difficulty is the notion of
Landscape State Machines (LSM) [24, 113]. In essense, an LSM is a Markov model
describing transitions between equivalence classes defined over the values of the
objective function under study. An LSM discards the genotypic space and instead
models the fitness landscape as a graph in which the nodes are fitness classes and
the edges represent connectivity in the neighborhood relation. For example, in the
ubiquitous n-bit one-max problem, the LSM graph would contain n nodes, one for
each unitation class defined over the objective function. The connectivity of the
graph, assuming a simple Hamming neighborhood, would be a chain in which each
unitation class was connected only to the immediately neighboring unitation classes,
e.g., one connects to zero and two, two connects to one and three, etc. The
transition matrix defining the probability of making each move must be defined. As
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this matrix cannot be effectively computed for arbitrary realistic problems, it may
be estimated using a finite sample of fitness evaluations.
Unfortunately, it is not yet clear how beneficial the LSM approach may prove
to be. Certainly, one can convincingly argue that it allows a practitioner to test
many algorithm variations on a computationally simpler model of the problem. If
the LSM model provides sufficient fidelity to the original problem, this would allow
a practitioner to test many more variations than he might otherwise have been able
to test, thus increasing the likelihood of finding a good algorithm. LSM analysis
does suffer from many of the same drawbacks as its simpler cousin, however. Like
empirical analysis, LSM models do not attempt to suggest new approaches, instead
focusing on ranking the effectiveness of prescribed methods.
In contrast, the idea of generating various statistical properties of a fitness
landscape can actually suggest a novel algorithmic approach. For example, if one
sees that most good local optima tend to be clustered in a very small region of the
search space, it may make sense to assume that the global optimum will reside in
that region as well, and thus define an algorithm that seeks the nearest local
optimum it can find and then aggressively explores the region in the immediate
surroundings of that optimum. For many problems, such an algorithm might be
ineffective – indeed much of the early history of genetic algorithms concerned ways
of postponing convergence in favor of maintaining a wider exploratory search.
In addition, be defining properties of the fitness landscape that can be
objectively measured, the road to more robust memetic algorithms becomes a little
clearer. If, during a run, a search algorithm could use the samples it takes of the
objective function to build up an internal model of certain properties of the search
space, that model could be used to provide very effective modifications to the run
time behavior of the algorithm itself.
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Landscape analysis is not without its own drawbacks, of course. The primary
objection is the computational effort involved in gathering the relevant statistics. In
this, it shares the same flaw as blind experimentation. However, unlike simply
repeating experiments looking for a good algorithm, landscape analysis can provide
future benefits. The same tools and techniques applied to one problem can be
applied to another, and while the spaces will no doubt look different, the impact of
search space structure on algorithm performance should remain more constant. This
allows a practitioner to build, over time, a toolbox of useful algorithms and the
types of problems that they work best on. In other words, landscape analysis can
provide the beginnings of the elusive “Good old understanding” that began this
section. Only the more heavily theoretical models can make a strong claim toward
providing this type of understanding. As the next chapter will detail, however, the
current state of theoretical knowledge, at least in the context of evolutionary
algorithms, is not yet mature enough to provide the types of predictions necessary
for real optimization problems.

2.8

Summary
In this chapter, the relevant history of multiobjective optimization via

metaheuristic algorithms was presented. The discussions of individual algorithms
mirrors much of the literature in this area, with each researcher proposing their own
algorithmic approach, then validating it with experimental comparisons to other
algorithms. While this approach can be fruitful, it does nothing to address the
underlying issue; that we know very little concerning how best to design algorithms
based on detailed knowledge of the structure properties of a given problem.
In the single objective realm, the track record in this regard is better. There
have been a number of studies undertaken of problem structure and its interaction
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with search algorithm features. Section 2.7 presented a brief tour of much of the
relevant work in this area, and the upcoming chapters will delve much more deeply
into these techniques as they are extended to handle multiobjective optimization.
Finally, this chapter closed with a discussion of the state of the art in
evolutionary algorithm theory, both the single objective and multiobjective cases.
While this work has provided useful insights into a number of aspects of the
behavior of these complex search algorithms, particularly in the case of
multiobjective algorithms, it is easily seen that practical guidelines for those seeking
solutions to real problems are difficult to coax from the published work. Indeed, the
theoretical community is mostly disjoint from the rest of the wider evolutionary
computation community, with little interchange of knowledge occurring in general.
The remainder of this work will focus on providing better ways for
practitioners to approach novel multiobjective optimization problems. Specific tools
will be developed that can help researchers to determine which algorithmic
approaches will be successful, and in some cases, perhaps even help to suggest new
approaches based on observations gleaned from careful analysis of the exposed
problem structure.
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Chapter 3
The Sailor Assignment Problem
Approximately every three years, the United States Navy requires that all
sailors rotate into a different job. As a result, at any given time there exists a large
group of sailors and jobs awaiting reassignment. Currently, more than 300,000
sailors serve in the Navy; more than 120,000 are rotated each year [57]. Sailors must
be reassigned in such a way as to satisfy an array of Naval regulations and personal
preferences. The Navy’s goal is to find a set of assignments of sailors to jobs that
maximizes some criterion of desirability.
In this chapter, we shall progressively build up more sophisticated algorithms
for solving the SAP. While the SAP is inherently multiobjective, the first approach
that shall be presented uses a weight vector to produce a single objective problem.
This single objective formulation allows us to provide a proof-of-concept
evolutionary algorithm which performs quite well. In later sections, we return to the
multiobjective formulation of the problem and progressively refine the performance
of the MOEA/MOMA metaheuristics applied to the SAP.

3.1

Single Objective Treatment of the SAP
This thesis has focused primarily on various realizations of a broad class of

problems generally called assignment problems. Given two sets, the assignment
problem is to match each element of set A with a single element of set B such that
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some criteria of desirability is maximized. The simplest example of such a problem
is the so-called stable marriage problem. In this problem, we are given a set of n
men and a set of n women. The problem is to find the optimal stable set of
marriages between the men and the women with respect to the stated preferences of
the individuals. A stable set of marriages is defined to be a set of marriages in
which the following can not occur: A is married to B and C is married to D while
A prefers D to B and D prefers A to C. If this situation did occur, then obviously,
A and D would leave their partners for each other. An optimal stable marriage is a
stable marriage in which each person is at least as happy as they would be in any
other stable set of marriages.
The problem the Navy faces is to find a set of assignments, also called a
match, of sailors to jobs which keeps the sailors happy and maintains fleet readiness
while minimizing the cost of implementing those assignments. Many factors go into
determining a good set of assignments. The Navy must ensure that not only are the
sailors and commanders satisfied with the assignment, but also that the match can
be implemented within a fixed budget. If the resulting cost is too expensive, then
the Navy cannot adequately maintain its other priorities. However, if the
assignment is overly focused on costs, it may be that the sailors are unhappy with
their assigned jobs. This could lead to a decrease in morale, followed by decreased
retention rates and other problems.
Formally, the problem may be defined as follows. Maximize
N X
M
X

i=1 j=1

Fi,j di,j ,

(3.1)

subject to
N
X
i=1

di,j ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}
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(3.2)

and
M
X

j=1

di,j ≤ 1,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} ,

(3.3)

where Fi,j denotes the fitness of assigning sailor i to job j and D is an assignment
matrix such that
di,j =









1 : Sailor i assigned to job j

(3.4)

0 : otherwise

The fitness measure Fi,j encapsulates all information relevant to determining the
desirability of the match. The construction of F is described in detail later in this
chapter. The constraints on D ensure that at most one job will be assigned to any
sailor and that no job is assigned to multiple sailors. Note that both constraints are
inequalities thus allowing for the possibility that a given sailor is not assigned a job.
Over successive two-week intervals, a group of Naval personnel known as
detailers manually construct the set of assignments. They must first communicate
with the sailor to determine his or her preferences, then with the officer at the post
to determine if the sailor is acceptable for that position. This traditional way of
assigning jobs is problematic for a number of reasons, preventing the Navy from
adopting longer detailing windows which could help allocate resources more
effectively.
The Navy is developing a Web Based Marketplace (WBM) for each sailor to
connect to through the Web and bid on a pool of jobs for which he or she is
qualified. The work described in this chapter would comprise one component of the
WBM, as shown in Figure 3.1. The WBM provides the sailor information about the
jobs’ suitability and displays metrics of how this job will affect his career
progression, current skills, quality of life, pay grade, and other relevant details. It is
an attempt to automate the process of the detailers communicating directly with
the sailor. The sailor selects a subset of the available jobs that he would like to
obtain, and ranks the selected jobs in decreasing order of preference.
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The complete distribution and assignment process is described below. The
distribution and assignment process entails three primary phases: allocation,
placement, and assignment. The detailing process, the process by which sailors and
jobs are actually matched, consists of four steps, as shown in Figure 3.2.
• Register sailors in the system
• Receive sailors’ applications for eligible jobs
• Review of requisitions by the navy command
• Assignment of jobs (match sailor-job)
In the sailor registration step, sailors whose Projected Rotation Date (PRD) is
within the specified time range in the application are registered in the database. For
each, a set of potential jobs (jobs for which the sailor is qualified) is searched and
stored in the database. Additionally, the fitness and cost associated with each job is
recorded. The fitness score simply measures the sailor’s ability to perform the
requirements of the position. The cost measure is known as the Permanent Change
of Station (PCS) cost, and estimates the monetary cost of assigning the sailor to
that position. The PCS cost includes the cost of moving the sailor and his or her
family to the new location, the cost of any additional required training, and many
other factors.
After the registration process is completed, the sailors must access the system
through a web interface, and apply for the jobs they want. The system allows a
sailor to apply for only those jobs for which he is qualified. These applications are
stored in the database for use in the detailing process.
The next step, command review, is performed after all applications are
received. In this phase, the command reviews the prioritized requisitions (jobs) and
checks the suitability of the candidate sailors for each. Sailors particularly well
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the sailor assignment process to be implemented in the WebBased Marketplace.

Figure 3.2: Overall Job Assignment Process
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suited to a position may be ranked by officers at the command. In some cases, this
stage also provides opportunities for proactive recruiting – contacting sailors who
did not apply for the job, but who might be a good fit.
Finally, the matching process takes place during the job assignment phase.
Currently, the detailers construct the match entirely by hand, but a prototype
system using the Gale-Shapley algorithm described below has been developed. The
system produces a set of sailor-to-job assignments that is optimal with respect to
the preferences of the sailors and commands. The match is then evaluated by a
detailer, who either accepts or rejects the match. Typically, the detailer iteratively
refines the set of assignments, rejecting some components of the match for cost or
other reasons. If a particular sailor and job pairing is rejected by the detailer, the
sailor is re-matched against the list of remaining jobs. The detailer continues this
process until all requirements are satisfied. The current state of the art is at best an
80% solution. That is to say, at least 20% of the sailors must be manually assigned
by detailers. Obviously, a system which could find suitable assignments for more
sailors could provide important benefits for the Navy.
The Navy is focusing on using a Multi-Agent System in solving the Sailor
Assignment Problem [90, 96]. The agent system manages and coordinates the
applications of sailors for jobs, subsequent evaluation by the command, and finally
the construction of the match itself using the Gale-Shapley algorithm. However, the
Gale-Shapley algorithm, described below, is not able to consider cost as a factor in
determining the best match. A deterministic algorithm, Gale-Shapley considers only
the preferences of the sailors and commands. The resulting match is optimal with
respect to these preferences, but may be prohibitively expensive to implement. This
paper examines genetic algorithm approaches to the sailor assignment problem in
order to allow outside constraints such as cost to influence the construction of the
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match. The goal is to produce matches which keep the sailors and commands
happy, while minimizing the total cost of implementing the match.

3.1.1

Related Work

3.1.1.1

The Gale-Shapley Stable Marriage Algorithm

The Gale-Shapley algorithm is a quadratic time algorithm for finding an
optimal set of stable matches, i.e. marriages [42]. To understand the algorithm, let
us first simplify the problem to one of finding stable marriages between a set of n
men and a set of n women. This algorithm works by allowing either the men or the
women to propose. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the men propose
to the women. Each iteration of the algorithm, each man proposes to the woman to
whom he would most like to marry and to whom he has not previously proposed to.
After all the men propose, each woman rejects all but her favorite from among the
men who proposed to her. She does not accept the remaining proposal. Instead, she
keeps him around in case no one better comes along. After all women have been
proposed to at least once, the algorithm terminates and the women each accept the
proposal from the man they most prefer. This algorithm produces after O(n2 ) steps
a set of marriages that is stable and optimal with respect to the preferences of the
men. Allowing the women to propose produces a stable set of marriages optimal
with respect to the preferences of the women. Note that allowing the women to
propose will not generally lead to the same set of marriages as if the men proposed.
In fact, this will occur only if there is but a single optimal set of marriages.
The algorithm described above is currently used in many situations in which a
stable set of assignments is required. However, the algorithm provides optimality
only with respect to local conditions. If the men propose, then each man will be at
least as well off under the solution found as under any other stable set of marriages.
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There is no mechanism by which the global characteristics of the problem can be
considered. For the marriage problem, this is a reasonable restriction. However, for
other types of assignment problems, this restriction may be problematic.
The Sailor Assignment Problem has two major constraints outside of those
imposed in the mathematical formulation of the problem described earlier. The first
of these is that a sailor must only be matched to a job for which he meets the
requirements. These requirements encapsulate not only the ability (requirements
and qualifications) of the sailor to do the job, but also the desirability of offering
that assignment from the Navy’s point of view. If an experienced, highly paid sailor
wished to apply for a job as a cook, the Navy would likely disallow the assignment.
The Navy satisfies this constraint by disallowing applications from a sailor to a job
he is unqualified for. The system must respect this constraint and never assign an
unfit sailor to any job.
A second constraint on feasible solutions is that the PCS cost associated with
implementing the match should be minimized. If cost were not an issue, then the
Gale-Shapely algorithm could provide an optimal set of assignments with respect to
the preferences of the sailors and commands, although such a match would not
necessarily involve all sailors. However, the addition of cost constraints results in an
NP-hard optimization problem.
3.1.1.2

Genetic Algorithms for SAP-like Problems

Genetic Algorithms are a biologically inspired method that have been
successfully applied to many real world applications. They have often been utilized
to solve the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) with mixed results. Typically,
canonical GAs have not fared well on QAP [21]. Better results have been reported
by combining GAs with local improvement heuristics such as Tabu Search [98, 38].
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However, there are substantial differences between QAP and the Sailor
Assignment Problem (SAP). In the standard QAP formulation, it is assumed that
every possible assignment from members of one group to another is valid. Stated
another way, the standard QAP is unconstrained. In contrast, valid assignments in
the sailor assignment problem are determined by a long list of constraints. The
Navy’s guidelines dictate that only certain jobs are acceptable for any given sailor,
and any system to produce these assignments must respect those guidelines.
The constraints on valid assignments have profound consequences for the
design of a genetic algorithm to solve the problem. In QAP, the most commonly
used representation is the permutation. In a typical QAP problem, the number of
facilities is equal to the number of locations, thus restricting solutions to one-to-one
mappings from the set of facilities to the set of locations. Because of this, a
permutation of the numbers 0 through n − 1 always defines a valid set of
assignments. In the sailor assignment problem, there are typically more jobs than
sailors at any given time. In addition, a given sailor can select only a subset of the
available jobs due to lack of training, differences in pay grade between the sailor and
the proposed job, or many other factors. As a result, only a very small fraction of
randomly generated permutations would correspond to valid assignments. This
implies that most genetic operators commonly used on permutation encodings
would be ineffective.
For the same reasons, a binary encoding is unsuitable for the sailor assignment
problem. A mutation operator which simply flipped a bit would likely produce an
infeasible individual, as would crossover applied at arbitrary points on the string.
Instead, we utilize an integer encoding in which each gene is chosen from a subset of
possible numbers, precisely those representing valid jobs for that sailor.
Hybrid genetic algorithms have also been applied to the Generalized
Assignment Problem (GAP) with great success [22, 36]. In GAP, there are n agents
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and m jobs to be assigned and the goal is to find an assignment of each of the jobs
to one agent such that no agent violates his capacity constraints. Chu and Beasley
[22] proposed a hybrid steady-state genetic algorithm for GAP which was able to
surpass the state of the art on large and difficult instances. One of the key aspects
of the their work was the development of a replacement scheme which always
replaced the most infeasible individual from the population. If all members of the
population were feasible, the method simply replaced the individual with the lowest
fitness. Their algorithm was subsequently modified providing improvements in both
execution time and final solution quality [36]. One modification was to replace the
most-infeasible-first replacement strategy with a more traditional penalization
mechanism.
The sailor assignment problem can in principle be formulated as a GAP in
which each job requires one capacity unit and each agent (sailor) has only one
capacity unit to utilize. In doing so, most of the assumptions that make the
preceding algorithms effective are violated. The most general formulation of the
problem assumes that persons can have more than one job; that assumption is
pervasive in the algorithms. Thus, the GAP oriented genetic algorithms cannot
achieve good performance if directly applied to SAP. Stated another way, if the
number of jobs is greater than the number of sailors, not all jobs can be assigned.
This point underlies the conceptual difference between the GAP and the SAP.
Because our algorithm must perform well in the presence of many unassigned
sailors, the GA approaches to the generalized assignment problem discussed above
are problematic.
In the following sections, we examine alternative genetic algorithm approaches
to the sailor assignment problem in order to allow outside constraints to influence
the quality of the match. The goal is to produce matches which keep the sailors and
commands happy, while minimizing the total cost of implementing the match.
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Additionally, we examine the ability of the GA to generate multiple good solutions
to SAP through niching techniques.

3.1.2

Implementation

One of the primary decisions to be made concerning any genetic algorithm is
the encoding. For the Sailor Assignment Problem, candidate solutions are
represented using an integer encoding scheme specific to the application. Each
chromosome is encoded as an array of integers, where each position in the array
represents a particular sailor and the number stored at that position represents the
job assigned to that sailor. To ensure that no sailor receives a job for which is not
fit, each sailor is associated with a set of jobs that he is allowed to take. All
operators used by our genetic algorithm ensure that no position in the array can
take on a value not in this set.
In this way, we ensure that only those jobs for which a sailor is qualified may
be assigned to the sailor. Any respectful [110] crossover operator will respect these
constraints, thereby ensuring that recombination will not assign a sailor to a job for
which he is not qualified. One simple mutation operator, assigning a randomly
selected sailor a new job, is easily made to maintain these constraints as well by
selecting the new job from the list of acceptable jobs.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of a chromosome given a problem instance of four
sailors and ten jobs. Each sailor is given an identifying number in the closed interval
[0..3]. Similarly, each job is assigned a number in [0..9]. Decoding a chromosome, C,
is simply performed by assigning sailor i to job C[i]. Note in Figure 3.3 that a
random crossover or mutation could easily result in a violation of another
constraint–that of uniqueness. Equations 3.2 and 3.3 from Section 3.1 ensure that
feasible solutions assign at most one sailor to each job and one job to each sailor. In
reality, no job should be assigned to multiple sailors nor should multiple jobs be
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Figure 3.3: Example of the chromosome encoding for the SAP. The chromosome is
shown along the bottom. Each element of the chromosome is a job number chosen
from a list of acceptable jobs for each sailor. Note the possibility of multiple sailors
receiving the same job.

assigned to a single sailor. The proposed encoding prevents violations of the latter
constraint, but allows the former to occur.
This encoding ensures that no sailor gets a job for which he is not qualified,
but does so at the expense of allowing another type of constraint to be violated; a
single job may be assigned to multiple sailors. Whenever this occurs, a heuristic is
used to attempt to repair the individual. For any sailor in the match with a job
already awarded to another sailor, a list of each job the sailor may take is generated
in random order. The list is traversed looking for the first job which is not currently
assigned to another sailor. If no job can be found satisfying this criteria, then the
sailor is left unassigned in the match. Unassigned sailors contribute nothing to
either the match fitness score or to the PCS cost of the match, and are indicated
with a value of −1 in the encoding. In order to eliminate bias resulting from
position in the encoding, the order in which sailors are visited is randomized prior
to beginning the repair process. Table 3.1 briefly notes the major constraints
present in the SAP and how each is handled in the system.
In addition to the repair mechanism, a heuristic was employed to generate the
initial population. Each sailor is visited in turn and assigned a random job which
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Table 3.1: Handling constraints relevant to the sailor assignment problem. Each
constraint is labeled either “Hard” or “Soft”, denoting in the usual sense whether the
constraint may be violated by feasible solutions.
Issue
Resolution
No sailor may be assigned more than Encoding mandates at most one job
one job. (Hard)
per sailor.
Only certain jobs are acceptable for
each sailor. (Hard)

Maintain list of acceptable jobs and
ensure than only items from that list
appear in solutions.

No job assigned to multiple sailors.
(Hard)

Dummy job introduced to break conflicts; repair procedure to handle
dummy assignments.

Each sailor should be assigned a job.
(Soft)

Repair procedure tries to reassign as
many unassigned sailors as possible.

has not been assigned to another sailor. If no such job exists, the same heuristic
repair process described above is utilized. To prevent bias based on the order of the
sailors and jobs, both the order in which the sailors are visited and the order in
which the jobs are attempted are randomized prior to initialization of the individual.
Providing a solution in which some sailors have not been assigned is
appropriate for the application, provided that the number of such sailors is
relatively small. It may be that no feasible assignment of all sailors exists.
Furthermore, it may be that although a complete match exists, it is far more
expensive than another set of assignments which does not match all sailors. In that
case, it may be better from the Navy’s viewpoint to manually match the remaining
sailors by relaxing constraints or assigning additional training.
Although unmatched sailors are acceptable in small numbers, it is obviously
preferable to find a job for as many sailors as possible. Crossover and mutation
operations may produce individuals with unnecessarily unassigned sailors. Consider
a solution in which two sailors are assigned the same job. The repair procedure
described above, if it fails to find an alternate job for one of the sailors, will leave
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one unassigned. Later, crossover or mutation may alter the other sailors in such a
way as to remove the potential conflict. Therefore, the repair procedure also
attempts to provide a valid assignment for any sailors previously marked as
unassigned. In addition, a small penalty is applied for each unassigned sailor in a
match. The penalty is kept reasonably small to prevent the GA from focusing
entirely on matching all sailors at the expense of fitness and cost.
Several variants of genetic algorithms were tested. The results are reported for
the most promising parameter settings. Both generational and steady state GAs
using Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS) selection [6] and uniform crossover [128]
were tested. The steady state GA is elitist in nature, always replacing the worst
individual in the parent population. For the generational GA, we tested both elitist
and non-elitist algorithms. In addition, tournament selection and both one and
two-point crossover were tested for each algorithm. Uniform crossover was found to
be produce better results for all but the smallest problem.
In addition to the two conventional GAs mentioned above, a version of CHC
[35] was tested. CHC is a state-of-the-art genetic algorithm which uses a
sophisticated convergence detection mechanism to trigger a cataclysmic mutation of
the population. CHC’s crossover operator, called HUX, implements an incest
prevention mechanism with a dynamically changing definition of incest. During each
generation, the algorithm randomly pairs individuals for recombination. The
selection is done without replacement, so each individual is selected once. The
individuals are then allowed to produce offspring only if they are not too similar.
Thus, the number of children produced per generation is dynamic. When no children
are produced during one generation, the similarity threshold is reduced, allowing
more similar individuals to successfully breed. When this threshold reaches zero, the
cataclysmic mutation is triggered. This creates a new population containing exactly
n copies of the best solution in the old population, where n is the population size.
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One copy is kept unchanged, while the remainder of the new population is
constructed by randomly flipping 35% of the bits in the remaining copies.
The algorithm was modified only to handle the constrained integer encoding
scheme rather than the conventional bit-string encoding. The sole difference is that
the “Hamming distance” for the SAP is defined to be the number of sailors assigned
different jobs by two solutions. When convergence was detected, the restart was
performed and 35% of the sailors in each solution were assigned randomly selected
jobs. The repair procedure was then invoked to handle constraint violations in the
newly created individuals.
All runs of the GAs except CHC used a population size of 300 and were
terminated after 500,000 evaluations of the fitness function, or in the case of elitist
algorithms, if the population had been converged for some fixed period of time.
Following the literature, CHC was tested with a population size of 50.

3.1.3

Experiments and Results

Data was gathered from actual Navy requisition data for data sets of 20 sailors
to 533 sailors. To generate the data, randomly selected subsets of sailors were drawn
from the database. Any job that a selected sailor was eligible for was also selected
from the database. The training score and PCS cost of each of these candidates was
computed and stored for use in the fitness function evaluation. Because there is a
limited range of data which can be taken from the database, a random problem
generator was also employed to provide additional test instances of various sizes.
This generator accurately models the distribution of sailors and jobs present in real
situations. Each synthetically generated sailor has approximately the same number
of eligible jobs and applies for roughly the same number as one could expect to
occur in reality.
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To construct random problem instances, the distribution of data drawn from
the database was examined. The generator was then constructed to match this
distribution. Parameters of the generator include the total number of sailors in the
window, the total number of jobs in the window, and the mean and standard
deviation of the number of jobs applied for by each sailor. The training scores and
PCS costs were drawn from a distribution constructed to be identical to that found
in the real-world data.
Table 3.2 shows the number of sailors and jobs in each instance of the problem
used during testing. The a versions of the problems are drawn from actual sailor
data. The 20, 50, 100, and 200 sailor versions of the problem are constructed by
taking a random sample of the sailors eligible for reassignment during a given time
window and selecting all jobs for which the selected sailors are eligible to apply. The
533 sailor instance represents all sailors and jobs eligible for reassignment during a
particular two-month window. Note that the number of jobs is nearly independent
of the number of sailors. The implications of this are that competition for jobs
increases substantially as the number of sailors increase, so that not only does the
dimensionality increase, but also the difficulty associated with finding a feasible
solution is increased.
The amount of real data is limited, and many of the a-type problems exhibit a
high degree of overlap among the sailors and jobs. Therefore, we focus primarily on
the synthetically generated instances of the problem. This lets us avoid any bias
associated with the particular set of sailors and jobs present in the database. In
most experiments, we report only the full 533-sailor instance to analyze the
performance on the actual sailor data.
Each sailor is allowed to apply for only a subset of the jobs available. The
exact jobs available to a sailor depend on several factors defined by the Navy. For
each job a sailor is allowed to apply for, a measure of utility is computed
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Table 3.2: Number of sailors and jobs in each instance of the problem considered.
The “a” instances consist of real data. The “b” instances are created using a random
problem generator.
Problem
20a
50a
100a
200a
533a

Sailors
20
50
100
200
533

Jobs
1002
1127
1663
1676
1582

Problem
50b
100b
200b
1000b

Sailors
50
100
200
1000

Jobs
750
1500
1500
2000

encapsulating information such as discrepancies between the pay grade of the sailor
and the job, the training requirements for the job, and several other factors. We can
define a n×m matrix A where ai,j is the utility associated with assigning sailor i to
job j. This score is also referred to as the total training score and is defined by

T =

n X
m
X

ai,j di,j .

(3.5)

i=1 j=1

To begin, we first establish a baseline of comparison by running the
Gale-Shapley algorithm on each problem instance. The resulting match is optimal
with respect to the preferences of the sailors. Without loss of generality, we assume
that each sailor applies for all jobs for which he is eligible to apply, and that he does
so in the order of decreasing fitness. As a result, the match is not only optimal for
the sailors, but also with respect to the total fitness. Certainly, the GA will not be
able to consistently match Gale-Shapley on this set of problems.
The implications of these assumptions are that the Gale-Shapley algorithm
will provide the match with the highest total fitness score. In a real scenario, this is
not necessarily true. The algorithm will provide the match which maximizes the
overall satisfaction of the sailors and commands, subject to the hard constraints
built into the problem. However, any solution inside the feasible region of the space
will be considered equivalent with respect to the constraints. Therefore, the
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Table 3.3: Comparison of Gale-Shapley and the Genetic Algorithms using only the
fitness of the individuals to construct the match.
Algorithm
Gale-Shapley
Generational GA
Steady State GA
CHC

20a
15.36
14.97
14.75
15.10

50a
37.40
35.06
36.06
36.65

100a
75.22
60.78
72.73
74.35

200a
148.26
115.25
143.26
146.39

533a
475.07
447.44
459.91
468.84

algorithm cannot consider the impact of outside influences on the problem. If the
set of sailor preferences diverge from the assumed preference for higher fitness, then
the match scores will necessarily decrease for the Gale-Shapley algorithm.
Because there exists a very fast algorithm for finding optimal matches based
on the preferences of the sailors, there is little to be gained from running a genetic
algorithm on this formulation of the problem. However, as stated above, there is no
way for the Gale-Shapley algorithm to incorporate external constraints. This
represents a substantial problem for the Navy, since it prevents the simultaneous
minimization of the PCS cost of the match. Therefore, it is important to show that
the GA is capable of producing not only good matches, but also matches which
result in smaller cost to the Navy.
Ten trials of the genetic algorithms were then performed on the same problem
instances. Table 3.3 clearly shows the advantage of the Gale-Shapley algorithm
when only the fitness relationship between sailors and jobs is considered. While
CHC is able to outperform the steady state and generational GAs on all instances,
it is never able to fully reach the performance of the deterministic algorithm.
To determine the ability of the GA to minimize the PCS cost while
maintaining highly fit matches, the fitness calculation of the GA was modified to
include a PCS cost term. The new fitness measure is a linear combination of match
fitness and PCS cost. Because the goal is to minimize the PCS cost while
maximizing the total fitness given by Equation 3.5, an inhibitory factor is used for
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Table 3.4: Comparison of Gale-Shapley and the Genetic Algorithms on problems
using both fitness and PCS Cost. For these experiments, fitness and PCS cost are
equally weighted.
Problem
50b
100b
200b
533a
1000b

Fitness

CHC
PCS Cost

44.20
93.16
183.55
463.32
870.77

370,229
448,460
897,919
4,340,020
9,493,592

Generational GA
Fitness
PCS Cost
43.84
91.28
170.12
445.19
781.65

373,966
606,313
2,294,836
4,695,708
21,837,280

Steady State GA
Fitness
PCS Cost
44.05
91.79
180.45
457.73
858.37

371,816
552,413
1,229,460
4,453,584
11,531,480

Gale-Shapley
Fitness
PCS Cost
48.20
98.47
195.61
475.07
936.71

1,218,602
2,313,229
4,999,665
4,566,906
25,624,575

the PCS component of the fitness function. Both the match fitness and PCS cost
must be normalized prior to computing the fitness of a match. Because the
sailor-to-job fitness scores are already normalized values, they are simply averaged
over the entire match to yield the match fitness score. For PCS cost, each
sailor-to-job cost is divided by the maximum PCS cost for any sailor-to-job
candidate in the problem instance. These scaled costs are then averaged over the
entire match. The fitness of an individual is then given by

F (x) = αTx − βCx ,

(3.6)

where Tx is the scaled total training (fitness) score for match x and Cx is the scaled
total PCS cost for match x. The normalized PCS costs are typically less than the
normalized fitness scores, due to the presence of possible matches with very large
PCS costs. These matches are quickly rejected by the GA, leading to a population
in which most of the individual matches consist of relatively low cost compared to
the average fitness score.
Table 3.4 shows the performance of the algorithms with α = β = 1.0. Note
that the Gale-Shapley match does not utilize the PCS cost in determining its
match. Thus, while the fitness score of the Gale-Shapley match is superior to those
found by the genetic algorithms, this comes at the expense of a much more costly
match. Both variants of GA were able to find matches exhibiting much smaller PCS
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Table 3.5: Comparison of Gale-Shapley and the Genetic Algorithms on problems
using both fitness and PCS Cost. For these experiments, fitness is weighted more
heavily than PCS cost.
Problem
50b
100b
200b
533a
1000b

Fitness

CHC
PCS Cost

45.40
94.36
187.75
464.19
908.71

460,292
501,393
1,257,060
4,491,036
12,218,340

Generational GA
Fitness
PCS Cost
45.81
93.75
178.84
446.42
773.17

522,127
696,454
2,750,758
4,768,400
23,757,540

Steady State GA
Fitness
PCS Cost
45.57
93.34
185.18
456.35
894.22

472,132
643,305
1,658,778
4,529,148
14,329,880

Gale-Shapley
Fitness
PCS Cost
48.20
98.47
195.61
475.07
936.71

1,218,602
2,313,229
4,999,665
4,566,906
25,624,575

costs than the Gale-Shapley match, but CHC was consistently better than the
steady state or generational algorithms in that regard.
Consider the performance on the 100 sailor problem from Table 3.4. We see
that the Gale-Shapley algorithm produced a match with a total match fitness of
98.47 with a PCS cost of $2,313,229.49. Over all 100 sailors, the mean fitness and
cost are 0.985 and $23,132.29. Contrast those numbers with those reported by the
CHC algorithm. The mean fitness for the sailors in that match is slightly lower,
0.932. However, the average cost per sailor is only $4,484.60, approximately
one-fifth the cost of the match found by the Gale-Shapley algorithm.
Because the GA uses a simple linear combination of its individual components
to evaluate fitness scores, it is relatively easy to guide the algorithm toward better
matches or lower costs as the need becomes apparent. For example, the PCS costs
reported in Table 3.4 are so small that it might be worthwhile to experiment with
increasing the weight associated with high fitness. In this way, it is hoped that the
GA will find better matches at the expense of slight increases in PCS cost. Table
3.5 shows the results of repeating the algorithms using weights of α = 1.0 and
β = 0.5. This setting allows the GA to more aggressively improve the fitness of the
match, since any penalty incurred by an increase in PCS cost is reduced by a factor
of two. The results show that the GA can indeed find increasingly better match
scores without dramatically increasing the PCS costs.
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Both with and without consideration of the PCS cost, the problem 533a is
significantly more difficult for the GA to optimize. While CHC is capable of finding
good solutions costing less than those found by the Gale-Shapley algorithm, the
difference is much less than reported in the other problems. The difficulty of this
problem arises from the large number of sailors applying for each job – a direct
result of the assumption that all sailors would apply for each job they were eligible
to receive. The mean number of sailors per job in this problem is 22.68. Compare
this to 5.05 sailors per job in the instance 1000b. Intuitively, the more sailors apply
for each job, the more likely it becomes that an arbitrary candidate solution assigns
multiple sailors the same job, thus incurring a penalty which prevents the individual
from contributing to the evolutionary process.
On the most difficult instance of the problem considered here, 533a, the
enormous number of job applications for each sailor results in markedly decreased
ability to generate new individuals without large numbers of constraint violations.
This dramatically reduces the effectiveness of the GA, although CHC with its
restart mechanism is still able to find very good solutions less costly than the
Gale-Shapley match. The addition of an hybridization mechanism has the potential
to provide greater improvements on these most difficult instances of the problem. It
should be noted, however that although instance 533a was drawn from actual
fitness and cost data, it is a pathological case in that typically sailors would not
apply for all of the potentially thousands of jobs available to them.

3.2

Solving the Multiobjective SAP with MOEAs
In reality, the utility of a possible solution to the SAP is not determined by a

single measure. Instead, there are a number of attributes that go into deciding
whether a solution is good. Typically, each of these attributes is represented by a
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distinct objective function. One approach to this type of problem is to attempt to
formulate a single metric that encompasses all aspects of solution quality and
optimize based on this metric. This single objective formulation has the advantage
that the resulting problem can be approached using any of a vast array of classical
optimization methods. Constructing the metric requires detailed knowledge of the
structure of each objective function. In addition, it can be difficult for a decision
maker to specify an appropriate set of parameters to arrive at a desirable solution.
In the preceding sections, such an approach has been described. While it
performed quite well, there remain a number of difficulties. The inability to
accurately predict the impact of a particular choice of weight vector can be a large
drawback. A better solution from a usability standpoint is to find a set of solutions
to the problem that range across the set of “good” solutions. In our earlier work
[45], it was shown that simple niching techniques cannot sufficiently find and
maintain multiple diverse solutions. Thus, a more promising method of finding
multiple candidate solutions is to apply techniques of MOEAs.
The Navy requires that all enlisted sailors rotate jobs regularly. With the
arrival of the requisition list every two weeks, the detailer looks to find sailors whose
Projected Rotation Date (PRD) falls within the window of availability of each job
on the list. Those sailors are examined for a variety of qualifications and constraints
to determine if each is a valid match for one of the jobs and a score is computed
determining the extent to which the sailor is a valid match. This normalized score,
called the training score, must be at least 0.7 in order for the sailor to qualify for a
particular job. The training score encompasses many factors, including the pay
grades of the sailor and the proposed job, the amount of training required for the
sailor to be able to perform the duties of the proposed job, and many others. In
addition, the monetary cost of assigning the sailor to the proposed job is computed.
Called the Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Cost, it encompasses the cost of
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relocating the sailor and any dependents to the location of the new job, the cost of
any required training for the sailor, and other similar factors. Each valid sailor/job
match is called a candidate and is placed in a list from which the final set of
assignments will be drawn.
After all candidates have been identified, the sailors are allowed to rate those
jobs for which they are qualified. It is important to note that the sailor’s rankings
bear no correlation to the needs and desires of the Navy. Therefore, it is likely that
the detailer will need to make tradeoffs in assigning a job to that sailor. On one
hand, the detailer wishes to assign the sailor a job that will satisfy the sailor’s
wishes. On the other hand, the detailer has other issues to handle. The final set of
assignments must satisfy Naval regulations and must do so at a reasonable cost to
the Navy.
It is preferable to assign a sailor a job that was asked for whenever possible. In
this work, we will assume that sailors may be assigned only those jobs for which the
sailor applied and ranked. This assumption is not required for the proper operation
of the multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, and relaxing this restriction would
allow the algorithms to sometimes find more complete slates. However, it should be
noted that any sailors not assigned a job can then be manually assigned a job that
was not applied for; the same as in the current system. By not allowing the
algorithm to force unwanted assignments, an additional bias toward satisfying the
preferences of the sailors is built into the system.
When each sailor has finished applying for and ranking the available positions,
the commands are allowed to view and rate the sailors that have applied for their
available positions. Unlike the sailor ranking stage, the command preview is
optional. If a command wishes to rate individual sailors, the system should attempt
to honor those preferences. However, not all commands will choose to do so, and in
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the absence of preference information, the system should choose fitter sailors for the
position whenever possible.
After the command preview stage, the detailer must construct the set of
assignments in accordance with the regulations and preferences of the Navy. The
complexity of the detailing process limits the Navy’s ability to make effective
decisions. Expanding the window from two weeks to three months would allow the
Navy to more effectively allocate resources, providing more jobs and sailors with
which to arrive at a better solution. However, the three-month job announcement
list would quickly overload the detailer’s ability to manage the process. An
automated system for quickly finding good solutions to the problem is needed in
order for this change to occur.
While this problem was successfully attacked using a single-objective genetic
algorithm, the inherent problems associated with the scalarization of the objective
functions remain. The weights are difficult to set correctly and intuition often fails
when attempting to predict the results of changing the weights. Furthermore, if the
Pareto optimal front is non-convex, it is well-known that there will exist solutions
along the front which are not optimal for any possible weight vector [30]. Thus there
can be no possiblility of uniform coverage of the true Pareto optimal set in this case.
In addition, the detailer typically cannot make adequate judgements without
greater knowledge than is provided by a single run of the genetic algorithm (GA).
For example, suppose that the detailer believes that minimizing cost is the most
important factor in constructing a particular set of assignments. Accordingly, the
detailer weights the linear combination more heavily in favor of the PCS cost. The
GA finds a solution that minimizes the linear combination. There is no information
provided concerning the overall structure of the solution space. It may be that a
large set of solutions are approximately equivalent with respect to cost, but differ
widely with respect to other objectives. In this case, weighting the cost too heavily
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likely results in poorer solutions than would have been selected by a human detailer,
since the human would recognize the situation and select a higher quality solution
at the expense of a slight increase in cost.
One possible solution to this problem is to discard the scalarization entirely
and attempt to find a Pareto optimal set of solutions covering a wide range of the
solution space. MOEAs have proven themselves a useful tool for many
multiobjective optimization problems. One of the primary benefits of MOEAs is
that a range of solutions can be found in a single run of the algorithm. In constrast,
most classical optimization methods require multiple runs with varying parameter
settings in order to find a disparate set of nondominated solutions.
One common practical problem with multiobjective algorithms is the burden
placed on the decision maker. There must be a balance between providing so much
information that the user cannot cope with the data and providing too few
alternatives, hampering one of the goals of multiobjective optimization in general.
In multiobjective evolutionary algorithms, this tradeoff is often realized by
clustering the final set of alternatives to reduce the number of solutions presented to
the decision maker. While this technique does effectively allow the decision maker
to handle the information presented, care must be taken to ensure that the most
desirable solutions are not lost.
To facilitate processing of the nondominated solutions by the detailer, we
instead developed a tool called the Solution Analyzer. This tool provides a set of
filters and views that allow the detailer to examine the solution set from many
different aspects. For example, the detailer may choose to show solutions in which
the PCS cost was below a given threshold and the training score was above another
threshold. The set of solutions could be further restricted to only those in which a
particular sailor did or did not receive a particular job. By providing these
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visualization and analysis tools, the burden placed on the decision maker can be
minimized without discarding potentially useful solutions.

3.2.1

Previous Work

In addition to our earlier work using evolutionary algorithms, the SAP has
been attacked using more traditional optimization techniques. The SAP is a
difficult Integer Programming (IP) problem. The difficulty lies not only in the very
large numbers of sailors and jobs involved, but also in the nature of the often
conflicting goals and objectives. As a result, the Navy has investigated numerous
mechanisms to attempt to solve the problem [57, 8, 89, 3]. Due to the difficulty of
the resulting integer programming formulation, most mathematical programming
techniques cannot adequately handle problem instances of even fairly moderate size.
Because of this difficulty, increasing numbers of researchers have turned to
metaheuristics such as evolutionary algorithms or tabu search to attack difficult
problems such as the SAP.
The SAP bears some similarities to the so-called airline rostering problem.
The goal in this problem is to find a way to assign flight crews to tours of duty
called pairings for commericial airlines. Like the SAP, the Airlines Crew Rostering
Problem (ACRP) involves multicriteria optimization while simultaneously meeting
several hard and soft constraints. Unlike the SAP, in the ACRP, all tours must be
staffed by a crew. Each crew is assigned multiple pairings until all pairings have
been assigned. In contrast, sailors are assigned a single job for the duration of their
tour of duty and preventing the assignment of multiple jobs to a single sailor is
considered a hard constraint.
In [102], genetic algorithms are used to solve a multiobjective formulation of
what is referred to as the nominal Airline Crew Rostering Problem (ACRP). In
addition to minimizing the costs incurred by the airline, their work attempted to
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maximize the satisfaction of the crew resulting in a dual-objective problem. The
approach taken was to utilize a heuristic procedure to generate a set of solutions
considered very good with respect the crew preferences, then use a domain specific
genetic algorithm to search for low cost solutions given the initial population of
highly satisfactory solutions.
One commercial tool for generating crew rostering schedules [71] utilizes a
series of heuristics to first generate feasible schedules and then iteratively optimize
these schedules in an effort to improve solution quality. This approach is limited in
that decisions must be made on which aspect of solution quality to emphasize. In
addition, the authors report run times of up to 14 hours on problems consisting of a
few thousand crews. While such numbers are difficult to compare to other
techniques due to differences in computing power, one may at least infer than an
algorithm may be permitted to perform a rather intensive search while remaining
within the limits of available run times.
Other approaches to the ACRP [20] formulate the problem as an integer linear
programming problem and use additional heuristics to solve the problem. However,
as a multiobjective problem, these approaches suffer from the requirement of a
scalar objective function. While the specific details of the ACRP differ from the
SAP, the problems share many aspects. To the best of the author’s knowledge, no
multiobjective formulation of the ACRP has been approached using MOEAs.

3.2.2

Multiobjective Formulation of the SAP

Most of the genetic operators are identical to those describe in the preceding
section, in which a single objective formulation is developed and solved using a
high-performance genetic algorithm. The crossover, mutation, and repair procedures
are the same. The major differences are, as usual, in the selection mechanism and
the presence of multiple objective functions. However, the penalization of infeasible
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solutions, because of its tight coupling with fitness evaluation, is also slightly
redefined in the multiobjective case. The constraint handling aspects of the
multiobjective SAP are described below.
To provide valid solutions to the SAP, violations of the uniqueness constraint
must be detected and somehow removed. There are three events which could
potentially result in this type of violation: randomizing the chromosome, performing
crossover, and performing mutation. While most of the common crossover operators
are easily formulated for this encoding, they can obviously produce infeasible
children from two feasible parents. “Disruptive” operators, such as uniform
crossover, may be expected to violate more constraints than operators such as
one-point crossover. To see why, note that both parents must be feasible, i.e., have
no two sailors assigned to the same jobs. Under one-point crossover, the offspring
are unlikely to assign two sailors the same job unless the locations of the sailors in
the chromosome are physically separated by some distance.
Because crossover can and often does violate the constraint that no job be
assigned to multiple sailors, a repair procedure is employed to help ensure that the
algorithm maintains feasible, high-quality solutions. The repair method traverses
the chromosome in a random order. Whenever a duplicate job is found, it is changed
to a dummy job (with job ID -1 in our implementation). Following this step, any
sailor assigned a dummy job is assigned a job from his job list if one is available.
Not every violation can be repaired with this method. When computing
fitness, one may choose to penalize the solution for unassigned sailors. This is
typically unnecessary since an unassigned sailor receives no training score, sailor
rank score, or command rank score. However, PCS cost could present a problem
since receiving zero PCS cost would be considered advantageous. In reality, the
Navy does not allow enlisted personnel to remain unemployed. Instead, the sailor
would need to be manually assigned to a remaining unfilled job. Because this
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manual process would typically cost more than an automated assignment, we
consider the PCS cost of an unassigned sailor as equal to the maximum cost of any
of the sailor’s acceptable jobs. The result is that an unassigned sailor is guaranteed
to receive the lowest possible scores for all four components of fitness, thereby
removing the need for an explicit penalty function.
As mentioned previously, mutation consists of randomly reassigning a chosen
sailor probabilistically. Suppose that sailor i is selected for mutation. There exists a
list of acceptable jobs for sailor i from which the new job must be drawn. It may be
that no job in that list is available (all are assigned to other sailors). In that case, a
conflict arises over the selected job, and one of the sailors contending for the job
must be reassigned. The mutated sailor cannot be reassigned, as we have just
determined that all feasible jobs are already taken by other sailors. But to reassign
the second sailor could result in the same problem. Thus, simply finding a feasible
assignment of sailors to jobs is in general NP-hard. It should be noted the search
depth required is likely to be limited in most cases, since often only a small number
of sailors need be shuffled around to find a feasible set of assignments. Thus,
although this repair might be done in polynomial time in most cases, it is likely to
be rather expensive on average. Therefore, we have employed a simpler repair
mechanism, described below, which operates in constant time while still providing
adequate performance in most cases.
Mutation of a candidate solution begins as described above – a sailor i is
selected at random to undergo mutation. Each job j in the selected sailor’s list is
considered in a random order. If no other sailor is currently assigned job j, then
sailor i is assigned job j and the process is halted. If another sailor i2 is already
assigned job j, the job list for i2 is checked to see if any of those jobs are currently
unassigned. If so, sailor i2 is assigned a new job, freeing job j for assignment to
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sailor i. If none of sailor i2 ’s jobs are available, then the attempt to assign job j to
sailor i fails, and a new attempt is made for the next job in sailor i’s list.
It is clear then, that given a specified mutation rate Pm , the effective mutation
rate, the percentage of attempted mutations that actually effect some change in the
individual, is less than Pm , since only some of the attempted mutations are
completed successfully. As the proper setting of the mutation rate is an important
aspect of any evolutionary algorithm, it is very important to understand the
relationship between the specified mutation rate and the effective mutation rate on
the SAP. Clearly, this relationship is intricately linked to the amount of contention
for jobs, which in turn depends critically on the ratio of jobs to sailors in a
particular instance of the problem. As this ratio increases, the likelihood of finding
a job for any given sailor which is not currently assigned to another sailor increases,
thereby increasing the percentage of mutations that can be completed successfully.
3.2.2.1

Objective Functions

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the SAP consists of finding solutions that
maximize the total training score, the sailor preference score, and the command
preference score, and minimize the PCS cost. Each of these metrics is summed over
all sailor-job matches to compute the score for the match as a whole. The total is
then divided by the number of sailors to yield mean values over all sailors. These
mean values are the fitness vector which is used by the algorithms to determine
Pareto dominance.
While multiobjective evolutionary algorithms typically do not require
normalization of objective functions, visualizing trade-offs becomes easier if all
objectives are similarly scaled. In addition, converting the problem to a
homogeneous problem, i.e., one in which all objectives are to be maximized (or
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minimized) often simplifies the implementation of the algorithms. Therefore, we
normalize each instance of the SAP as described below.
While the training score for a sailor-job match is ostensibly already normalized
to a real-valued number in the interval [0, 1], the actual range of values falls within
[0.7, 1], due to constraints placing a minimum on the fitness of a sailor to perform
the required duties. Each sailor applies for a fixed subset of the jobs available to
him, and the relevant measurements are known for each of these jobs a priori.
Given the ideal situation in which each job was applied for by only a single sailor,
the global minimum and maximum for each objective can be computed by simply
assigning each sailor to the job providing the extreme value for each objective. Note
that typically, this will not be a single job, and thus the result will not be a feasible
solution. This ideal vector, the vector consisting of the optimal values of each
objective independent of all others [30], provides a baseline with which to compare
the quality of the solutions found by the algorithms. Similarly, the corresponding
vector of worst possible fitness values provides a lower bound used to scale the
objective function values.
The PCS cost is expressed in actual dollars, most of which fall between $0 and
$20,000. For each candidate, the PCS cost is divided by the largest PCS cost of any
candidate matching the sailor. After the mean is computed over all matched
candidates, the PCS score is subtracted from 1.0 to yield a maximization problem.
The sailor and command preferences are ordinal ranks with one caveat. While
sailors are required to apply for and rank all jobs which they are interested in
receiving, there is no such requirement for commanders. If a commander so wishes,
he may rank one or more of the sailors that have applied for the job he oversees.
However, if this ranking is not performed, then the system should prefer those
sailors with higher training scores. Note that in computing the command preference
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score, all unranked sailors are treated as equal. The bias toward selecting more fit
sailors arises from the training score aspect of the fitness vector.
Such ordinal ranking schemes introduce two problems. First, ignoring rankings
of zero, the better solutions are those with lower numbers. We need to convert this
to a maximization problem to match the framework defined above. In addition, a
naı̈ve linear scaling would likely imply that the difference in fitness of two solutions
would depend only on the absolute difference in their ranks. In practice, it seems
likely that the difference between ranks one and two should be more pronounced
than the difference between ranks six and seven, for example.
The ability of commanders to specify a ranking of zero leads to other
problems. Obviously, a solution should be rewarded for assigning sailors to
commanders who ranked those sailors with low rankings (one or two, for example).
However, any positive number is preferred over a ranking of zero. Thus the function
determining payout based on rank is nonmonotonic. In order for the sum of the
score to be meaningful, we must convert this function into a monotonic function
that can be maximized. Therefore, we define the rank score as follows.

Rankscore =









0.0 : Rank = 0
√

Rank

−1

(3.7)

: otherwise

The resulting function can be more easily interpreted, since higher values of the
function are always preferred over lower ones.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, the terms training score, PCS Cost,
Sailor Rank, and Command Rank will be used to refer to both the sum of the raw
numbers as well as to these normalized quantities described above. Which meaning
is intended should be clear from context. Whenever the discussion involves the
quantities that are manipulated by the evolutionary algorithms, the latter meaning
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is intended. The raw scores will be used occasionally to compare results on realistic
test data.
To compute the fitness of a solution, we then iterate over each sailor-job match
and find the normalized training score, PCS cost, sailor rank score, and command
rank score. Summing each of these four values over all sailors in the match and
dividing by the number of sailors yields four objective functions in the interval [0,
1], each a maximization problem. Of course, one would not expect there to be a
single solution with a fitness vector consisting entirely of ones. The existence of such
a solution implies that there is but a single globally optimal solution as opposed to
a set of mutually nondominated solutions.
However, it should be noted that while in principle, these values are scaled
such that the objective function values range from 0 to 1, in practice the extreme
values are almost guaranteed not to occur. The reason is that multiple sailors are in
contention for the same jobs. The scaling procedure tacitly assumes that each sailor
can receive those jobs which maximize or minimize the values of each objective
function. However, uniqueness constraints make it exceedingly unlikely that all such
matches can be simultaneously attained. Thus, the actual upper and lower bounds
for each objective are unknown for any problem instance of even relatively benign
size. As a result, not only will we not see a single solution near 1.0 in all objectives,
we will most likely never see a single solution near 1.0 in any objective.

3.2.3

Experiments and Results

Due to limitations on the amount of real data available, a random problem
generator was developed to allow testing on problem instances of controlled size and
difficulty. These random instances contain training scores and PCS costs produced
in accordance with the observed distributions of these values in the actual data. In
previous work [45], it was found that one of the most important factors governing
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Table 3.6: Randomly generated Multiobjective SAP instances.
Sailors
1000
2000
3000
4000

Jobs
1100
2100
3500
4500

Applications
7±3
5±1
5±1
6±1

the difficulty of a problem instance was the contention for jobs. Given a fixed
number of sailors, the more total jobs available for the sailors to choose from, the
easier the problem became for classical optimization methods. In a real world
scenario, it is unlikely that there will exist many more available jobs than sailors to
fill them. This observation implies that procedures such as the Gale-Shapely stable
marriage algorithm will have great difficulty finding high quality solutions under
realistic assumptions.
To test the evolutionary algorithms, we thus produced a set of sample
problems which contain a reasonable ratio of sailors to jobs. Each problem was
generated according to a specified number of sailors, a specified number of jobs, and
the mean and standard deviation of a normally distributed random variate
governing how many jobs each sailor applied for. Table 3.6 shows the parameters of
each sample problem used in this study.
Thirty runs of each algorithm were performed using a population size of 100,
binary tournament selection, uniform crossover with probability 0.9, and bit-flip
mutation with probability 0.005. Each algorithm was allowed 100,000 fitness
function evaluations. In each trial, the final Pareto set approximation was recorded.
The mean and variance of the solutions in this set with respect to each objective are
then recorded. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 summarize the distribution of the mean values
and standard deviations along each objective over the 30 trials.
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Table 3.7: Characterization of the Pareto front found by the SPEA2 and NSGA-II algorithms on sample runs on each of four
data sets. The numbers reported for each objective are the mean, minimum, and maximum values of any solution found during
the run. The subscripts on CHC denote the weight vector in use, where the weights refer to training score, PCS cost, sailor
choice, and command choice, in that order. Bold rows correspond to the runs represented graphically in Figure 3.4.
Algorithm

SPEA2

NSGA-II
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CHC1000

CHC0100

CHC0010

CHC0001

CHCequal

Problem
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000

Training Score
Mean
Min
Max
0.622
0.583
0.652
0.589
0.570
0.604
0.579
0.568
0.590
0.573
0.559
0.586
0.593
0.530
0.664
0.560
0.536
0.591
0.567
0.537
0.592
0.547
0.524
0.575
0.808
0.796
0.843
0.718
0.705
0.746
0.688
0.577
0.701
0.689
0.678
0.696
0.497
0.474
0.523
0.498
0.480
0.511
0.503
0.489
0.516
0.499
0.491
0.509
0.496
0.458
0.507
0.494
0.480
0.512
0.502
0.488
0.513
0.496
0.487
0.504
0.500
0.487
0.528
0.497
0.487
0.515
0.499
0.490
0.510
0.497
0.489
0.508
0.668
0.654
0.681
0.623
0.608
0.635
0.634
0.624
0.642
0.625
0.618
0.634

Mean
0.674
0.646
0.657
0.647
0.679
0.632
0.634
0.626
0.584
0.564
0.561
0.578
0.860
0.775
0.744
0.757
0.581
0.566
0.564
0.578
0.589
0.561
0.565
0.575
0.748
0.701
0.699
0.703

PCS Cost
Min
0.633
0.628
0.645
0.630
0.621
0.595
0.608
0.595
0.565
0.548
0.548
0.566
0.851
0.765
0.737
0.749
0.570
0.552
0.551
0.568
0.571
0.544
0.557
0.567
0.736
0.683
0.691
0.695

Max
0.707
0.661
0.667
0.664
0.742
0.678
0.659
0.658
0.608
0.579
0.575
0.585
0.871
0.800
0.753
0.767
0.597
0.585
0.576
0.590
0.604
0.581
0.576
0.584
0.759
0.716
0.710
0.711

Mean
0.424
0.463
0.451
0.400
0.398
0.437
0.430
0.380
0.312
0.364
0.364
0.334
0.320
0.367
0.361
0.335
0.678
0.608
0.583
0.577
0.307
0.366
0.352
0.337
0.472
0.492
0.490
0.467

Sailor Rank
Min
Max
0.389
0.465
0.449
0.480
0.442
0.462
0.382
0.414
0.343
0.464
0.408
0.472
0.411
0.454
0.346
0.422
0.293
0.327
0.349
0.381
0.350
0.378
0.326
0.343
0.307
0.336
0.354
0.383
0.352
0.375
0.324
0.343
0.637
0.743
0.585
0.677
0.545
0.658
0.520
0.649
0.293
0.321
0.354
0.379
0.350
0.372
0.327
0.348
0.657
0.483
0.477
0.508
0.481
0.499
0.459
0.476

Command Rank
Mean
Min
Max
0.375
0.330
0.419
0.397
0.371
0.424
0.422
0.402
0.441
0.352
0.328
0.374
0.352
0.263
0.445
0.357
0.308
0.433
0.390
0.349
0.439
0.333
0.293
0.380
0.224
0.200
0.247
0.266
0.243
0.289
0.279
0.267
0.297
0.249
0.239
0.266
0.231
0.210
0.255
0.259
0.228
0.280
0.282
0.268
0.302
0.250
0.237
0.265
0.208
0.186
0.231
0.266
0.252
0.293
0.281
0.267
0.292
0.260
0.248
0.269
0.662
0.639
0.678
0.593
0.576
0.610
0.582
0.562
0.604
0.539
0.525
0.554
0.552
0.536
0.568
0.577
0.534
0.596
0.632
0.610
0.649
0.565
0.555
0.591

Table 3.7 and Figure 3.4 shows the results of the SPEA2 and the NSGA-II
algorithms on a single run on each instance of the SAP. Note that the figures and
table reflect different views of the results of the same experiments – the table
showing summary statistics of the average Pareto fronts found over ten trials with
the figures providing a graphical representation of the complete Pareto front found
during a single run. Table 3.7 shows, for each objective, the mean, minimum, and
maximum values present in the final Pareto front. For comparative purposes, the
average results found by running separate trials of the CHC genetic algorithm [35],
each using the same number of evaluations as the multiobjective MOEAs, are also
shown. These results show the best solution found using CHC and treating all
objectives other than the current one as wholly unimportant. For example, row
three of the table shows that if we allow CHC to simply maximize the training score
on the 1000 sailor instance of the problem, the algorithm finds solutions with a
mean training score of 0.808 on average.
We would expect that CHC focusing only on a single objective would find
solutions that are better with respect to that objective than those found by the
Pareto-conscious algorithms. Therefore, those solutions found by CHC will be
nondominated. The hope would be that the Pareto-optimal set found by the
MOEAs will contain solutions that are similar to those found by four different runs
of CHC. Of course, the MOEAs also need to find solutions that lie “in the middle”
as well, but uniform coverage of the true Pareto front should contain solutions that
are at least somewhat similar to those found by CHC.
The obvious conclusion to be drawn from the table is that for any single
objective, the best solution found by the MOEAs is far inferior to that found by
CHC when using only that objective to compute the fitness of the individual. This
is not entirely unexpected, since the MOEAs must concern themselves with not only
the extreme solutions but also with finding a uniform approximation across all
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regions of the Pareto optimal set. However, the magnitude of the differences in the
quality of the solutions found by CHC and the MOEAs is disconcerting. While
beating CHC on any single objective may be an unrealistic ambition, the algorithm
must be at least competitive in order to leverage the advantages of multiobjective
optimization.
We note here that CHC was chosen as a single objective optimizer due to its
superior performance in a previous study [45]. In addtion, we tested a simulated
annealing algorithm and found the performance to be competitive with CHC;
simulated annealing performed slightly better for short runs, but was slightly
outperformed for the longer runs used in this study.
Figure 3.4 shows visually the diversity of solutions in the Pareto front
obtained via NSGA-II and SPEA2 on a 1000 sailor instance of the problem. Note
that both algorithms find similar solutions on average, but the variation in solutions
found by the NSGA-II is significantly greater than that of the SPEA2 on this
problem. While, the NSGA-II does provide some variation, all solutions are still
concentrated in a reasonably constrained region of the solution space. Ideally, we
would like to see a greater range of solutions for both algorithms.
The darker dashed lines in Figure 3.4 show the average solutions found by
CHC using one of five distinct weight vectors to construct the linearly weighted
fitness function. Each graph contains five such lines, corresponding to the following
weight vectors: (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), and
(0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25). Which line corresponds to which vector should be clear
upon examination. The line with the largest value with respect to training score
(the first objective) corresponds to weight vector (1, 0, 0, 0).
Of course, a single run does not provide a statistically valid sample. Table 3.7
and Figure 3.4 are included as representative samples providing a snapshot of
typical algorithm performance. A more significant picture of the overall
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Figure 3.4: Diversity of solutions found in the Pareto front using both the NSGA-II
and the SPEA2 on 1000 sailor instances of the SAP. The axes are scaled from 0.0
to 1.0 and all objectives are to be maximized. Note that the global optima for each
objective is not known and will not in general approach 1.0.

Table 3.8: Mean and standard deviation of the mean objective function values found
over 30 different Pareto set approximations.
Algorithm
SPEA2

NSGA-II

Size
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000

Training Score
0.587 1.57e-2
0.589 1.29e-2
0.597 1.19e-2
0.583 1.11e-2
0.591 8.22e-3
0.580 6.62e-3
0.572 7.03e-3
0.564 6.00e-3

PCS
0.678
0.649
0.658
0.773
0.671
0.645
0.635
0.642

Cost
9.84e-3
9.21e-3
1.16e-2
9.97e-3
7.80e-3
9.04e-3
6.95e-3
6.90e-3

Sailor Rank
0.425 1.52e-2
0.457 1.50e-2
0.458 1.06e-2
0.434 1.23e-2
0.409 8.22e-3
0.446 7.23e-3
0.427 7.65e-3
0.400 6.77e-3

Command Rank
0.348
1.53e-2
0.398
1.96e-2
0.425
1.92e-2
0.379
2.14e-2
0.365
1.29e-2
0.394
1.02e-2
0.401
1.15e-2
0.357
9.59e-3

Table 3.9: Mean and standard deviation of the standard deviation along each objective function found over 30 different Pareto set approximations.
Algorithm
SPEA2

NSGA-II

Size
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000

Training Score
5.89e-2 5.62e-3
4,79e-2 7.65e-3
6.16e-2 6.95e-3
6.26e-2 5.89e-3
3.32e-2 4.07e-3
1.97e-2 2.88e-3
1.40e-2 1.92e-3
1.51e-2 1.98e-3

PCS
5.31e-2
4.43e-2
5.79e-2
5.72e-2
3.16e-2
1.96e-2
1.39e-2
1.39e-2

Cost
4.09e-3
5.63e-3
5.17e-3
5.47e-3
2.97e-3
2.42e-3
1.90e-3
2.07e-3
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Sailor
6.56e-2
5.09e-2
6.44e-2
6.89e-2
3.47e-2
1.86e-2
1.36e-2
1.39e-2

Rank
7.05e-3
4.55e-3
5.62e-3
5.43e-3
3.89e-3
2.61e-3
2.03e-3
1.62e-3

Command Rank
9.10e-2 7.34e-3
8.04e-2 6.15e-3
1.03e-1 7.42e-3
9.98e-2 9.91e-3
4.86e-2 3.92e-3
3.01e-2 3.21e-3
2.35e-2 3.51e-3
2.22e-2 2.52e-3

performance of the algorithms is provided in Tables 3.8 and 3.9. These tables show
the average characteristics of the Pareto fronts discovered by the algorithms over 30
trials. Table 3.8 shows the mean value in each objective present in the final Pareto
set approximation, while Table 3.9 shows the average spread along each objective,
as measured by the standard deviation.
Figure 3.5 shows graphically the comparison between SPEA2 and NSGA-II.
The correct interpretation of Figure 3.5 may not be apparent. On the left, the plot
is comparing the mean objective function values found in the final Pareto set
approximation. On the right, the comparison is over the standard deviation along
each objective function. Thus, the former represents the ability of the algorithms to
converge toward the true Pareto front. The latter represents the maintainence of
diversity along the discovered Pareto set approximation. Ideally, an algorithm
would exhibit the following behavior. On the left, the boxes for the algorithm would
be very high and thin, indicating that the algorithm found very high quality
solutions in each objective with little variation in the quality between runs. On the
right, the algorithm would be shown again with boxes that were very high and thin.
This would indicate that the diversity of solutions found by the algorithm was large,
and that the difference in diversity between runs was small. For the algorithms
considered here, the boxplots show that SPEA2 finds better solutions on average
with respect to any single objective, but cannot find as many meaningful
alternatives. Note again that Figure 3.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of
the mean and standard deviation found over 30 trials of the algorithms. Thus, it
cannot generally be inferred that one algorithm is always better than another due to
the smoothing effects of the mean.
Although Figure 3.4 shows only a single trial of the algorithms, Figure 3.5 and
Tables 3.8 and 3.9 show that every trial results in very similar performance
characteristics. Thus we may treat the runs shown in Figure 3.4 as a representative
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Figure 3.5: Relative performance of SPEA2 and NSGA-II on a 1000 sailor instance
of the SAP. Note that SPEA2 finds better solutions, but cannot maintain diversity
along the front as well, while NSGA-II maintains more diversity but cannot approach
the Pareto front as well as SPEA2.

sample. We can then easily see that the multiobjective algorithms are having a
difficult time producing any solutions competitive with CHC on any single
objective, and the solutions found by CHC using a homogeneous weight are
typically reasonably close to the best that the MOEA has to offer. In addition, the
spread of solutions is quite small in the objective space.
Spread in objective space is only one measure of the diversity of solutions in
the final Pareto set approximations. Another possible measure is the diversity of the
solutions in the parameter space. For the SAP, the question is how many sailors are
assigned different jobs in any two solutions. A large spread in the parameter space
would mean that the detailer would have many options for each sailor, although the
total training score, PCS cost, etc., may be very similar. Figure 3.6 shows a
measure of diversity in the parameter space. For each trial, the solutions in the final
Pareto set approximation are compared to each other to determine the number of
sailors receiving different jobs. These differences are then averaged over all pairs of
solutions to arrive at the frequency with which two solutions differ by a given
number of sailors. Over all trials, the computed frequency is shown in histogram
form in Figure 3.6. Given a 1000-sailor instance of the problem, NSGA-II finds
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Figure 3.6: Histogram of mean distance between solutions from the Pareto set approximation in terms of number of sailors assigned to different jobs.

solutions that differ in about 300 sailors on average, compared to an average
difference of 200 sailors for SPEA2.
Thus, the MOEAs find solutions that are quite similar to one another in both
the objective space and the decision space. Since one of the primary goals of any
multiobjective algorithm is to find disparate solutions along the Pareto front, the
performance of the two MOEAs tested here appears questionable. The spread of
solutions in the decision space is certainly significant. However, as we will see later,
these differences can be made much greater. In addition, in the objective space, the
solutions are clustered in a small region. CHC using a vector of equal weights is able
to find a solution which dominates a large percentage of the solutions found by the
MOEAs. Given this result, any diversity maintained by the algorithms comes at too
great a cost. Essentially every choice found by the algorithms is worse than the
solution found by CHC.
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3.2.4

Hybrid Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms

Because the solutions found by the MOEAs are clustering in regions of
relatively low quality, we may be able to introduce diversity while simultaneously
moving closer to the true Pareto-optimal front by pushing individual solutions in a
direction known to be closer to the true front. In general, it is difficult to determine
how changes in the decision variables will affect the objective functions. However,
by considering one objective at a time, we can certainly move toward the extreme
solutions on the true Pareto-optimal front. By moving selected points toward these
solutions, we also introduce diversity into the population. Not only does the
population become more diverse, but in some sense we can guarantee useful
diversity. To achieve the stated goal, a hybrid algorithm utilizing conventional
multiobjective evolutionary techniques along with a hill-climbing component
allowing local improvements was developed to help produce a set of nondominated
solutions both closer to the true Pareto-optimal front and more varied along the
Pareto-set approximation.
The benefits of hybridization are well known in the genetic algorithm
community for many single objective problems [101, 98]. However, hybrid
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms have not received the same degree of
attention as of yet. Knowles’ M-PAES [78] is perhaps the best known hybrid
MOEA. M-PAES is based on the Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) of the
same author. PAES is a (1+1)-Evolution Strategy, which is, like any other
(1 + 1)-ES, a hill climber. Unlike most hill climbing algorithms, however, PAES uses
Pareto dominance to determine the utility of a proposed move in the space. PAES
maintains an external archive of nondominated solutions discovered during the run.
The novelty of PAES lies in how offspring are compared to parents to determine
which is better. As a (1 + 1)-ES, PAES maintains a single parent, generating a
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single child via Gaussian mutation with zero mean and a specified mutation
strength. If the child dominates the parent, then the child replaces the parent and is
added to the archive. If the child is dominated by the parent, then the child is
discarded and another is generated via a new mutation. If the parent and child are
mutually nondominated, each is compared to the archive. If the child is dominated,
it is discarded. If the child dominates an archive member, then each such archive
member is deleted, the child replaces the parent and is added to the archive. If the
child and archive are mutually nondominated, then a density estimation technique
is employed to determine the winner.
The extension to the Memetic PAES (M-PAES) produces a (µ + λ)-ES
involving crossover. Unlike PAES, however, M-PAES utilizes two distinct external
archives. The first serves the same purpose as in PAES. However, a second archive
is maintained for the purpose of determining improving moves during each local
improvement stage. This second archive is composed of solutions from the first
which do not dominate the current solution undergoing improvement. The authors
report performance competitive with several other MOEAs, although their work
predates the more effective algorithms SPEA2 and NSGA-II.
Ishibuchi and Murata proposed one of the earliest hybrid MOEAs [65]. In their
algorithm, each individual is evaluated using a randomly selected weight vector.
Selection, recombination, and mutation are then performed as in a single-objective
evolutionary algorithm. The resulting offspring are then improved by a local search
operator using the same weight vector as the original evaluation of the individual.
Subsequently, Jaszkiewicz [66] proposed additional hybrid MOEAs using more
sophisticated local search operators such as simulated annealing and also
incorporating mating restrictions so that parents are similar to one another in terms
of their objective function values. In comparisons with Ishibuchi and Murata’s
algorithm, Jaszkiewicz reported better results. However, as stated in [78], the test
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Figure 3.7: Diversity of solutions found in the Pareto front using both the NSGA-II
and the SPEA2 with hybridization on 1000 sailor instances of the SAP.

problems used in that study were convex and could be exploited by the mating
restriction scheme.
More recently, proposed algorithms have attempted to utilize gradient
information in multiobjective optimization. Bosman and de Jong [11], and Brown
and Smith [16] have proposed algorithms which attempt to compute a gradient that
may be followed leading to the true Pareto front. However, while such gradient
descent approaches may be useful for many numerical optimization problems,
combinatorial optimization problems and problems in which the structure of the
fitness landscape is not well-behaved may present problems for these algorithms.
For this study, we chose a local search operator reminiscent of VEGA and that
of Ishibuchi and Murata. However, unlike those studies in which the local search
operator utilizes randomly selected weight vectors to optimize every newly created
solution, we choose a small set of weight vectors designed to push solutions toward
the extremes of the current Pareto set approximation. The goal of such an operator
is to seed the archive with extreme values which then affect the trajectory of the
evolutionary algorithm to find better solutions.
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Each time a new individual is generated, it is subjected to a fixed number of
evaluations of the hill climber with some (very low) probability. Unlike in many
other approaches, our method was to allow the hill climber to find single points that
are very good with respect to a single objective. This point is then re-inserted into
the population where it affects the evolution of other individuals, providing a
continuum of solutions along the Pareto front. To test this hypothesis, a next ascent
hill climber was incorporated into NSGA-II and SPEA2.
In a conventional unconstrained optimization problem, a next ascent hill
climber is defined by the neighborhood operator. From any point in the decision
space, the neighborhood operator defines the set of points reachable in one “step”
from the current point. The algorithm visits each of these points in turn, testing to
determine if moving to the new point results in an improvement in the objective
function. The first such improving move is taken, and the neighborhood operator is
applied to this new point to iterate the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when
no neighboring point provides an improvement in the objective function value.
Defining the hill climber for the SAP involves two questions: what is the
neighborhood operator and what is the objective function. The neighborhood
operator conventionally defines a small perturbation in the decision space. In the
SAP, such an operator would attempt to find a different job for a single sailor such
that the resulting assignment remains feasible. However, as discussed above in
dealing with the mutation operator, such a function results in a fairly weak form of
search, since the uniqueness constraints prevent us from exploring many moves that
involve jobs already given to other sailors.
A better neighborhood operator needs to allow more of the possible
neighboring moves to provide feasible solutions. To accomplish this, the operator is
allowed to perform a single layer of conflict resolution. This means that to generate
neighboring points, a sailor is chosen and the operator selects another possible job
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for that sailor. If no other sailor has the new job, then the operator modifies the
assignment and adds the resulting solution to the set of neighboring points. If
another sailor has previously been assigned the selected job, the algorithm attempts
to find another job for this latter sailor such that both sailors can be reassigned
resulting in a feasible solution. If no such available job can be found, then the
algorithm moves on to the next possible neighboring point. Empirical evidence
suggests that this one-step resolution operator provides roughly double the number
of feasible neighborhood points of the naı̈ve mutation operator. The hill climbing
algorithm is sketched in Listing 1.
The drawback of a larger neighborhood embedded in a local search operator is
that examining the neighborhood of a point requires greater computation time. Let
SAP (n, m, k) denote a randomly generated SAP instance with n sailors and m jobs,
where each sailor is eligible for k different jobs. The degree to which the two sets k
jobs available to two different sailors overlap determines the likelihood that a
conflict will be encountered, requiring the conflict resolution step. The size of the
neighborhood is in turn determined by the relative frequencies of the one-swap
versus the two-swap moves, hereby denoted 1X and 2X.
We note that the probability that a single 1X operation is sufficient is equal to
the probability that a randomly selected job is already taken by another sailor. As
there are n sailors selecting k of m jobs each, we note that each job is selected by

nk
m

sailors on average. The probability that a randomly selected sailor applied for any
given job is thus

k
.
m

Suppose that we choose a sailor and a job at random. We wish

to find the probability that another sailor already has the selected job.

k
m

denotes

the probability that any single sailor applied for the job. However, any such sailor
applied for k jobs in all, and thus the probability that the sailor actually is assigned
the job in question is given by

k 1
mk

=

1
.
m

As there are n sailors in all, the total

probability of any other sailor having been assigned the job in question is thus
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n
.
m

Therefore, upon selecting a random sailor and a random job to assign to the sailor,
the job will be taken by another sailor with probability

n
.
m

If none of the 1X neighbors are feasible, the algorithm must begin to look in
the 2X neighborhood for feasible neighbors. Because exactly one sailor will be
assigned each of the possible jobs, the 2X neighborhood consists of looking at
potentially all of the 1X neighbors resulting from applying the 1X operator to each
of the k − 1 sailors currently assigned to the k − 1 jobs we originally tried to assign
to the first selected sailor.
As a result, we can compute the expected neighborhood size as follows. Define
X to be the number of neighbors evaluated given a particular sailor and a job to
assign to the sailor. Then


E [X] = 1 −

n
n
|N1X (x)| +
|N2X (x)|,
m
m






(3.8)

where |N1X (x)| is the number of solutions that must be examined to take a 1X
n
move from solution x.. Because the 1 − m
term ensures that the 1X move is feasible,

|N1X (x)| = 1, since we need only to accept the feasible move.
On the other hand, after we learn that we must apply the 2X operator, there
exists more than one possible move. We must reassign the conflicting sailor, but
there are k − 1 possible ways to perform this reassignment. Of those k − 1 possible


jobs, the number that are not already taken by other sailors is only (k − 1) 1 −


Thus, |N2X (x)| = (k − 1) 1 −

n
m



n
m



.

. Additionally, these calculations assume that we

have selected a single job to assign to the selected sailor. In reality, there are k − 1
possible jobs we could choose from for each sailor, and n possible sailors to choose
from. Thus, the actual expected number of neighbors we may need to examine is
given by
E [|N (x)|] = n

k−1
X
i=1

n
n
n
1−
1+
(k − 1) 1 −
m
m
m
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= n(k − 1) 1 −
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+ n (k − 1)2
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n
,
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(3.10)

which is O(nk 2 ). For typical problems of a few thousand sailors with perhaps 10
feasible jobs per sailor, the total number of possible moves from a given points is on
the order of 10-50 thousand. While not overwhelmingly large, a hybrid evolutionary
algorithm attempting to perform a complete local search on every individual would
require relatively long computation times. This has implications on the effectiveness
of multistart techniques for multiobjective optimization such as multiple runs of
simulated annealing or tabu search. The time spent exploring the neighborhood as
well as the need to find and maintain multiple solutions seems to indicate that such
techniques are less desirable.
Because the SAP is a multiobjective problem, there is in general no obvious
answer to the question of an appropriate objective function for the hill climber. A
typical approach would be to consider an improving move to be one such that the
resulting solution dominates the previous one. From this point of view, all mutually
nondominated points form a plateau along which the hill climber cannot move, since
no point is better than any other. This prevents the hill climber from improving the
spread of solutions along the Pareto set approximation, eliminating one of the
benefits of the hybridization. Instead, each point selected to undergo local
improvement is paired with a randomly selected objective function chosen from the
set of objective functions inherent to the problem. In the case of the SAP, each
improvement phase operates exclusively on either training score, PCS cost, sailor
rank score, or command rank score.
As a result, during the evolutionary run, certain points are occasionally chosen
to undergo local improvement via the next ascent hill climber. Each such point is
pushed toward the extreme solution on the Pareto front corresponding to the
dimension associated with the chosen objective function. Because the point is then
placed back into the population, it can affect the evolution of other points in the
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population. Crossover serves to spread the beneficial components of these solutions
throughout the population where it helps to fill in the gaps between the extreme
values found by the hill climber and the median values making up the population of
the MOEA as a whole. As a result, the algorithm is able to spread more solutions
across promising regions of the Pareto set approximation, providing additional
choices for the decision maker.
One potential drawback of the hill climbing scheme described above is that the
algorithm is biased toward solutions near the extremes of the Pareto front. While it
is generally useful to ensure that these solutions are maintained, it is usually
necessary to also provide solutions near the center of the trade-off surface. These
solutions, not too bad in any objective, are often the favored solutions to the
problem at hand. To help prevent the loss of these solutions, the hill-climber is also
employed periodically using a weight vector treating each objective equally.
With no further modifications, one would expect the small number of possible
weight vectors to adversely affect the diversity present in the population. However,
two factors help to overcome this tendency in our implementation. First, the
probability of applying the local search operator is very small – approximately 15 to
25 applications per 100,000 generated offspring. This is necessary for the SAP due
to the relatively large cost of performing the local search. However, another
implication is that the other genetic operators have a much greater chance to
restore diversity between local search applications.
A second effect is due to the repair procedure invoked on each offspring.
Crossover tends to violate a reasonably large number of constraints, in that it will
often assign two sailors the same job, as is evident from closer examination of
Figure 3.3. As a result, the repair procedure described above is employed to bring
the offspring back into compliance with all constraints. While the repair procedure
is not directed in the sense of a particular weight vector, it is certainly biased
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toward better solutions, in the trivial sense that solutions with few unassigned
sailors typically dominate those with many. Combined with the relatively large
number of changes made to the genome by the crossover/repair operators, this bias
tends to provide a fairly diverse sample of possible solutions which helps to offset
the loss of diversity caused by the local search operator.
One problem is that these “intermediate” solutions sometimes exhibit slightly
more unassigned sailors than those very near one of the solutions found via local
search. The immediate cause of this is the repair procedure, which is often unable
to completely eliminated unassigned sailors. Two possible solutions exist. The
simplest is to allow the repair procedure to perform a broader search. However, the
cost of the repair procedure should be kept low, as it must be performed for every
generated offspring. Another possible solution is to perform very short bursts of
some form of local search on these repaired solutions to attempt to shuffle sailors
around to allow for fewer unmatched sailors. One advantage of this method is that
it could be applied sporadically to keep the search cost low. We hypothesize that
such an approach might be fruitful, but further research must be done to ultimately
determine the utility of such a scheme.
To ensure a fair comparison between the naı̈ve MOEAs and their hybrid
counterparts, the total number of fitness function evaluations was held constant.
For all tests, each algorithm was allowed 100,000 fitness function evaluations before
the algorithm was terminated. For the hybrid MOEAs, the total number of
evaluations must be shared between the local search operator and the evolutionary
aspect of the algorithms. As an example, for the 1000-sailor instance, the local
search operator described below required an average of about 20,000 evaluations to
conclusively reach a local optimum. Because the hybrid algorithm is limited to a
total of 100,000 evaluations, the evolutionary aspects of the hybrid algorithm would
have very little chance to affect the quality of solutions found. Thus, the local
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Figure 3.8: Relative performance of the hybridized SPEA2 and NSGA-II on a 1000
sailor instance of the SAP. Hybrid NSGA-II typically finds slightly better solutions
than the hybrid SPEA2, while also finding more diversity along the Pareto set approximation.

search operator was terminated after a fixed number of evaluations of the fitness
function, regardless of local optimality. For the results reported here, the maximum
number of evaluations allowed was set to three times the length of the chromosome,
or three times number of sailors. In addition, because the focus of the local search is
to simply seed the population with good solutions, the probability of undergoing the
local improvement stage was set such that approximately 15-25 individuals were
selected for the local improvement stage during the entire run. Figure 3.7 shows the
Pareto fronts found by the two hybrid MOEAs on the 1000 sailor instance.
Note that Figure 3.7 shows only a single run of the algorithms, in the same
fashion as in Figure 3.4. In the same manner, we present the performance of the
algorithms averaged over 30 trials in the following figures and tables. Table 3.10
shows the mean objective function values, while Table 3.11 shows the standard
deviations in each objective, both averaged over 30 runs of the algorithms.
Figure 3.8 shows graphically the performance of the hybridized algorithms in terms
of the mean and deviation along each objective function in the final Pareto set
approximations. Comparing Figure 3.8 with Figure 3.5 shows that the hybridization
produces very similar values for the mean in each objective function. However, the
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Table 3.10: Mean and standard deviation of the mean objective function values found
over 30 different Pareto set approximations.
Algorithm
SPEA2

NSGA-II

Problem
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000

Training Score
0.603 2.89e-2
0.587 1.87e-2
0.588 2.57e-2
0.589 4.48e-2
0.599 9.94e-3
0.587 1.05e-2
0.600 9.15e-3
0.595 7.07e-3

PCS
0.676
0.668
0.661
0.665
0.677
0.653
0.662
0.665

Cost
2.68e-2
1.89e-2
2.70e-2
3.57e-2
9.86e-3
9.69e-3
7.67e-3
7.57e-3

Sailor Rank
0.416 2.96e-2
0.464 2.15e-2
0.477 3.30e-2
0.435 4.33e-2
0.426 1.09e-2
0.464 9.07e-3
0.468 9.91e-3
0.436 1.09e-2

Command Rank
0.358
3.27e-2
0.423
3.85e-2
0.429
3.88e-2
0.406
5.24e-2
0.379
1.27e-2
0.425
1.58e-2
0.462
1.29e-2
0.429
1.67e-2

spread along each objective is much larger in the hybrid versions. Additionally,
Figure 3.9 shows that in the decision space, the spread of the located solutions is
significantly larger than those found by the MOEAs without the local search
operator.

3.2.5

Summary

In this chapter, the Sailor Assignment Problem was presented, and algorithms
were developed to find good solutions to both a scalarized, single-objective
formulation of the SAP as well as a true multiobjective formulation. A hybrid
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm approach to solving the United States Navy’s
Sailor Assignment Problem was shown to be effective in finding multiple good
solutions. The proposed approach has been shown to provide solutions competitive
in any single objective to solutions found by using very good single objective
evolutionary algorithm. However, unlike the single objective formulations, the
algorithm also provides a continuum of solutions in the interior portions of the
trade-off surface. The insights gained from this application could potentially be
useful to practitioners working on other difficult multiobjective problems.
Two well-known MOEAs, NSGA-II and SPEA2, were compared according to
empirical performance on the SAP. NSGA-II was shown to provide greater diversity
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Table 3.11: Mean and standard deviation of the standard deviation along each objective function found over 30 different Pareto set approximations.
Algorithm
SPEA2

NSGA-II

Size
1000
2000
3000
4000
1000
2000
3000
4000

Training Score
5.27e-2 1.31e-2
3.27e-2 1.07e-2
4.24e-2 1.52e-2
4.31e-2 2.06e-2
7.95e-2 5.31e-3
6.04e-2 3.76e-3
7.51e-2 4.59e-3
7.61e-2 3.33e-3

PCS
4.52e-2
3.57e-2
4.60e-2
4.15e-2
6.97e-2
5.79e-2
7.01e-2
6.97e-2

Cost
1.16e-2
8.57e-3
1.42e-2
1.60e-2
3.30e-3
2.86e-3
4.40e-3
4.24e-3

Hybrid NSGA−II Genotypic Diversity

Command Rank
7.54e-2 1.94e-2
5.60e-2 1.40e-2
7.57e-2 2.04e-2
8.05e-2 2.08e-2
1.20e-2 7.54e-3
1.00e-2 6.15e-3
1.27e-1 6.71e-3
1.20e-1 6.71e-3
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Rank
1.54e-2
1.18e-2
1.29e-2
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5.08e-3
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5.12e-3
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Figure 3.9: Histogram of mean distance between solutions from the Pareto set approximation in terms of number of sailors assigned to different jobs.
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of solutions along the Pareto set approximation, while SPEA2 was typically able to
find slightly better solutions. Neither algorithm was able to find solutions which
were significantly better than those found by a CHC, a very effective single
objective evolutionary algorithm utilizing a weight vector. The addition of a local
search operator resulted in a dramatic improvement in the performance of both
algorithms, NSGA-II in particular.
A local search operator was constructed and integrated into the MOEAs in
such a way as to emphasize the importance of finding diverse solutions across the
Pareto set approximation. The resulting hybrid evolutionary algorithms are able to
leverage the points near the extremes in each objective to help find a continuum of
solutions along the Pareto front. In addition, because the focus of the local search is
on diversity rather than proximity to the true Pareto front, fewer evaluations of the
are required. This allows the ability of the evolutionary algorithms to perform a
global search to potentially find better solutions than would have been found by
either an evolutionary algorithm or a local search algorithm alone.
Unfortunately, the local search for the SAP is quite expensive. This expense
limits the number of distinct invocations of the procedure during a single run. Thus,
an important line of further research is to identify techniques by which the impact
of each search step can be maximized. The remaining work involves drawing
insights from the mQAP and mGAP to help determine what properties the SAP
search space exhibits, and how best to design memetic algorithms to take advantage
of that structure.
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Listing 1 Local Improvement Operator
repeat
Generate random sailor order
for each sailor i do
Get list of available jobs
Generate random job order
for each job j do
if job j not taken then
Evaluate new solution
if solution improved then
Accept move
else
Reject move
end if
else
Find sailor i′ holding job j
Get available jobs for i′
Generate random job order
for each job j ′ in job list do
if j ′ not taken then
Assign sailor i′ to job j ′
Assign sailor i to job j
Evaluate new solution
if solution improved then
Accept move
else
Reject move
end if
end if
end for
if No available j ′ then
Move to next sailor
end if
end if
end for
end for
until No improvement found
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Chapter 4
Multiobjective Landscape Analysis
4.1

Why Landscape Analysis
One of the foremost questions facing designers of metaheuristic algorithms for

any sort of problem is how the structure of the objective function will affect the
behavior of the search algorithm. It is known, and quite intuitive, that
incorporating problem-specific knowledge into a search algorithm can often
substantially increase the performance of the algorithm. However, given multiple
conflicting options for building such algorithms, little is known concerning the right
choices, or even the right information necessary to make good decisions.
Very early in the GA literature, claims were made to the effect that GAs were
optimal search algorithms. Generally, such claims revolved around the notion of
“implicit parallelism” defined by Holland in his original work on genetic algorithms.
As it became apparent that GAs were not living up to this claim of universal
optimality, researchers turned their attention to the question of what makes one
problem easy for a GA, while on another problem, the GA was comprehensively
outperformed by simple hill-climbers.
Initially, it was thought by some that there exist static properties of fitness
functions which somewhat uniquely determine how well particular algorithms will
perform when applied to those functions. The genetic algorithms community
studied this question in some detail, with initial forays into such notions as
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deception and epistasis. While some successes were reported in terms of predicting
problem difficulty, none of these efforts appeared to adequately capture the desired
property of “GA-Hardness”, with each new approach yielding exceptions and
counterexamples.
In 1995, Wolpert and Macready published the first of their seminal works
asserting the No Free Lunch theorems for search and optimization [141, 142]. It is
worth noting that similar results had been known to the machine learning
community for some time prior to this work, and even some in the GA world had
cautioned against the faith that there might be some universally optimal search
technique. However, it was the work on the NFL theorems which finally forced
those in the search and optimization communities to relinquish their claims of
absolute superiority over competing methods.
The GA community has long exhibited an informal and mostly amicable split
into three areas: theory, applications, and a third area somewhere between the
previous two. Theoreticians view evolutionary algorithms as mathematical objects
about which various properties may be proven, while practitioners tend to use
experimentation to guide their algorithm design efforts. The middle ground is
occupied largely by those using statistical properties of the fitness landscapes along
with knowledge of the dynamic behavior of the algorithms under consideration. It is
this middle ground which is occupied by this thesis.
The focus on experimental and statistical evidence rather than a rigorous
mathematical theory to help gain insights into algorithm behavior might be seen as
unsatisfying. To understand why such an approach is valuable, one must first
consider into the current state of evolutionary algorithm theory. The previous
chapter provided a brief tour of all the major avenues of research into evolutionary
algorithm theory, and showed, with few exceptions, that the advances made by the
theoreticians are still far from being able to provide meaningful assistance to those
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wishing to solve real problems. Section 2.5 contained much of this discussion,
although it makes no pretense of completeness. Those wishing to learn more about
theoretical issues are referred to the relevant sources.
The remainder of this chapter examines a set of tools developed to help gain
insights into how various algorithms navigate complex search spaces. Some of these
tools have previously been described in relation to conventional optimization
problems. In such cases, the implications of extending the tools into the
multiobjective realm are carefully examined. In other cases, properties specific to
multiobjective problems are examined using a framework of tools developed solely
for that purpose.

4.2

Multiobjective Fitness Landscape Analysis
As more and more researchers have turned their attention to modeling search

algorithm performance, a number of techniques have been proposed to classify
fitness landscapes, generally corresponding to fundamental properties of a given
search space. While most commonly defined in terms of classical single objective
optimization, many of these properties have straightforward generalizations to the
multiobjective domain. However, multiobjective optimization introduces additional
features which may be analyzed and exploited by search algorithms. One of the
primary goals of this thesis is to examine the manner in which multiobjective search
spaces may be characterized and to utilize this information to guide the design of
more effective search algorithms.
Often, multiobjective search algorithms are defined in terms of a simpler, single
objective algorithm. The n objectives of the original problem are then scalarized
using a particular weight vector, and the resulting single objective problem is
attacked using the component search method. In these cases, the multiobjective
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problem may be completely characterized, for the purpose of modeling the
performance of such an algorithm, by a family of related fitness landscapes. Each
landscape is a window on the problem as viewed through a specific weight vector.
Abstractly, one may thus consider the ruggedness of adjacent landscapes. In
fact, this notion of the similarity between nearby landscapes is what determines in
part the success of different types of multiobjective local search algorithms.
Following convention established by analysis of single objective landscapes, we may
characterize a multiobjective problem as “smooth” if small changes to the
underlying weight vector impose small changes on the fitness landscape. Conversely,
a “rugged” multiobjective problem is one in which making a small change to the
weight vector drastically alters the resulting fitness landscape.
Given a single good solution to a multiobjective optimization problem, the
difficulty in finding additional good solutions is largely determined by the
smoothness of the family of landscapes. It is somewhat intuitive that smoothness
implies that a good solution on a particular landscape should be nearby to good
solutions on nearby landscapes. This spatial locality makes algorithms which
attempt to build from one solution to a MOP to find many others more attractive.
On the other hand, as the family of landscapes becomes more rugged, the
information gained by finding one good solution becomes less useful in finding
others.
The following sections describe a number of potentially useful metrics by
which fitness landscapes, both single and multiobjective, may be characterized. In
general, many of the tools in common use for analysis of single objective landscapes
have fairly straightforward generalizations to the multiobjective realm. In addition,
multiobjective algorithms which consist entirely of a sequence of independent runs
of some underlying single objective optimization method may be directly studied
using the single objective tools. However, it is also true that multiobjective
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optimization provides additional opportunities to exploit problem knowledge, and
much of the goal of this work is to study these opportunities and apply the resulting
knowledge to the problem of designing more effective algorithms. The remainder of
this chapter is focused on defining a number of tools by which we may obtain such
useful information about a given multiobjective problem instance.

4.2.1

Distribution of Pareto Optima

Intuitively, the number and distribution of local optima would seem to have a
profound impact on the performance of a general purpose search algorithm. A
problem with but a single local optimum is by definition unimodal, and thus easily
solved by any number of simple algorithms. As the number of local optima increase,
the chances of becoming trapped in a local optimum are increased correspondingly.
However, the distribution of local optima throughout the space is at least as
important as the number of such optima. Classical notions such as deception are
rooted entirely in the notion of unfortunate distributions of local optima.
The classical example of real-world problems with very different optima
distributions is the comparison between the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and
the quadratic assignment problem (QAP). In the TSP, problem instances exhibit
what is commonly known as a “Big Valley” structure [10]. This term refers to the
phenomena that almost all local optima are concentrated around a line that
approaches the global optima, with the tour lengths of points along that line
tending to increase as the distance to the global optimum increases.
In contrast, QAP instances tend to exhibit almost no structure when viewed in
this same manner. The local optima for a typical QAP instance are very nearly
uniformly distributed throughout the search space, with many, perhaps most, of all
local optima lying close to the maximum possible distance from the global optimum.
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The difference in performance of a local search algorithm on TSP versus QAP
is therefore quite dramatic. In order to be effective, many local search algorithms
rely on being able to successfully navigate between different local optima, with the
goal of finding better and better local optima and culminating in the global
optimum. On typical QAP instances, finding a single local optimum gives almost no
useful information about how to find another, and even less information about how
to find another better local optimum. Conversely, such algorithms applied to the
TSP can rely on the fact that, for each local optimum found, there is likely a better
one just a few swaps away.
This sort of insight has been borne out in numerous experimental studies.
TSP is now considered one of the easiest N P-hard optimization problems for
modern heuristic algorithms to effectively solve, while QAP instances of even
moderate size continue to provide a challenge for even the best high-performance
search algorithms.
From a multiobjective standpoint, many Pareto optimal solutions are also
global optima of some single objective problem. Most commonly, given a Pareto
front which is globally convex, there exists a weight vector for each Pareto optimal
solution, a scalarization of the problem by which would result in the solution being
the globally optimal solution of the resulting single objective problem. Thus, the
distribution of local optima affects multiobjective problems just as it does for their
single objective counterparts. However, multiobjective landscapes add an additional
consideration, in that different Pareto optima are not generally local optima of the
same single objective slice of the landscape. Therefore, the distribution of Pareto
optima is in some sense a different aspect of the landscape than is the distribution
of local optima leading to a single point on the Pareto front. It is this distribution
that can have a dramatic impact on the performance of different multiobjective
search algorithms.
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4.2.2

Multiobjective Fitness Distance Correlation

Primarily defined in terms of single-objective optimization, fitness distance
correlation is the correlation coefficient between the distance in objective space and
the distance in parameter space between a set of randomly distributed local optima
and the respective nearest global optimum to each. Generally, scatter plots of
phenotypic distance versus genotypic distance are used to demonstrate the
correlation, as the r value does not capture all useful information.
Despite the fact that computing the true correlation requires knowing the
objective function value of every point in the space, FDC remains a useful tool for
practitioners who substitute a sample of local optima found by high performance
algorithms for the unknown set of global optima. It must be stressed that FDC
analysis in itself is insufficient for determining problem difficulty, for a number of
reasons. First and most obviously, a model which presumes to determine how well a
given search algorithm will perform should be based in some way on the search
characteristics of the algorithm. Fitness distance analysis is what is sometimes
called a static model [135]. In contrast, a dynamic model considers the run time
behavior of a search algorithm when providing predictions of the algorithm’s
performance. Secondly, the familiar fitness distance correlation scatter plots are a
fairly coarse model of the search landscape. Substantial barriers may be present
which would deter many algorithms from crossing them, and such barriers may not
be apparent from an FDC plot.
Despite these reservations, there is a wealth of useful information, even if not
absolutely predictive, that may be obtained from this analysis. In order to apply
this knowledge in a multiobjective scenario, one must first define what it means to
compute fitness distance correlation in the presence of vector-valued objective
functions.
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In the context of multiobjective optimization, the basic distinction is that the
set of global optima is taken to be the set of nondominated solutions. While
conceptually a simple extension, each Pareto optimal solution is the optimum of
some mono-objective problem associated with a particular set of weights.

1

The

novelty in such a formulation is that, because each solution is, in essence, the
optimum of a different fitness function, the correlations between nondominated
solutions need bear no resemblance to the correlation between different local optima
of a single function. Thus, considering the correlation between nondominated
solutions can provide very useful information concerning the relative difficulty of
moving “along” the Pareto front.
In addition, this formulation assumes that one could construct a search
algorithm that consistently pushed intermediate solutions in the search trajectory
toward their nearest point on the Pareto front, a feat which is not at all trivial to
accomplish. In most algorithms of this type, each newly generated candidate
solution is assigned a particular weight vector which is used by the embedded local
search procedure to improve the offspring. However, there is no reason to believe
that the chosen weight vector will lead the search in the direction of the nearest
Pareto optimal solution. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, a solution may be very near
the Pareto front, yet require a lengthy search process to reach a local optimum very
far away from the nearby Pareto optimal points. In Figure 4.1, the shaded point is
generated according to some procedure such as crossover or mutation and assigned a
randomly selected weight vector. The point is near the front, but the chosen weight
vector forces the local search to move the point a much larger distance to try to
reach a different region of the Pareto front. Thus, in using this FDC to estimate
problem difficulty for most conventional hybrid MOEAs, we may underestimate the
true difficulty.
1

Technically, this need not be true, but for simplicity, one may assume global convexity such that
all Pareto optimal points are supported.
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This issue is difficult to address. Most multiobjective algorithms tend to fall
into one of two categories, as shown in Chapter 2. On one hand, there are
algorithms based on the notion of a weight vector to scalarize the multiple
objectives. In this case, the algorithm would need to be able to predict based only
on at most a small sample of fitness evaluations, where in the space a candidate
solution lies with respect to the Pareto front. This is not a generally realizable goal,
so most such algorithms simply choose a weight vector, generate a random starting
point, and commence pushing that solution in the desired direction.
The other prominent class of multiobjective optimizers is represented by the
“pure” multiobjective evolutionary algorithms. In general, these algorithms operate
by directly employing Pareto dominance to apply pressure toward the Pareto front.
In this case, the particular direction in which the search progresses is not well
specified, and is, in the best case, roughly approximated by moving in all directions
at once. These algorithms operate on populations, and typically contain additional
heuristics intended to push the population not only toward the Pareto front, but
also radiating outward along the front.
In this latter case, it does seem that the idea that each point would be pushed
toward a nearby position on the Pareto front is more likely. Thus, the actual
correlation coefficient in a multiobjective problem may apply more directly to this
latter class of algorithms than to the former. In the former case, the algorithm is
essentially then a single objective optimizer, and the full range of analysis tools may
be brought to bear on each individual scalarization-induced problem if so desired.
However, it is important to recognize that fitness distance correlation analysis
contains much more information than the single r value for the problem. The
distribution of points in a scatter plot provides vital information concerning the
distribution of local optima in the space, and this information is meaningful for all
types of multiobjective search algorithms. This distribution has a powerful effect on
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the efficacy of different types of multiobjective algorithms, some of which have no
single-objective analogue.

4.2.3

Ruggedness

Chapter 2 discussed the use of ruggedness of a landscape as related to problem
difficulty and search algorithm performance. While the ability of simple metrics
such as autocorrelation have not proven capable of determining difficulty for a given
algorithm, they nonetheless can provide useful information concerning the structure
of the fitness landscape.
In the context of multiobjective optimization, these notions have a
straightforward generalization in the path taken to reach the Pareto front, under the
guidance of a given algorithm. A landscape may be seen as being rugged, if the
autocorrelation along an average path from starting point to end point is low. As
multiobjective optimizers must contend with the dual goals of approaching the front
as well as spreading along it, any information concerning how difficult it may be to
reach the front can be valuable.
Multiobjective optimization provides another possible use for autocorrelation
analysis. One vital piece of information concerns the relative difficulty of using
previously located solutions to guide the search for additional Pareto optimal
solutions versus performing a random restart to begin searching for other points.
One way to attempt to answer this question is to look at the autocorrelation of
random walks between known Pareto optimal solutions.
Again, the vector valued objective function inherent in multiobjective
optimization presents a potential problem. How do we compute the correlation
between vectors instead of between scalars on the random walk? Furthermore, what
information does correlation between Pareto optimal solutions convey, anyway?
Given that two solutions are adjacent on the Pareto front, one would expect that in
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the vast majority of cases, their objective function values would be highly correlated,
and thus the utility of this form of autocorrelation analysis seems dubious at best.
If however, one considers an undirected random walk initiated from a Pareto
optimal solution, the autocorrelation along that walk does contain information
about the ability of a local search operator to move freely around the region
containing this optimum. Thus, while there may not be another good solution in
the neighborhood, if there is, a local search algorithm might be expected to find it
somewhat easily.

4.2.4

Random Walk Analysis

Merz in [97] models crossover and mutation in hybrid evolutionary algorithms
as random walks initiated from local optima. A series of mutations is represented by
an undirected random walk starting from a local optimum. In contrast, crossover is
modeled as a random walk starting at one local optimum and ending at another.
Modern multiobjective evolutionary algorithms are unique compared to their
single objective counterparts in that they are very strongly elitist. While some
conventional GAs are considered elitist, such as CHC [35] and Genitor [138], in this
context elitist simply means that the algorithms keep some number of the best
solutions they have seen during the run. There are no guarantees in general
concerning how those individuals participate in the evolutionary process.
In contrast, modern MOEAs maintain an external archive separate from the
current population. This archive contains the current best approximation to the
Pareto front that the algorithm possesses. In some cases, such as in SPEA2, the
archive may contain dominated individuals as well, but they are chosen in such a
way as to be as close as possible to a true diverse nondominated set [148]. In many
cases, this archive participates in the evolutionary process by providing parents for
recombination. Thus, a common practice in multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
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is to attempt to perform crossover between individuals on the Pareto front. Early in
the run, of course, the individuals are very unlikely to be actual Pareto optima, but
they are the algorithms current best guess.
Given this, considering the effect of crossover between solutions in the current
nondominated set provides a very good estimation of what the algorithm is actually
likely to produce. Thus, simulating crossover via random walks in a multiobjective
algorithm can be performed in such a way as to provide very accurate predictions.
In addition, a multiobjective EA could be formulated which directly used random
walks, either as a substitute for recombination or to dynamically adjust the
recombination parameters during the run. This latter scenario is particularly
compelling, given the difficulty in finding appropriate values for the multitude of
parameters involved in these algorithms.
Chapter 5 describes in much greater detail the results of performing this type
of random walk analysis on a widely studied multiobjective problem, the
multiobjective quadratic assignment problem. There, it will be shown that this
method has considerable explanatory and predictive power when applied to the
question of the efficacy of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms.

4.2.5

Basins, Barriers, and Plateaus in Multiobjective Landscapes

In multiobjective optimization, the notion of depth in relation to a basin of
attraction is not so straightforward. Depending on both the location of the basin
itself, or more accurately, the local optimum at the extremum of the basin, and the
direction in which the search algorithm chooses to attempt its escape, the depth
may vary dramatically. In general, even true Pareto optimal points have a non-zero
escape probability given an arbitrary direction of escape.
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Many multiobjective algorithms are made up of constituent components that
operate via a weight vector. Clearly, for any given weight vector, there will exist at
least one local optimum in the space. Therefore, eventually, the algorithm must
encounter that local optimum. If the problem were truly mono-objective instead of
scalarized into a faux mono-objective problem, then the local optimum is a dead
end. The algorithm must either terminate or manage to escape the local optimum
and continue. The probabiliy of escape for many algorithms such as tabu search and
simulated annealing is strongly related to the height of the barrier [54].
However, because the single objective nature of the problem was only imposed
by the algorithm itself, it is free to alter the weight vector, thus transforming the
fitness landscape completely. In all likelihood, the current solution will no longer be
locally optimal. The search can continue in this new direction with no concern over
the barrier height, as the barrier disappears with the change in objective function.
Thus barrier height is less meaningful for multiobjective algorithms dependent
on scalarization, with the obvious caveat that this type of analysis remains useful
for modeling the single-objective aspects of a weight driven search. However,
multiobjective algorithms such as some evolutionary algorithms which rely solely on
Pareto dominance have a much stronger notion of basins and barriers. When
considering an algorithm such as PAES [76], which operates as a simple hill-climber
using only dominance to impose direction on the search, the concepts of basins,
barriers, and particularly plateaus become vitally important to understanding the
performance of the algorithm.
In particular, algorithms relying solely on Pareto dominance will exhibit
strong plateau features, due to the insufficient discriminatory ability provided by
the partial ordering imposed by Pareto dominance. This has a significant effect on
the performance of such algorithms. In addition, as the dimensionality of the
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objective space increases, the effects tend to reverse themselves and cause a different
set of problems.
The reasons for this lie in the curse of dimensionality. Consider a simple
two-dimensional objective space bounded in both dimensions by the interval [0, 1],
with points randomly distributed throughout the space. Suppose that we add an
additional point at [0.5, 0.5]. The probability that this point dominates any random
point is simply the probability that the other point lies in the quadrant of the space
bounded by [0.5, 0.5) (or symmetrically, (0.5, 0.5]). This probability is thus 41 . As we
add objectives, the relative region of the space dominated by our central point
diminishes exponentially quickly.
In terms of Pareto dominance, this implies that the likelihood of finding a new
point which dominates existing points drops exponentially quickly with the number
of objectives. Thus, an algorithm that relies on Pareto dominance to induce
pressure to improve may work well with two objectives, but will almost certainly
degenerate beyond repair in ten objectives. Either the algorithm accepts only
solutions which dominate current solutions, in which case it will almost never accept
new solutions, or it accepts any nondominated solution, in which case it becomes
essentially a random walk.
In other words, Pareto dominance imposes many large plateaus on the search
space. The escape probability is simply the probability that a newly generated point
will dominate one or more of the points on the plateau. In extreme cases, reachable
with relatively small numbers of objective functions, the landscape imposed by pure
dominance degenerates into a needle in a haystack landscape, from which random
search does as well as any other algorithmic approach.
This problem is well-known in the multiobjective evolutionary algorithms
community, and has spawned much recent work on handling many objectives
[26, 81, 14, 12, 13, 15]. It should be noted, and is one of the central themes of this
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dissertation, that one effective solution to this problem is often to employ a
technique which does not rely on dominance to impose directionality to the search,
thus avoiding the problem of large plateaus in the search space.

4.3

Exploiting Structure in Fitness Landscapes
Landscape analysis is but a means to an end. The ultimate goal of anyone

facing a difficulty multiobjective problem is to find a set of high quality solutions
with which a decision maker can make the best informed decision. As such,
providing tools to examine the multiobjective landscape is worthless without some
guidance in how to interpret and use those results. This section provides an
overview of several different types of multiobjective optimization algorithms and
provides prescriptive advice on when each might be successful.
The descriptions of algorithmic possibilities are necessarily general. There are
a number of choice to be made in realizing any of these methods, and those choices
will generally have a large impact on the performance of the resulting algorithm.
However, there are a number of features that will be common to each class of
algorithm. By considering the interaction of the problem structure with these
general commonalities, one can arrive at a better understanding of how the class of
algorithm might perform on the problem at hand.

4.3.1

Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms

There are now a large number of MOEAs described in the literature. Chapter
2 of this dissertation provides a comprehensive overview of the more recent and/or
important such algorithms. Each of these algorithms attempts to push a population
of individuals toward the Pareto front as one indivisible operation. By that, it is
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Listing 2 Generic Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm
Generate initial population
repeat
repeat
select parents
perform optional crossover
perform optional mutation
evaluate new offspring
insert into offspring population
until n offspring generated
update pareto archive, population
until termination criteria met

meant that the algorithms do not seek to find the Pareto front one solution at a
time. Listing 2 shows a generic skeleton of such an algorithm.
When considering an algorithm based on this framework, there are a number
of important questions to ask. One important question concerns the overall
distribution of solutions along the Pareto front. Many problems, particularly those
characterized by tight constraints may exhibit a Pareto front containing a very
small number of solutions, or solutions packed into a very tight region of the space.
If this is the case, one should at least consider the possibility of a high performance
local search algorithm. Multiobjective fitness distance correlation analysis can help
to provide this information, both in terms of absolute number of nondominated
solutions found and also in their overall distribution.
Another important issue facing multiobjective evolutionary algorithms is the
expected utility of the proposed evolutionary operators. By simulating crossover
and mutation through directed and undirected random walks, an approximate
picture can be obtained. It should be noted that for most combinatorial
optimization problems, evolutionary algorithms that embed some type of domain
knowledge or heuristic improvement operator tend to outperform a “pure”
evolutionary algorithm. Thus, it would be advantageous to at least consider a
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memetic algorithm, even if the random walk analysis shows a good likelihood that
the evolutionary operators could be effective.
Finally, if the proposed MOEA is to utilize Pareto dominance exclusively to
apply selection pressure, an estimate of the basin structure imposed by the
dominance relation can be obtained by running a simple local search heuristic from
several different starting locations. It should be noted that dominance tends to
impose a strong plateau structure on the landscape, particularly as the number of
objectives is increased.

4.3.2

Multiobjective Memetic Algorithms

Very similar to the MOEAs described above, multiobjective memetic
algorithms embed an additional search operator within the evolutionary process.
Listing 3 provides the generic form of this class of algorithm. Memetic algorithms
for single objective optimization have long been shown to provide improved
performance versus their genetic algorithm counterparts [101, 98]. When
considering a multiobjective memetic algorithm (MOMA), the same concerns are
present as with MOEA construction. The distribution of local optima may be
estimated using the multiobjective fitness distance analysis proposed in this
dissertation. Additionally, the random walk analysis of the evolutionary operators
can help to suggest improvements in those areas.
However, the addition of the local search heuristic provides additional
opportunities for exploration. The fitness distance analysis and ruggedness
estimations provide information concerning the relative ease of moving along the
Pareto front. In general, MOMAs can be effective choices on problems that do not
exhibit a tremendous amount of structure along the Pareto front. The
population-based evolutionary search helps ensure that a good diverse coverage of
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Listing 3 Generic Multiobjective Memetic Algorithm
Generate initial population
repeat
repeat
select parents
perform optional crossover
perform optional mutation
evaluate new offspring
perform optional local improvement
insert into offspring population
until n offspring generated
update pareto archive, population
until termination criteria met

the front is maintained, while the more exploitative local search operator serves to
aggressively seek the best solution in each region visited by the MOEA.
Depending on the exact formulation of the MOMA class of algorithms, the
local search component may behave as a single objective optimizer. In that case,
FDC analysis can help to estimate the level of difficulty faced by the local search in
making directional improvements. If the correlation is minimal, or perhaps even
negative, it may be advantageous to allow the evolutionary aspects of the algorithm
to take on a greater role in driving the search. Conversely, if there is structure that
may be exploited in climbing individual hills, better performance may be obtained
by allowing the evolutionary operators to merely search for good starting locations
for the embedded local search.

4.3.3

Multiobjective Local Search

Another broad category of multiobjective optimization algorithm may be
classified as naive multiobjective local search (MOLS). For the purposes of this
work, this class of algorithms will be defined as shown in Listing 4. Essentially,
these algorithms run repeated trials of some high-performance local search heuristic
with different parameter settings until some termination criteria is met, at which
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Listing 4 Generic Multiobjective Local Search
repeat
generate initial solution
generate weight vector
run local improvement operator to completion
update pareto archive
until termination criteria met

point is it hoped that the ends of each local search trajectory will provide a good
Pareto set approximation.
MOLS algorithms are attractive for a number of reasons. A primary reason is
that there are many local search techniques known to provide good performance on
single objective problems. The Robust Tabu Search [129] on the Quadratic
Assignment Problem is a good example. By repeated applications of these
techniques, a simple algorithm can sometimes provide very good performance on
multiobjective problems as well.
However, there are potential drawbacks to MOLS algorithms as well. It is
vitally important that the problem admits a convex Pareto front. If not, any
algorithm relying on scalarization to form single objective problems is doomed to
failure [30]. Most combinatorial optimization problems are convex, but many
numeric problems from engineering and other areas may not be. Computing the
FDC analysis recommended by this work requires computing an estimate of the
Pareto front. Even though the estimate will generally be somewhat poor, it can
provide some evidence, though it will be far from certain, for global convexity.
Another important piece of information concerns the neighborhood
surrounding Pareto optimal solutions. Ruggedness analysis and random walk
analysis can provide important information concerning what happens when one
ventures away from a Pareto optimal solution. If it can be shown that moves in the
genotypic space correspond to small changes in the phenotypic space, then a
two-phase local search may provide improved performance. Similarly, if one can find
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evolutionary operators that produce offspring that are much nearer to the Pareto
front than are randomly generated solutions, a memetic algorithm may be favored
over the more simplistic MOLS approach.
If neither of those sorts of structure are detected from the landscape analysis,
then MOLS is likely a good choice. In that case, the analysis shows that it will be
difficult to do much better than a random restart when the time comes to look for
additional solutions. Because high-performance local search algorithms such as tabu
search and simulated annealing can operate with much less overhead than most
evolutionary algorithms, concentrating the search effort on these simpler methods
can provide the best performance.

4.3.4

Two-Phase Local Search

Described in Listing 5, a two-phase local search algorithm is unique to
multiobjective optimization. The basic structure of these algorithms revolves
around alternately applying two potentially different local search algorithms. The
first pass uses a high-performance algorithm configured to potentially expend a
great deal of search effort to find a single very good solution. Once such a solution
is found, a secondary local search is initiated from the discovered solution with the
intent of exploring the neighborhood around that solution looking for additional
high-quality solutions.
The motivation behind this sort of algorithm is fairly clear. If Pareto optimal
solutions tend to cluster nearby other Pareto optimal solutions, then finding one
such solution can provide much greater benefits than the simpler MOLS algorithms
can take advantage of. If however, a two-phase algorithm is applied to a problem in
which there is no significant structure along the Pareto front, then the computation
performed in the secondary phase will have likely been wasted. Again,
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Listing 5 Generic Two-Phase Local Search
repeat
generate initial solution
generate weight vector
run local improvement operator to completion
update pareto archive
repeat
mutate weight vector
run secondary local search to completion
update pareto archive
until restart criteria met
until termination criteria met

multiobjective fitness landscape analysis holds the key to determining which case a
particular problem conforms to.

4.4

Summary
In this chapter, the first framework for analysis of multiobjective fitness

landscapes was proposed. It was shown how each of several techniques could be
employed to provide vital information allowing practitioners to construct
high-performance stochastic local search multiobjective algorithms on a more
principled basis than is currently common.
Fitness distance correlation was generalized to multiobjective problems and
shown to provide useful information concerning the distribution of Pareto optimal
solutions. Random walks were shown to have the potential to provide a wealth of
information concerning multiobjective landscapes, including modeling the
performance of recombination and mutation in multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms. Ruggedness, as measured by autocorrelation, and the overall structure
exhibited by basins of attraction, barriers, and plateaus were considered as well,
partially due to their utility in modeling the performance of single objective-like
local search techniques based on scalarization.
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Finally, a representative set of very generic search algorithms was described.
For each of these classes of algorithms, landscape analysis techniques of particular
use were suggested. While there can be no doubt that the suggestions made in this
chapter are merely suggestions, bound to lead one astray occasionally, for many
commonly encountered problem classes it is believed that this advice will prove
useful to those seeking to build effective algorithms for multiobjective optimization.
The next few chapters consider a representative set of multiobjective
combinatorial optimization problems. It will be shown that the advice presented
here can lead to a better understanding of the relative performance of different
types of search algorithms, and possibly even lead one toward the discovery of
algorithms that were not originally envisioned prior to starting the process.
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Figure 4.1: In multiobjective optimization, the distance to the nearest Pareto-optimal
solution may be misleading with typical hybrid algorithms due to the lack of a principled selection of weight vectors. In this example, the shaded point may be forced
to move toward a distance area of the Pareto front rather than the short distance to
the nearest point along the front.
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Chapter 5
The Quadratic Assignment Problem
The quadratic assignment problem (QAP) is one of the oldest and most widely
studied combinatorial optimization problems. First formulated by Koopmans and
Beckmann in 1957 [82], the QAP can be described as follows: Given two n × n
matrices A and B, find a permutation π that minimizes

min F (π) =
π

n X
n
X

Ai,j Bπi ,πj .

(5.1)

i=1 j=1

Conventionally, the matrices A and B are called the distance and flow
matrices, the terminology arising from the original formulation of QAP as a
facilities layout problem. Despite the terminology, QAP is useful in model several
disparate application areas, including backboard wiring, hospital layout, and
keyboard design. Not only N P-hard [114], QAP is generally considered to be
among the hardest optimization problems, with even relatively small instances
posing a significant challenge to state-of-the-art branch and bound solvers. As
shown by Sahni [114], there also exists no polynomial algorithm with a guaranteed
error lower than some constant for every instance of QAP unless P=N P. As a
result, stochastic local search (SLS) algorithms are the methods of choice for solving
most large scale QAP instances.
Due to the extreme difficulty of solving large QAP instances exactly,
researchers have long turned to metaheuristic approaches such as tabu search,
simulated annealing, and evolutionary algorithms. Currently, the most successful
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algorithms for QAP tend to be tabu search algorithms. Hybrid evolutionary
algorithms, often also employing some form of tabu search, have provided the
best-known results for several instances from the well-known QAPLIB repository.
Because of the predominance of metaheuristics for QAP, a great deal of effort
has gone into studying the properties of the QAP landscape in an effort to help
researchers design better algorithms. At the highest level, QAPLIB instances are
classified into one of four categories: uniform, grid structured, real-life, and real-like
problems [130]. The different classes of problem instance differ in the structure of
the fitness landscapes exhibited by each, and researchers have found that the class
of problem instance has a profound effect on the effectiveness of many
metaheuristics. In an effort to better understand the impact of problem structure
on algorithm performance, researchers have further classified QAP instances
according to various properties.
QAP has a desirable property from the standpoint of local search algorithms,
in that if the fitness of a particular solution is known, the fitness of a new solution
differing from the previous solution in only one swap can be calculated in constant
time. A linear time update procedure is required whenever a new solution is
accepted, as well. The impact of this property is that local search algorithms for the
QAP can examine large numbers of candidate solutions very efficiently. As a result,
local search algorithms, often based on Tabu Search, tend to dominate in sheer
numbers and in performance to other approaches.
Nonetheless, memetic algorithms are interesting because they can devote
arbitrary fractions of the overall search effort to their embedded local search
algorithm. Thus, a memetic algorithm combining an EA with a tabu search
algorithm should be able to perform as well as the tabu search alone, since one can
adjust the parameters of the MA to allow the tabu search to do more and more of
the search. However, such an MA may also help the underlying tabu search by
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generating better starting points. Thus, the hope of MAs is that they might,
through small expenditures of search effort, improve the effectiveness of the
underlying local search technique, producing better overall solutions.

5.1

Multiobjective QAP
In a pair of papers, Knowles and Corne proposed and provided detailed static

analysis of the multiobjective QAP (mQAP) [73, 74]. The mQAP consists of a
single n × n distance matrix, and k distinct n × n flow matrices. There exist then k
different pairings of the distance matrix with one flow matrix, yielding k
independent1 single objective QAP problems. The objective function value of a
permutation π is thus a k-dimensional vector with

F m (π) =

n X
n
X

Ai,j Bπmi ,πj

i=1 j=1

∀m : 1 ≤ m ≤ k.

(5.2)

The mQAP models any sort of facilities layout problem in which the minimization
of multiple simultaneous flows is required.
The mQAP has been studied by a number of researchers since its introduction.
However, little has been done to examine the properties of the landscape and their
effect on algorithm performance. Knowles and Corne provide a wealth of knowledge
concerning a set of benchmark instances. However, their approach considers only
static properties of the landscape, omitting the effects caused by the detailed
behavior of the search algorithm.
In a rather comprehensive experimental study, Lopez et. al. concluded that a
memetic algorithm combining SPEA2 [148] and Robust Tabu Search [129]
outperformed a wide variety of other metaheuristic approaches on a set of
1

Technically, the problems need not be independent in that the flow matrices may be correlated,
but we can treat them as independent for the purposes of formulating the problem.
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two-objective mQAP instances [92]. One of the goals of this chapter is to show the
underlying dynamics that result in this MOMA achieving higher performance than
a baseline multiobjective local search algorithm based entirely on a high
performance tabu search metaheuristic.

5.2

Fitness Landscape Analysis for the mQAP
The classical quadratic assignment problem has been one of the most widely

studied problems in combinatorial optimization. As a result, quite a bit is known
concerning its structure, and we would expect some of that knowledge to transfer
seamlessly to the multiobjective variant of the problem. For example, an algorithm
that tries to solve the mQAP via solving n independent single objective problems
obtained by generating n distinct scalarization vectors might be expected to face
the same challenges as a similar algorithm applied to the single objective QAP.
This is conjecture, as it is always possible that the scalarization of objectives
could introduce structure that is not present in typical classical QAP instances.
Nonetheless, it does appear that the result of applying a single scalarization to the
mQAP produces a single objective problem that closely resembles a classical QAP
instance, and thus effective QAP algorithms should be effective mQAP algorithms,
if applied repeatedly with differing weight vectors.
However, the fact remains that by taking advantage of the need to find
multiple solutions, it may well be that there exist very good multiobjective
algorithms with no single objective analogue. Indeed, this presumption underlies
much of the field of multiobjective optimization. After all, unless one believes that
there are better ways to approach a multiobjective problem than repeated
application of known single objective methods, there is no point in studying
multiobjective optimization at all.
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5.2.1

Fitness Distance Correlation

One of the more popular metrics by which problem difficulty may be
measured, the fitness distance correlation coefficient (FDC) [68] measures the
correlation between the fitness of a solution and the distance from the solution to
the nearest globally optimal solution. For minimization problems, an FDC
coefficient of 1.0 indicates that these quantities are perfectly correlated and that
search should be easy. Often, FDC analysis is presented using scatter plots to
augment or replace the actual coefficient of correlation.
In most hybrid evolutionary algorithms, the local search operator is applied to
every newly generated offspring. In the case of combinatorial optimization
problems, performance has generally been found to be improved if the local search is
allowed to reach a local optimum. Thus, this type of algorithm is often viewed as
performing a search in the space of local optima, or alternately of searching for good
points from which to initialize a local search. In either viewpoint, the distribution of
local optima is one of the most important factors in the difficulty of a particular
problem or class of problems.
FDC analysis can help to determine information concerning the distribution of
local optima. However, in order to perform FDC analysis, one requires knowledge of
all global optima, a requirement which is clearly impractical for realistic problems.
Thus, typically a high-performance metaheuristic is employed to generate a large set
of solutions, the best of which is taken to represent the optimum.
Intuitively, the performance of such an algorithm might be improved if the
search direction utilized by the local search could be chosen in such a way as to
improve the likelihood of finding better solutions. However, the relationship
between algorithm performance, search direction, and proximity to the Pareto front
is in general unknown. Note that a similar issue could be raised in the case of single
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objective optimization. Multiple global optima may exist, and there is no guarantee
that a search algorithm will move a given solution toward the nearest optimum.
However, we assume that in practical applications, we do not know the location of
all optimal solutions. In contrast, while we do not know the location of all Pareto
optimal solutions in multiobjective problems, we do have information concerning
the weight vectors associated with different regions of the space. Given that we have
found other solutions similar to a given point, we can use the weight vectors used
for these previously found solutions to guide the current solution in any direction we
choose. How best to manage the selection of weights for use with the local search is
likely problem dependent, and the impact of problem structure on these decisions is
currently unknown.
Figure 5.1 shows fitness distance correlation scatter plots for the set of
60-facility uniform and real-like problem instances, each with five different values for
the correlation between objectives. We see immediately that the uniform instances
exhibit no correlation between fitness and distance to the Pareto front, while a small
positive correlation exists for the real-like instances. We also note that the
correlation between objectives plays little or no role in determining FDC. At the
very least, we may conclude that any effects due to the correlation of flow matrices
is dominated by the effects due to problem structure.

5.2.2

Distribution of Pareto and Local Optima

There is another very important piece of information contained in the FDC
plots for the mQAP. In all ten instances of the 60-facility mQAP considered here,
the overwhelming majority of local optima are located at a near-maximum distance
from the Pareto front as measured in the genotypic space. Stated another way, for
essentially any local optimum found by an algorithm, almost 60 swaps must be made
to reach the nearest point on the Pareto front. This extraordinarily random
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Figure 5.1: Fitness distance correlation for the mQAP. From top: Uniform, r = −0.3;
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distribution of Pareto optima throughout the space tends to bound the effectiveness
of trying to perform short-term exploitation of previously located solutions.
Consider a local search algorithm which climbs to the top of a hill, then goes
downhill for a small number of steps before continuing its uphill climb. Exactly such
an algorithm was proposed for the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSP) by Watson
[136] based on empirical analysis of the structure of typical JSP instances. In that
work, it was found that the basin depth for JSP was almost always quite small; on
the order of two non-improving moves suffice to move the search into a different
basin of attraction. This Iterated Jump and Redescend (IJAR) algorithm was
proven to be competitive with much more sophisticated algorithms on a wide range
of problem instances.
Now imagine an IJAR-like algorithm applied to the mQAP. Starting from a
random solution, the hill climber would repeatedly find local optima, escape them,
and continue. Assuming that the algorithm successfully located a Pareto optimal or
near optimal solution, what might we expect to happen next? In multiobjective
optimization, there is the need to find multiple solutions, so the algorithm might
reasonably be modified to, at some point during its search, stop, alter its direction
of search, and continue. This modification is intended to allow the algorithm to
search for a while, hopefully finding a Pareto optimal solution in the direction of the
initial search. Starting from that solution, the algorithm is then attempting to make
small changes to the solution and begin its search again in a slightly different
direction. This can be expected to find several good solutions in the area, if there
are other good solutions in the area. The fitness distance correlation analysis for the
mQAP seems to suggest that this is not the case.
One way to test this hypothesis would be to simply implement the
multiobjective IJAR strategy and measure its performance on mQAP. However,
IJAR was intentionally simplistic in its search power. One of the goals of the
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algorithm was to show that a very simple algorithm could be quite competitive with
very sophisticated tabu search and simulated annealing methods on the JSP. Thus,
if our attempt did not perform well, there would remain the question of whether the
performance was due to the structure uncovered in mQAP instances, or whether the
simplistic local search that works so well on JSP is not sufficient for QAP.
Instead, an algorithm was selected that performs extremely well on single
objective QAP instances, the Robust Tabu Search of Taillard [129]. Although now
more than 15 years old, Robust Tabu Search is still responsible for finding the best
known solutions to a number of difficult instances in the venerable QAPLIB [17, 18].
The algorithm was altered to create a multiobjective algorithm by transforming it
into a two-phase algorithm. In the first phase, a weight vector was selected at
random and the standard Robust Tabu Search algorithm was ran for a predefined
number of evaluations. When this computational allotment was exhausted, the
algorithm simply applied a random mutation to the weight vector and restarted the
search from the current location. This second phase of the algorithm was repeated
ten times for each iteration of phase one with an evaluation limit equal to one-tenth
of the evaluations allowed in the first phase.
This Two-phase tabu search (TPTS) algorithm is exactly the sort of method
discussed above which has no corresponding single objective method. The hope of
someone faced with solving the mQAP might be that such an algorithm could
exploit the structure of the multiobjective landscape to reduce the overall amount of
search required to find good solutions. However, the apparent lack of similarity
among the elements of the Pareto optimal solutions suggests that this may not be
possible.
The important piece of information here is thus the distance in the genotypic
space between Pareto optimal or near optimal solutions. From this statistic, one
should be able to deduce that an effective algorithm must not rely on being able to
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easily move along the Pareto front. In the worst case, the two-phase algorithm
would expend equivalent effort to find the first good solution. Then, where the basic
MOTS algorithm would simply restart from a random location and begin search for
the next solution, the two-phase algorithm lingers in the neighborhood of the first
solution, looking for additional Pareto optimal points. With the probability of other
Pareto optimal solutions being found so close being as small as it is, this effort could
easily turn out to be wasted.
This analysis allows us to predict a difference in performance between the two
tabu search variants. However, it is not obvious how, or if, the same metric can
serve to explain why the memetic algorithm combining SPEA2 with tabu search
outperforms both methods in many cases. For that, one must turn from purely
static models of algorithm performance to more dynamic approaches. In this
context, a dynamic model is one which considers not just the fitness landscape, but
also the search operators and how they navigate the space.

5.2.3

Random Walk Analysis

Two general classes of evolutionary algorithms can be considered. On one
hand, we have algorithms based primarily on mutation (evolution strategies,
evolutionary programming), while on the other we have recombination centric
algorithms such as genetic algorithms. Of course, a third possibility is the class of
iterated local search algorithms which generally utilize neither recombination nor
mutation, as in the MOTS used as a baseline in this work. It should be noted that
iterated local search algorithms often construct initial solutions based in part upon
previous solutions found. However, as MOTS simply performs random restarts, we
ignore any mutation-like aspects found in other iterated local search algorithms.
According to the prevailing view of hybrid evolutionary algorithms, they
operate by searching for good seed points for local search. If this view is correct,
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then a hybrid evolutionary algorithm should outperform an iterated local search
algorithm only if the genetic operators produce offspring which, when passed to the
local search, result in better local optima. With the exception of the instances
exhibiting strong positive correlation, Figure 5.4 shows that MOTS performs almost
as well as SPEA2+TS on all problems. Thus, the observed differences must arise
when the evolutionary algorithm is exploring near the Pareto front, and MOTS is
forced to restart from randomly chosen locations.
To examine how SPEA2+TS searches near the Pareto front, we look at the
distribution of points reached via random walks initiated from points on the Pareto
front. We generate 1000 random walks of length 60 beginning from points randomly
selected from the Pareto front. In one set of trials, the random walks are undirected.
In another, we choose not only an initial point, but also an end point, and take a
random walk between the two. The former thus simulates a sequence of mutations
and the latter a distribution of offspring generated by crossover.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the distance in objective space and decision space
between the points on the random walk and the nearest point on the Pareto front.
Interpreting these graphs in the case of multiobjective optimization will benefit from
a brief aside on the design space of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms with
local search.
In most MOEAs, we forego scalar fitness assignment via a weight vector in
favor of fitness based on Pareto dominance. However, in order to make effective use
of an embedded local search procedure, we typically assign each solution a weight
vector solely for use in the local optimization stage. Within this very general
framework, numerous possibilities exist. For example, an algorithm may provide a
means of incest prevention to force recombination of solutions from different regions
of the Pareto front, or enforce mating restrictions requiring that only similar
solutions be allowed to participate in recombination.
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Figure 5.2: Distance in objective space to nearest Pareto optimal point from successive
points on directed and undirected random walks. From top: Uniform, r = −0.3;
Uniform, r = 0.0; Row two: Uniform, r = 0.3; Uniform, r = −0.8; Row three:
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Figure 5.3: Distance in decision space to nearest Pareto optimal point from success
points on directed and undirected random walks. From top: Uniform, r = −0.3;
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Another possible design feature lies in the selection of the weight vectors used
by the local search. Because MOEAs are population-based, we have information
available with which we can estimate the results of applying local search to a
particular combination of solution and weight vector based upon previous
experience. For example, given two solutions A and B on the Pareto front generated
with weight vectors wA and wB , we may choose a weight vector by somehow
averaging wA and wB to attempt to find a solution C on the Pareto front between A
and B.
The success of such an algorithm will clearly depend in some way on the
ability of the search operators to actually manage to produce the point C on the
Pareto front, as opposed to rediscovering A or B or terminating at a strongly
suboptimal point away from the front entirely. Intuitively, the odds of success are
increased if the offspring produced by the genetic operators are reasonably close to
the front prior to any local optimization.
Figure 5.2 shows the distance in objective space to the nearest Pareto optimal
solution, where the distance to the front is also expressed in objective space. Thus,
this figure essentially shows the fitness of solutions produced by the simulated
mutation and recombination operators. Note that this graph does not show the
distance in decision space, i.e., the number of swaps necessary to reach the Pareto
front. In general, the entropy of Pareto optimal solutions for the mQAP is quite
high, indicating that they are spread somewhat uniformly through the space,
although some clustering may occur in particular regions [73]. As such, one does not
necessarily expect that two points very near to one another on the Pareto front are
particularly similar in the decision space, and thus the number of swaps needed to
reach any particular location on the front is likely to be highly erratic as we consider
different initial and final points in a local search.
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Comparing Figure 5.2 with Figure 5.4 shows a noticeable correlation between
the effectiveness of recombination and the advantage of SPEA2+TS over MOTS on
the instances considered. From the EAF plots, we see that the largest difference in
performance was on the strongly positively correlated instances (the rightmost
column in both figures). The high correlation between objectives in these instances
results in fewer Pareto optimal solutions, and a decrease in entropy of the points in
the Pareto front. Therefore, offspring tend to be nearer to the front, because they
are more constrained by the proximity of both parents than would be the case with
many parents with high entropy to choose from. In contrast, the strongly negatively
correlated instances (column four in the figures), exhibit the opposite behavior. The
entropy across the Pareto front is much higher, and as a result, recombination
produces results similar to the undirected random walk. In this case, the expected
offspring (equidistant from either parent) tend to resemble randomly generated
solutions and thus there is no performance gain expected from recombination over
MOTS.
The correlation between the effectiveness of recombination and algorithm
performance is not perfect. Recombination on the uniform instance exhibiting small
positive correlation (row 1, column 3 in Figure 5.2) looks very similar to that of the
uncorrelated uniform example. However, the difference in the EAF plots for those
instances show that SPEA2+TS does outperform MOTS on the former by a
significantly greater margin than on the latter. Such results indicate that certain
features of the landscape that are not considered in this analysis affect the overall
effectiveness of the algorithms.
Figure 5.3 shows graphically the impact of high entropy. The same random
walks as shown in Figure 5.2 are shown here, but the distances considered are in the
decision space, i.e., the minimum number of swaps necessary to reach any point on
the Pareto front. The directed random walk simulating recombination is very
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telling. We choose two solutions from the Pareto front at random and perform a
random walk between the two. The most likely outcome for any of the tested
problem instances is that the nearest Pareto optimal point for the first half of the
walk is the initial point, and the nearest for the second half is the destination. In
other words, it is unlikely that crossover produces an offspring that is nearer to any
individual on the Pareto front than to one or both of its parents.
Again, the cases exhibiting large magnitude correlation of objectives yield
different behavior than in the other cases. For the positive correlations,
recombination appears to often provide solutions very near the Pareto front in terms
of distance in decision space. When the correlation is strongly negative, however,
the curves traced out by recombination and mutation are indistinguishable until
halfway through the walk when recombination forces the solutions to move back
toward the destination on the Pareto front.

5.3

Experiments and Results
It is quite clear that no single algorithmic strategy is appropriate for all

problems, multiobjective or otherwise. Differences in the structure of the fitness
landscape between different problems or even between different instances of a single
problem class can result in marked differences in performance of any metaheuristic.
However, the relationship between the properties of the fitness landscape and the
performance of a given algorithm are generally not well understood.
Several techniques have been proposed for categorizing problems based on
properties of their fitness landscapes. For many of these techniques, there exist
straightforward generalizations to the multiobjective realm. In the following
paragraphs, we briefly describe some mechanisms for multiobjective fitness
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landscape analysis and detail the results obtained by applying each to the
multiobjective quadratic assignment problem.
We wish to allow the hybrid SPEA2 algorithm to exhaust some predetermined
amount of time, perhaps 10 minutes. On our experimental platform, we can perform
roughly 250 million fitness evaluations in 10 minutes. For all results reported in this
paper, we use a set of ten 60-facility mQAP problems generated using the generator
developed and made available by Knowles and Corne [74]. The ten benchmark
instances consist of five uniform and five real-like problems, one each with the
correlation between flow matrices set to 0, 0.3, -0.3, 0.8, and -0.8 respectively. All
algorithms are allowed to exhaust 250 million evaluations.
Note that in this paper, we adopt the terminology that a fitness evaluation
may refer to either the full O(n2 ) evaluation as required by a randomly created
solution or the O(1) incremental update utilized by the local search procedure.
While somewhat cumbersome, it avoids the need to report actual times, and given
sufficient information such as the population size and number of generations of the
surrounding evolutionary algorithm, still permits the reader to make direct
comparisons to other methods. Given these computation limits, only 48 generations
of SPEA2 are performed before reaching the evaluation limit. Stated another way,
approximately (50 × 48)/250, 000, 000 = 0.00096% of the computation time is
allotted to searching via the evolutionary operators.
Despite the overwhelming majority of run time devoted to tabu search, hybrid
algorithms have consistently been shown to outperform pure tabu search algorithms
for the QAP and mQAP [92, 97, 99]. In [97], advanced landscape analysis
techniques were developed to examine the performance of hybrid evolutionary
algorithms for single objective optimization. The goal of this chapter is to adapt
and interpret those and other similar techniques applied the unique challenges of
multiobjective optimization.
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Figure 5.4: Median empirical attainment surfaces (EAF) for SPEA2+TS, MOTS, and
Two-Phase TS for the 60-facility mQAP instances. From top: Uniform, r = −0.3;
Uniform, r = 0.0; Row two: Uniform, r = 0.3; Uniform, r = −0.8; Row three:
Uniform, r = 0.8; Real-like, r = −0.3; Row four: Real-like, r = 0.0; Real-like,
r = 0.3; Row five: Real-like, r = −0.8; Real-like, r = 0.8
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Three algorithms were tested on the mQAP: a SPEA2-based memetic
algorithm hybridized with robust tabu search, a naive robust tabu search converted
to a multiobjective algorithm via the introduction of weight vectors chosen by
recursive subdivision of the space of two-dimensional probability vectors, and a
more sophisticated two-phase tabu search algorithm described earlier.
All runs of SPEA2 utilized a population size of 50 and an archive of size 200,
as recommended in [92]. The CX crossover operator [99] was used with probability
1.0 and a swap mutation was applied with probability 0.01. Every offspring was
subjected to improvement via 60 iterations of RoTS using a particular weight vector
assigned by the scheme described in the previous section.
In the MOTS implementation, a randomly generated solution was improved
by 1000 iterations of tabu search using one of the weight vectors. The process
continues randomly generating solutions and optimizing them with TS until 250
million evaluations have been exhausted. This design is meant to simulate the
results one might get by simply running independent tabu searches. The limit of
1000 iterations for each solution helps to compensate for a few poor initial locations
yielding strongly suboptimal final solutions by ensure that each weight vector is
used a number of times.
Finally, the TPTS algorithm was configured to spend an equal number of
evaluations as MOTS optimizing the first solution. After that, however, instead of
restarting the search with a different weight vector from a new randomly generated
point, it kept the same solution as the next starting point, applied a normally
distributed random mutation to the weight vector, and ran one-tenth of the
computational effort before halting. This process was repeated nine more times
before the algorithm performed a hard restart by choosing a new random seed and
weight vector and starting anew.
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The result is that both MOTS and TPTS exhausted the same number of
evaluations, but TPTS tries to “cheat” and find ten solutions in the same region of
the space as the one it already found in the same amount of computational effort as
MOTS takes to find only one additional solution.
Thirty trials of each algorithm were executed on each problem instance. For
all portions of the analysis below that require an estimate of the true Pareto front,
the Pareto set approximations produced by all trials of all algorithms for each
particular instance were concatenated, and the resulting set of nondominated
individuals was considered as the Pareto front.
Figure 5.4 shows the median empirical attainment surfaces (EAF) for
SPEA2+TS, MOTS, and the TPTS on each problem instance. The landscape
analysis presented earlier in this chapter implied that the TPTS algorithm would
struggle to compete with the less sophisticated MOTS algorithm due to the uniform
distribution of Pareto optima. Clearly, it can be seen in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.4
that this is indeed the case. The two-phase algorithm is significantly outperformed
by not only the memetic algorithm, but also by the more straightforward
generalization of the simple tabu search heuristic.
It therefore does appear that fitness distance analysis can adequately explain
the difference in performance between the MOTS and two-phase tabu search
variants, and even predict such differences. In addition, for the problem instances
where the random walk analysis indicated that crossover produced offspring
relatively closer to the Pareto front than did repeated mutations, we see that the
memetic algorithm mostly outperforms the MOTS algorithm. Conversely, in those
instances where crossover and mutation were virtually indistinguishable via random
walk analysis, the performance of the two algorithms closely mirror one another.
Further evidence for the success of recombination as a differentiating factor in
the performance of SPEA2+TS versus MOTS is visible in a scatter plot showing the
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Table 5.1: Performance of various multiobjective metaheuristics on ten instances of
the bi-objective quadratic assignment problem. Note that exp refers to the power of
ten to be multiplied by all numbers in that row.
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

r
-0.3
0.0
0.3
-0.8
0.8
-0.3
0.0
0.3
-0.8
0.8

Type
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
Uni
RL
RL
RL
RL
RL

exp
12
11
12
12
12
17
17
17
17
16

MOTS
3.5326±0.008
9.2017±0.128
4.2113±0.028
8.0529±0.016
3.9415±0.034
4.5363±0.020
1.9337±0.038
2.4306±0.024
1.7088±0.039
8.1083±0.119

SPEA2+TS
3.5295±0.018
8.9431±0.855
4.2192±0.038
8.0480±0.025
3.9883±0.047
4.5517±0.009
2.0027±0.098
2.1227±0.541
1.7405±0.071
8.5626±0.112

Two-Phase TS
3.3747±0.017
8.2818±0.017
3.9936±0.038
7.9399±0.016
3.7074±0.003
4.5463±0.016
1.9561±0.046
2.3005±0.178
1.5745±0.213
8.1414±0.111

initial and final fitness vectors for each run of tabu search. Because the MOTS
algorithm starts anew for each new candidate solution and the memetic algorithm
uses crossover of existing solutions to seed the next run of tabu search, one would
expect the memetic algorithm to have an advantage in terms of starting position,
assuming that recombination does its job. Figure 5.5 shows the scatter plots of
initial versus final position for each tabu search run in the two algorithms. Clearly,
when SPEA2+TS worked well, it had a much more distinct advantage in terms of
seeding the tabu search than when it performed equivalently to the MOTS
algorithm.
As would be expected, MOTS consistently starts from a random location in
the decision space, which consistently puts the fitness vector in a cluster of average
values in the center of the objective space. However, SPEA2+TS is sometimes able
to generate offspring which are quite close to the Pareto front. When those offspring
are passed to the tabu search method, the results typically are better than the
results of applying the same amount of tabu search computation to a point that is
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Figure 5.5: Tabu search progress scatter plots for SPEA2+TS and MOTS for the
60-facility mQAP instances. From top: Uniform, r = −0.3; Uniform, r = 0.0; Row
two: Uniform, r = 0.3; Uniform, r = −0.8; Row three: Uniform, r = 0.8; Real-like,
r = −0.3; Row four: Real-like, r = 0.0; Real-like, r = 0.3; Row five: Real-like,
r = −0.8; Real-like, r = 0.8
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much worse initially. Therefore, the overall performance of the hybrid algorithm is
greater than that of the MOTS method when recombination works well.

5.4

Memetic Algorithms with Limited Evaluations
In the previous experiments, the algorithms were allowed to run for quite a

long period of time. Under those circumstances, a memetic algorithm can afford to
exhaust quite a lot of computational effort attempting to ensure that the solutions
are as good as possible. However, if the available computation time is limited, then
intuitively, these types of memetic algorithms will be unable to provide sufficient
diversity, as they will exhaust their entire computational budget finding only one or
two solutions.
Therefore, one must sacrifice either the depth of search in a particular
direction or the breadth of search as measured by the number of different directions
the algorithm attempts to search in. In this section, we hold the number of
evaluations each algorithm is allotted to 100,000,000 – about 20% of the allowed
computation of the earlier experiments. We then examine the impact on
performance of a number of different strategies for reducing the computation time,
while still attempting to provide a good and diverse set of nondominated solutions.
In addition, one of the more popular themes in the recent literature from the
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms community concerns what is sometimes
called “Many objective optimization,” where “many” is generally taken to mean
greater than or equal to about four [37]. As noted by Corne [26], there are several
reasons why evolutionary algorithms begin to fail in high-dimensional objective
spaces. The primary reason lies with their reliance on Pareto dominance to provide
differential fitness values to guide selection. A simple consequence of the curse of
dimensionality is that the likelihood of any element of a random sample dominating
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another point decreases exponentially with the size of the objective space. Thus,
evolutionary algorithms are quite quickly reduced to random sampling when the
number of objectives reaches even quite conservative values.
However, there are other reasons why these algorithms can struggle as the
number of objectives is increased. Some algorithms recursively subdivide the
objective space into hypercubes as a mechanism for promoting diversity. Again, the
number of hypercubes grows exponentially with the dimensionality, and thus the
algorithms can become unusably slow or memory hungry.
There is currently quite a bit of work being done to address these issues
[81, 26]. However, given that evolutionary algorithms alone are very often
insufficient to yield high performance on difficult combinatorial optimization
problems, it seems reasonable to attempt to attack these problems, at least
partially, through means that do not suffer from the same stiff penalties handed out
to evolutionary algorithms by high-dimensional objective spaces.
Thus, the performance of the memetic algorithm strategies is also measured on
three and four objective instances of the multiobjective quadratic assignment
problem. It is shown that the increase in the dimensionality of the objective space
has strong impact on the type of memetic algorithm strategy that performs best.
The goal of the experiments described in this work is to examine the
performance of different types of memetic algorithms on different variants of the
multiobjective quadratic assignment problem. In addition, the structural properties
of the multiobjective search spaces imposed by the different problem instances
should provide useful information concerning which algorithms would be more likely
to perform better. To facilitate these goals, a set of random 60 facility mQAP
instances was generated. Table 5.2 shows the parameters used for each problem
instance.
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Instance
Gar60-2fl-1uni
Gar60-2fl-2uni
Gar60-2fl-3uni
Gar60-2fl-4uni
Gar60-2fl-5uni
Gar60-2fl-1rl
Gar60-2fl-2rl
Gar60-2fl-3rl
Gar60-2fl-4rl
Gar60-2fl-5rl
Gar60-3fl-1uni
Gar60-3fl-2uni
Gar60-3fl-3uni
Gar60-3fl-1rl
Gar60-3fl-2rl
Gar60-3fl-3rl
Gar60-4fl-1uni
Gar60-4fl-2uni
Gar60-4fl-3uni
Gar60-4fl-1rl
Gar60-4fl-2rl
Gar60-4fl-3rl

Size
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Type
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Real-Like
Real-Like
Real-Like
Real-Like
Real-Like
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Real-Like
Real-Like
Real-Like
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform
Real-Like
Real-Like
Real-Like

Obj
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

Corr
-0.3
0.0
0.3
-0.8
0.8
-0.3
0.0
0.3
-0.8
0.8
0.0
-0.5
0.5
0.0
-0.5
0.5
0.0
-0.5
0.5
0.0
-0.5
0.5

Table 5.2: Multiobjective QAP problem instances considered in this study.
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This set of instances covers the more widely studied biobjective problem, as
well as problems with three and four objectives. In addition, instances range from
very strongly negatively correlated flow matrices to very strongly positively
correlated flows. As Knowles and Corne found that this correlation had a strong
impact on search space structure and algorithm performance, this variety can help
to ensure that the algorithms are not being selected because of good performance on
a small set of very similar benchmark problems.
One of the seemingly most critical decisions to make when designing a memetic
algorithm lies in how much of the search effort should be dedicated to the local
improvement operator versus the more global search provided by the evolutionary
operators. In order to focus on this question, we chose to implement four different
strategies. All are based on the same underlying search operators, NSGA-II [32]
hybridized with Robust Tabu Search [129]. In addition, each algorithm was allowed
to sample the search space for 100,000,000 evaluations of the objective function.
The four strategies correspond roughly to “short bursts of local search on all
individuals,” “longer local search runs on all individuals,” “short bursts of local
search on randomly chosen individuals,” and “longer local search runs on randomly
chosen individuals.” It has been shown in earlier work [44, 92] that very long runs of
local search can perform quite well on biobjective problems, but this typically
greatly limits the contribution of the evolutionary operators, and often requires
somewhat lengthy computation times. Because in this study, we chose to hold the
evaluation limits below the limits in the earlier work in order to focus on the results
attainable in reasonably short run times, the very long runs used previously were
not permitted. Therefore the results presented here may be viewed as considering
the attainable performance through mulitobjective memetic algorithms in more
limited run times. For reference, the algorithms considered here tended to take
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around 20 minutes of CPU time for a single run on a single core of an Intel
Quad-Core 2.4 GHz processor.
It is important to note that QAP, and by extension, mQAP supports the
incremental calculation of fitness values in the case of a single change from a solution
with known fitness. In general, this delta calculation can be done in constant time.
A linear time procedure must also be invoked when a move is accepted to compute
the delta values for the next set of possible moves. On the other hand, because a
GA can make arbitrarily large jumps in the space due to a single application of a
genetic operator, the full quadratic time fitness evaluation procedure must generally
be invoked by the evolutionary algorithm for each evaluation. This, combined with
the nondominated sorting and crowding computations performed each generation by
NSGA-II, means that algorithms that are heavier in terms of the proportion of their
run times consumed by the tabu search tend to run faster in wall clock time.
For this comparison, the differences were not generally enough to significantly
color the results, because there was enough local search in all cases to exhaust a
reasonable fraction of the total allotted evaluations in reasonably short order.
However, if one were to compare to a pure multiobjective evolutionary algorithm,
one would almost certainly see that the MOEA would take far longer than a simpler
local search based algorithm to perform the same amount of search. Restated, a
pure local search algorithm would be able to search a larger percentage of the space
than an evolutionary algorithm, if given the same computational resources.
Table 5.3 shows the local search parameters used for each algorithm. In all
cases, the cycle crossover (CX) operator was employed with probability 0.95, and
swap mutation with probability 0.01. Each evolutionary algorithm used a
population size of 100. The “short” local search runs were allowed to consume only
5,000 evaluations, while the longer runs were allotted ten times that, for a total of
50,000 evaluations.
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Algorithm
nsga2 ts1
nsga2 ts2
nsga2 ts3
nsga2 ts4

Evaluations
100,000,000
100,000,000
100,000,000
100,000,000

Strategy
ALL
ALL
RANDOM(0.1)
RANDOM(0.01)

Limit
5,000
50,000
5,000
50,000

Table 5.3: Parameters for each variant of memetic algorithm. Note that the value in
parentheses following the RANDOM strategy denotes the probability of applying the
local search to any given individual. Limit refers to the number of evaluations each
run of the local search method was allotted.

Instance
Gar60-2fl-1uni
Gar60-2fl-2uni
Gar60-2fl-3uni
Gar60-2fl-4uni
Gar60-2fl-5uni
Gar60-2fl-1rl
Gar60-2fl-2rl
Gar60-2fl-3rl
Gar60-2fl-4rl
Gar60-2fl-5rl

nsga2 ts1
1.2146e12
7.5126e11
2.8964e11
2.4735e12
1.9033e09
2.2740e17
1.5118e17
1.6061e17
1.4983e17
2.7382e16

nsga2 ts2
1.6437e12
1.0592e12
3.7761e11
2.9529e12
1.8565e09
2.4837e17
1.8552e17
1.9443e17
1.7603e17
3.2782e16

nsga2 ts3
1.5455e12
7.8916e11
3.4688e11
2.9353e12
1.4299e09
2.5259e17
1.5394e17
1.6161e17
1.7942e17
2.7152e16

nsga2 ts4
1.9511e12
1.0878e12
4.6977e11
3.1231e12
6.1882e10
2.8041e17
2.0741e17
1.7012e17
2.0168e17
3.1285e16

Table 5.4: Mean hypervolume for each algorithm on all biobjective problem instances.
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The performance of the algorithms is shown in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 in the
form of mean hypervolume over ten trials. We used the dimension-sweep algorithm
of Fonseca et. al. [39, 107] for the calculation of hypervolume in this work. Table 5.4
shows the results of the four strategies on the biobjective cases. In eight of the ten
problem instances, the nsga2 ts4 strategy (longer tabu search on each individual
with probability 0.01) outperformed all other strategies. In the remaining two cases,
longer tabu search still outperformed shorter runs, but applying the local search to
all individuals proved to be better than applying it to only a few of the individuals.
The two cases in which it was better to run many tabu searches were the two
real-like instances in which the flow matrices were positively correlated. When there
is a positive correlation between the objectives in a biobjective QAP, it implies that
the Pareto optimal solutions are clustered somewhat closer together in the space, as
solutions that are good with respect to one objective are likely to be good with
respect to another objective positively correlated.
In the extreme case, such as instance Gar60-2fl-5{uni,rl} with a positive
correlation of 0.8, all Pareto optimal solutions are quite close along the front. Figure
5.6 shows a scatter plot of some of the points sampled during the search by various
types of search algorithms in the instances Gar60-2fl-4rl and Gar60-2fl-5rl
respectively. Clearly visible in the plots, the algorithm sampled a much smaller
region around the Pareto front on the positively correlated instance than it did on
the negatively correlated instance.
Contrast this picture with that in which the objectives are anticorrelated. In
that case, any single run of a local search can provide only a limited benefit, as
there are solutions scattered across a wider range, so by definition, finding a single
good point can help only so much. In order to find a diverse set of nondominated
solutions, the algorithm must give itself more opportunities to explore different
regions of the space. Given a limited budget of evaluations, the only ways to do this
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Figure 5.6: Points sampled during the memetic search on the Gar60-2fl-4rl (left)
and Gar60-2fl-5rl (right) instances. Note the restricted range in the positively
correlated instance.

are to run shorter phases of local improvement (nsga2 ts1, nsga2 ts3), to apply
the local search more infrequently (nsga2 ts3, nsga2 ts4), or to give up the
evolutionary aspects of the search and just run as much tabu search as possible
before exhausting the computational resources allotted (nsga2 ts2). However, here,
as in [44], the evolutionary operators are quite effective in finding better starting
locations for the tabu search. Thus, only when the correlation imposes locality
constraints on the set of nondominated solutions does this third option become an
effective choice.
In the three objective instances, shown in Table 5.5, we begin to see the
picture change. The best strategy in most instances switches from nsga2 ts4
(longer, more infrequent runs) to nsga2 ts3 (shorter, more frequent runs). The
former remains the best option for the anticorrelated uniform instance, but only
just. Note that both strategies apply the local search only sporatically, thus relying
more on the evolutionary search operators than the other two strategies which apply
tabu search to every individual.
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Instance
Gar60-3fl-1uni
Gar60-3fl-2uni
Gar60-3fl-3uni
Gar60-3fl-1rl
Gar60-3fl-2rl
Gar60-3fl-3rl

nsga2 ts1
4.0688e17
1.7858e18
2.7206e16
5.1341e25
8.0894e25
1.3199e25

nsga2 ts2
3.5170e17
2.0373e18
6.2699e16
3.6926e25
6.9708e25
1.5642e25

nsga2 ts3
9.6030e17
2.0262e18
1.1713e17
1.0168e26
1.4180e26
3.3432e25

nsga2 ts4
6.3641e17
2.1104e18
6.5970e16
7.1308e25
8.8676e25
2.0691e25

Table 5.5: Mean hypervolume for each algorithm on all three objective problem instances.

One possible explanation for this behaviour is that finding a diverse
approximation to the entire Pareto front in three dimensions requires more points
than in two dimensions. Thus, if the algorithm spends too much time in a single run
of tabu search, it risks finding a single very good solution at the expense of
adequate coverage in other regions of the front. In essence, the algorithm must rely
on the evolutionary operators to pull their weight because they are so cheap
compared to the cost of a full blown run of tabu search.
In nsga2 ts3, the average number of generations completed during a single
run is about 1,945. In the nsga2 ts4 variant, this number is only about 200,
reflecting the order of magnitude difference in the expected number of tabu search
runs during each generation. Similarly, the variants nsga2 ts1 and nsga2 ts2,
which perform tabu search on every individual, complete only 200 and 20
generations each run respectively.
Practically speaking, 20 generations is simply not enough for the evolutionary
aspects of the search to perform their role in finding good starting locations for the
search. With only 50,000 evaluations in a given tabu search run, the local search
cannot effectively overcome the handicap it was handed in the form of an essentially
random starting position, and the overall efficacy of the search suffers. It seems that
one either must give the MOEA component enough generations to fulfill its function
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Instance
Gar60-4fl-1uni
Gar60-4fl-2uni
Gar60-4fl-3uni
Gar60-4fl-1rl
Gar60-4fl-2rl
Gar60-4fl-3rl

nsga2 ts1
3.1561e23
1.6395e24
1.9952e22
9.5741e33
1.3613e34
8.7276e33

nsga2 ts2
1.8578e23
1.9953e24
2.3616e22
5.1663e33
8.9712e33
4.1614e33

nsga2 ts3
8.6196e25
2.1983e24
4.4505e22
4.3686e34
3.2585e34
5.5425e34

nsga2 ts4
4.5066e23
1.9716e24
2.7999e22
2.0683e34
1.9453e34
2.4125e34

Table 5.6: Mean hypervolume for each algorithm on all four objective problem instances.

in aiding the tabu search via a good initial point, or the tabu search itself must be
allowed to run long enough so that it can escape from a bad seed value. With the
full local search performed by the nsga2 ts1 and nsga2 ts2 variants, we provide
neither opportunity, and the performance suffers.
If this explanation is correct, we should expect to see even more obvious
patterns in the four objective instances, as the number of points required to densely
cover the front grows exponentially with the dimensionality of the objective space.
Looking at Table 5.6, we see this is indeed the case. The memetic strategy of
sporatically running shorter bursts of tabu search is now the dominant strategy in
every instance, sometimes by a much larger margin than previously seen, providing
over a 100-fold increase in hypervolume for the uncorrelated uniform instance. By
way of comparison, a simple multiobjective extension of Robust Tabu Search itself;
an algorithm which does nothing more than apportion its available computational
effort equally among 100 independent runs using different weight vectors, i.e., no
evolutionary aspects at all, yields a mean hypervolume on the Gar60-4fl-1uni
instance of 1.5515e24. This is better than three of the memetic strategies on this
instance, but still nearly two orders of magnitude worse than the best strategy,
nsga2 ts3.
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It is somewhat expected that as the number of objectives increases,
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the number of points required for a
dense sample of the Pareto front, the multiobjective search becomes harder,
requiring more search effort to find a good approximation. However, what these
results tell us is that not just any increase in search time will yield the desired
results. One must carefully match the modus operandi of the algorithm to the
problem at hand to achieve the best results.
The ultimate goal is to be able to make informed decisions of this sort before
committing the time and effort required to build and run different optimization
algorithms. We would like to be able to use only the description of the problem
along with readily obtainable information to determine what type of algorithm
might be most likely to perform well. The above discussion provides one simple
heuristic that we may state thusly. As the range over which desirable solutions are
found increases in size, adjust the search to spend more time doing exploration. In
the context of multiobjective memetic algorithms, this may mean decreasing the
effort allotted to fine-tuning solutions via local search in favor of finding more areas
to explore via evolutionary operators combined with shorter, less aggressive forms of
local search.
It might be tempting to read this as a rule of thumb concerning the
relationship between memetic algorithm performance and the dimensionality of the
objective space. However, one must remember that there are other factors that
affect the distribution of Pareto optima along the nondominated front. As shown
clearly in the biobjective QAP instances, substantial differences can arise, even
between different instances of the same optimization problem, and those differences
can have noticeable impact on the relative performance of different search
algorithms.
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5.5

Summary
In this chapter, the multiobjective QAP has been examined using the tools

developed in Chapter 4 in the special case of two objectives. It has been shown that
the performance advantages of a MOMA over an efficient multiobjective tabu search
algorithm can be somewhat explained by noting the ability of crossover to produce
solutions closer to the Pareto front. In those cases in which crossover is not readily
distinguishable from a series of random mutations, we see that the tabu search
heuristic achieves performance roughly equal to the MOMA.
Our results imply that the mQAP exhibits little structure along the Pareto
front. This matches previous results concerning the high entropy of Pareto optima
in the mQAP, and creates difficulties for algorithms which attempt to move along
the Pareto front as opposed to making more substantial jumps and then
approaching the front perpendicularly.
This hypothesis was confirmed using a two-phase tabu search algorithm that
was designed to aggressively search the region of located optima seeking additional
Pareto optimal solutions. While these results were less clear, the TPTS algorithm
was outperformed consistently on the Uniform type QAP instances, while
performing roughly equivalently to the MOTS algorithm on the Real-like instances.
Fitness distance correlation analysis clearly shows that the local optima are much
more uniformly distributed on the uniform instances, as would be expected, and the
strong correlation between the predicted performance versus the observed
performance lends strong evidence for the ability of the landscape analysis to assist
practitioners in designing effective optimization algorithms.
Therefore, a practically useful suggestion for practitioners dealing with similar
problems is to first apply some reasonably effective heuristic search algorithm to the
problem for some period of time. Using the landscape analysis framework described
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in this dissertation, collect as much information as possible concerning the
distribution of local and Pareto optima and the overall structure of the search space.
Given that this can be done relatively quickly, gathering this information allows the
practitioner to concentrate his efforts on designing a well-suited search algorithm
that can be successful on the problem at hand, without spending large amounts of
time evaluating different candidate algorithms.
While it is fairly well established that the addition of a local improvement
heuristic can dramatically improve the performance of multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems, the picture is considerably
more complex than that. There are numerous choices to be made in designing a
memetic algorithm that properly balances its constituent components. In this
chapter, the view was taken that the two components were competing for the
limited usage of search time, and compared several different strateges on a wide
range of instances of the multiobjective quadratic assignment problem.
Using widely used and well known components (NSGA-II and Robust Tabu
Search), it was shown that both the number of objectives and the specific structure
of the search space could have a profound impact on the performance of the
different techniques, even when considering only different instances of but a single
combinatorial optimization problem.
It was also demonstrated that there is a need for a multiobjective memetic
algorithm to ensure that a proper balance between evolutionary and local search
operators is maintained. It was shown that as the number of objectives is increased,
the performance of these memetic algorithms shifted, with algorithms that promote
exploration tending to perform significantly better, even with only three objectives.
With four objectives, the performance difference between the algorithms increased
even further. These results can help provide guidance to practitioners seeking to
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find good and diverse sets of solutions to multiobjective combinatorial optimization
problems with limited computational budgets.
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Chapter 6
The Generalized Assignment Problem
The previous chapter considered the multiobjective quadratic assignment
problem. The mQAP was shown to exhibit almost no exploitable structure between
Pareto optimal solutions, and this was shown to be in large part responsible for the
inability of multiobjective algorithms to successfully move from one Pareto optimal
solution to another. The best performing algorithm on most mQAP instances was
shown to be a multiobjective memetic algorithm, whose success was primarily due
to the ability of the CX crossover operator to produce high quality solutions to seed
a high-performance tabu search algorithm.
In contrast, many classical combinatorial optimization problems possess what
is sometimes called the Big Valley structure in which good local optima tend to be
found near other good local optima [10]. This is in one sense the polar opposite of
the QAP, and thus the QAP may not be an accurate representative of this sort of
problem. This chapter proposes the multiobjective generalized assignment problem
(mGAP) and examines the impact of its more typical structure on the performance
of multiobjective metaheuristic search algorithms.
The generalized assignment problem (GAP) deals with a set of m agents and a
set of n tasks. Each task must be completed by exactly one agent. Each agent is
allocated a specific number of resource units, and each agent requires a particular
number of units to complete each task. Additionally, each agent incurs a specified
cost for each task. The resource requirements and costs for a given task may differ
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between agents. The overall goal is to assign all tasks such that no agent violates
the capacity constraints and the total costs incurred are minimized.
Formally, we may introduce an m-dimensional vector B, with bj denoting the
total capacity alloted to agent j. We further introduce m × n matrices A and C,
denoting the resource matrix and the cost matrix respectively. Finally, we introduce
an m × n binary matrix X, with xij = 1 only if task i assigned to agent j by a
particular candidate solution. The goal is thus to find such a solution so that

min
X

m X
n
X

xij cij ,

(6.1)

i=1 j=1

subject to
m
X
i=1

xij aij ≤ bj

∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n

(6.2)

and
n
X

j=1

xij = 1 ∀ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

(6.3)

where Equation (6.2) are known as the capacity constraints, and Equation (6.3) are
called the semi-assignment constraints.
The GAP is known to be N P-hard [114], and exact algorithms have proven
tractable only for problems in the range of hundreds of tasks or less [145]. Thus, for
large instances, heuristic and metaheuristic methods have received a great deal of
attention, including tabu search approaches [33, 85], variable depth search
[146, 109], ant colony optimization [93], evolutionary algorithms [22], and more
recently, path relinking algorithms [1, 2, 143, 144].
Most experimental studies of the GAP have chosen a benchmark set of
randomly generated instances divided into five classes, imaginatively named A, B,
C, D, and E. The A and B-type instances are not considered challenging to modern
algorithms and are not considered in this thesis.
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Type C:

aij = U(5, 25)
cij = U(10, 50)
bi = 0.8

Type D:

aij
j m

P

aij = U(1, 100)
cij = 111 − aij + U(−10, 10)
bi = 0.8

Type E:

aij
j m

P

aij = 1 − 10 ln(U(0, 1])
cij =

1000
aij

bi = 0.8

− 10U[0, 1]
aij
j m

P

The D and E-type instances considered more difficult than the C-type due to
the fact that the costs are inversely related to the resource allocations in the former
instances. The widely-used OR-Library1 [7] contains a number of GAP instances.
However, the size and difficulty of the OR-Library instances is not sufficient for
comparisons of advanced algorithms, leading most researchers to generate additional
data sets, most commonly larger instances of types C, D, and E.

6.1

A GAP-Based Formulation of the Sailor Assignment Problem
Returning to Chapter 3, there is another formulation of the sailor assignment

problem which is closely related to the generalized assignment problem. Currently,
the United States Navy is facing a problem in that the number of personnel
required to completely man some of the newer ships exceeds what they will be able
to provide [119]. As a result, they are looking to modify the way in which sailors are
1

The OR-Library is accessible at http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/info.html
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assigned to particular jobs. Instead of the bijective mapping from sailors to jobs
assumed in Chapter 3, the new method would involve assigning each sailor multiple
jobs on board the ship.
Viewed in the framework of the generalized assignment problem, we have m
sailors that must complete the duties of n jobs. Obviously, we would like to optimize
the assignment of jobs to sailors according to some defined metric, thus yielding a
canonical generalized assignment problem. However, a complete formulation of SAP
into this framework introduces a number of complications to the GAP formulation.
One important distinction is that the SAP formulation must include temporal or
competitive constraints, imposed to ensure that no sailor is assigned two different
simultaneous jobs which cannot be performed concurrently. Thus, there are
elements of a scheduling problem embedded within this formulation as well.
It should also be noted that the ability to solve the GAP-like formulation of
the SAP is, from a practical standpoint, necessary, but not sufficient to truly solve
the underlying problem. Fundamentally, the problem is that we do not know a
priori the number of sailors required on board the ship. This parameter, m, is more
likely to be determined by the optimization runs than to be specified externally. In
other words, the true problem is more accurately stated as follows: Find some
number m of sailors, such that assigning those sailors to the n required jobs on
board the ship in an optimal manner achieves the maximum possible utility,
according to the desired objectives.
Generalizing further, the true problem is to assign every available sailor to one
or more jobs, such that all fleet readiness constraints are met and the overall quality
of the set of assignments is maximized. As there will in general be multiple ships
requiring a full crew, this assignment process might involve a partitioning problem
in which the sailors are split into groups in such a way as to maximize the utility of
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solving each of the ship-specific assignment problems independently using the
GAP-based formulation.
Of course, as in Chapter 3, the true formulation of the sailor assignment
problem is inherently multiobjective. Thus, while the generalized assignment
problem is closely related to this version of the sailor assignment problem, the
single-objective generalized assignment problem considered in the literature cannot
accurately model the multiobjective problem faced in the real world. In the next
section, the multiobjective generalized assignment problem (mGAP) is proposed,
and the structural properties of the resulting search space are considered during the
remainder of this chapter. In addition, the performance of different types of
multiobjective search algorithms are considered, and the differences in performance
are related back to the search space properties uncovered using the tools from
Chapter 4.

6.2

The Multiobjective GAP
Like many other combinatorial optimization problems, the GAP is often

applicable in situations calling for simultaneous optimization of more than one
objective function. However, to this point, the literature is absent a generic
formulation of the multiobjective GAP. In this chapter, such a formulation is
proposed and examined with particular attention to the structure of the resulting
search space and its impact on MOGLS algorithm performance.
The most basic formulation of the mGAP is to augment the description in the
previous section with additional cost matrices. Each task must then be assigned to
a single agent in such a way as to minimize a vector of costs. Formally, the
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optimization problem is thus to find a solution s such that

min
s∈Λ

M
X

Cski ,i ,

(6.4)

∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n

(6.5)

i=1

subject to
m
X
i=1

xij aij ≤ bj

and
n
X

j=1

xij = 1 ∀ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

(6.6)

where C k denotes the k th cost matrix and the min operation denotes vector
minimization, or Pareto optimization. The constraints of Equation 6.5 and
Equation 6.6 are unchanged from the single objective version of the problem.
Proceeding analogously to Knowles and Corne for the mQAP [73, 74], the
correlation between cost matrices would seem to be an important indicator of search
algorithm performance. However, unlike the mQAP, the mGAP is constrained. The
analysis presented for the mQAP indicates that in some situations, a MOSA-like
strategy could be quite effective. In such an algorithm, a single solution is optimized
with respect to some weight vector. The weights are then modified slightly and a
new optimization pass is initialized from the locally optimal solution found in the
first stage. The process could continue until some termination criteria is satisfied, at
which point the algorithm could terminate or choose to restart from a new
randomly chosen starting point and a new weight vector.
In the mGAP, the capacity constraints make it unlikely that large numbers of
neighboring solutions are feasible. One may allow the search to visit infeasible
regions of the space, provided some appropriate method were in place to guide the
search back toward good feasible solutions. Alternately, the algorithm may be
prohibited from exploration outside the feasible region. In the latter case,
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“neighbors” along the Pareto optimal front may be disconnected. This could have
profound implications on the ability of the two-phase local search algorithms to
adequately explore the Pareto optimal front.
A related issue in the description and formulation of the mGAP is the
tightness of the constraints. Intuitively, if the given capacity constraints for each
agent roughly equal the average resource usage times the average number of tasks
per agent, then the problem would seem to be quite difficult. Simply finding a
feasible solution may be very challenging.
Furthermore, the relationship between the resource usage and costs can also
impact the performance of search algorithms. If the costs are inversely related to
the resource usage, then the most cost effective solutions are likely to involve
mappings of tasks to agents that incur large resource usage, thus moving ever nearer
to the boundaries of the feasible regions of the space. This can be of particular
importance to neighborhood-based search algorithms such as those considered in
this work. Additionally, two of the three classes of random instances involved cost
matrices which are negatively correlated with the resource matrices. As we have
previously seen, correlation between cost matrices may be relevant in determining
search algorithm performance. If, for example, one generates a mGAP instance with
negatively correlated cost matrices, one of the objectives will then be positively
correlated with the resource matrix. It might thus be worth exploring additional
forms of random instances in the case of multiobjective optimization.
However, in generalizing the GAP to include multiple objectives, additional
problems arise. Standard problem instances are designed to ensure that the feasible
region is somewhat tight. Generating multiple cost matrices based on these
definitions yields problem instances in which essentially all Pareto optimal solutions
lie in a very small feasible region. As the capacity constraints are loosened, we see
feasible solutions in a much larger region of the space, and the possibility of
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meaningful Pareto optimization becomes a reality. In a sense, the mGAP problem
provides a means by which the size of the Pareto optimal set can be roughly tuned.

6.3

GAP and mGAP Metaheuristics

6.3.1

Local Search Algorithms for the GAP

The GAP, and by extension, the mGAP admits more than one possible type of
move in relation to a local search algorithm. Unlike the QAP, in which the swap is
essentially universally used as the basis of local search methods, local search
algorithms for the GAP tend to utilize both shifts and swaps. In a shift operation, a
single task is reassigned to a different agent. Shifts can be effective when trying to
move from an infeasible to a feasible solution, since they can take free up resources
from one agent without adding other resources in return. Of course, if a solution is
feasible, a shift may be unlikely to maintain feasibility for exactly the same reason.
Unlike shifts, swaps cannot alter the number of tasks assigned to any agents.
This lack of explorative power would likely yield very poor performance. Therefore,
most local search approaches to the GAP rely on some combination of shifts and
swaps. In principle, the swap neighborhood is a strict subset of the neighborhood
imposed by two subsequent shifts, and therefore might be viewed as extraneous.
However, in practice, the ability to perform a true swap is useful enough to warrant
special support.
There exist different approaches to utilizing shifts and swaps in the GAP
neighborhood. Possibly the simplest effective method is to randomly select either a
shift or swap at each iteration. That approach will be adopted here, largely for two
reasons. First, a local search algorithm using such a neighborhood can be
reasonably effective. However, the major reason is one of convenience. In order to
gather information concerning the properties of the fitness landscape, it is necessary
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to be able to compute the number of moves which separate any two solutions. Using
a full shift/swap neighborhood, it is relatively easy to compute the number of moves
required to transform a solution into any other feasible solution. By contrast, in one
of the most recent approaches [145], ejection chains are used to search the GAP
space. Ejection chains are formed by a series of n successive shift operations.
Because the neighborhood size grows exponentially with n, that work utilizes
classical integer programming bounds to prune the neighborhood to a manageable
number of solutions. While providing high performance, the highly dynamic
neighborhoods prohibit the sort of analysis required by this thesis.
To compute the distance between two candidate solutions under the
shift/swap neighborhood, let us consider two candidate solutions A and B. Let A
be considered the reference solution, and we want to compute the minimum number
of moves necessary to reach A starting from B. Each locus of the two solutions is
compared, and where they assign a given task to different agents, a move is deemed
necesssary. To determine what type of move should be taken, a linear search of the
remaining unexamined positions of B is performed, looking for a task in B assigned
to the agent assigned to the current task in A. If such a task is found in B, then a
swap of the two positions in B moves B two steps closer to A and is thus taken. If
no such element is found, then any swap in B must by necessity move just one step
closer, and thus is no more effective than a shift. When B is equal to A, the number
of moves taken denotes the distance between the original two solutions.

6.3.2

Evolutionary Algorithms for the mGAP

The preceding analysis has been focused on the behavior of what are
conventionally considered to be local search algorithms. While most commonly
accepted definitions of local search include evolutionary algorithms, they are
sufficiently different in their operation to warrant separate consideration,
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particularly with respect to multiobjective optimization in which there is likely no
well-defined direction of improvement.
Another complicating factor is the presence of constraints in the GAP.
Typically, local search algorithms need not explicitly deal with constraint
satisfaction. Application of a penalty function tends to be sufficient when the
underlying algorithm systematically explores many potential moves. In contrast, an
evolutionary algorithm dependent on crossover for much of its search power will
invariably be left to content with highly infeasible individuals.
There are three widely accepted methods of dealing with constraints in an
evolutionary algorithm. One is to simply apply a penalty function and allow the
search to find it’s own way into the feasible space. While this method has the
advantage that it requires no modification to the algorithm, it tends to be very slow
in practice when applied to problems in which finding feasible solutions is difficult.
In order to be effective, the problem must exhibit two features. First, the
probability of generating a feasible solution unaided must be high enough so that
one can assume that the algorithm will actually find feasible solutions occasionally.
Secondly, and related to the first point, one must find genetic operators that have a
reasonable probability of producing feasible offspring from feasible parents. Without
both of these features, an evolutionary algorithm will be reduced to exceptionally
slow convergence as it meanders around the infeasible regions of the space waiting
to make its next leap in solution quality.
Another commonly employed method of dealing with constraints in
evolutionary optimization is to define genetic operators which simply do not violate
constraints. Consider problems such as the Quadratic Assignment Problem
discussed earlier. QAP operates over permutations, and as such, all candidate
solutions must be express as permutations. A simple crossover operator such as
one-point crossover would produce offspring that contain duplicate values as well as
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missing values. A better solution is to apply a crossover operator which, given two
permutations, is guaranteed to produce offspring that are permutations as well. A
number of researchers worked to develop such operators, and evolutionary
algorithms using those operators often perform very well.
It is also important to remember that producing feasibile offspring is not a
sufficient condition for a genetic operator to be effective. The operator must also
produce offspring that are similar to their parents. One can easily envision a
crossover operator which simply starts from a random point and finds a feasible
solution using a simple local search from that point. However, it is just as easily
seen that such an operator results in the evolutionary algorithm performing a purely
random search in the feasible regions of the space. Given that the GAP clearly
contains some structure which may be exploited, one would not expect that such a
random search would perform at all well.
In the context of permutation operators, a number of different operators were
developed, each intended to maintain feasibility in a particular way that was tuned
to match what were viewed to be the important features of good solutions to a
particular class of problems. For the traveling salesman problem, it is readily
apparent that the absolute position of a city in a tour contributes nothing to the
length of the tour. One can always rotate the tour so that it starts and ends with a
different city without changing the tour length. Therefore, operators intended for
the TSP tend to emphasize adjacency as a property that needs to be maintained. In
contrast, for QAP, the absolute position in the permutation is much more
important. This yields operators such as the cycle crossover operator that attempt
to maintain the absolute position of values from one or more parents.
When possible, finding effective genetic operators that minimize violation of
constraints will almost always be preferable. However, this is not always feasible.
When offspring are likely to be infeasible, the other alternative to a penalization
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only algorithm is to attempt to repair the infeasible individuals. Again, there are
drawbacks to this approach. It is often expensive, using valuable computation time
just trying to find the feasible regions of the space. Also, if the constraint violations
are severe, the repair procedure may degenerate into a random search of the feasible
space, as so many changes must be made to the offspring that they no longer share
significant genetic material with their parents.
The mGAP provides a realistic example of a problem which forces us to
confront these issues, and we shall first consider the impact of penalization and
repair on the ability of a pure multiobjective evolutionary algorithm to compete
with a very effective local search procedure. For these experiments, I consider the
widely used SPEA2 algorithm using uniform crossover.
Uniform crossover for the GAP is unlikely to produce offspring that are near
the feasible region of the space. To account for this, a penalty was applied to each
infeasible individual equal to two times the total excess capacity. This fairly large
penalty serves to ensure that essentially any feasible solution will be fitter than
most infeasible solutions, unless the infeasible solutions lie very near to the
boundary of the feasible space.
In addition, a greedy repair heuristic was employed to move infeasible solutions
into the feasible region. The repair operator uses the same shift/swap neighborhood
described earlier, and repeatedly chooses the move that results in the greatest
decrease in over-committal of resources. As soon as the individual reaches feasibility,
the operator halts and returns the individual to the evolutionary algorithm.

6.4

Analysis of the mGAP Search Space
To gain some initial insights into the structure of mGAP instances, several

sets of randomly generated toy problems were considered. The problem sizes were
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deliberately kept small so that the search spaces could be exhaustively searched in
reasonable periods of time. Each problem was then enumerated and all Pareto
optimal points recorded. Table 6.1 shows the number and types of instances
examined along with some summary statistics on the resulting Pareto optimal sets.
In Table 6.1, Cor refers to the coefficient of correlation between the two cost
matrices, |P F | to the number of Pareto optimal solutions, and r to the Pearson
coefficient of fitness-distance correlation. Two important conclusions can be drawn
immediately from inspection of the Pareto fronts on these small problems. First, the
FDC coefficient (denoted by r in the table) is much higher than is observed in the
mQAP, where it is typically very close to zero. The other insight is that the number
of infeasibly points encountered as an algorithm searches in the vicinity of a Pareto
optimal solution is quite high.

6.4.1

Fitness Distance Correlation

The generally strong correlation coefficient in the FDC analysis implies that
there should exhibit more structure among Pareto optimal solutions than we
typically see in mQAP instances. This has a twofold effect. First, it implies the
presence of the Big Valley seen in many other combinatorial problems. This type of
structure can be exploited by algorithms which try to navigate a path through
increasingly better local optima, as the structure indicates that such a path will
move toward the best known solutions. However, it is also promising for algorithms
which attempt to utilize information from previously located efficient solutions to
help generate additional efficient solutions. This is simply a restatement of the fact
that high positive correlation implies that good local optima are often similar to one
another, thus allowing an algorithm to easily move from one to another.
Another consequence of the positive fitness distance correlation coefficient,
along with the scatter plots shown in Figure 6.1 is that there exist local optima at
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many different distances to the Pareto front. In contrast, in mQAP instances, it is
usually the case that all local optima are fairly uniformly distributed with no two
lying too close together. Although this structure in mGAP instances can be usefully
exploited by search algorithms attempting to move along the Pareto front, the
presence of constraints means that not all solutions on a path between two efficient
solutions need be feasible. If these intermediate solutions lie deep within infeasible
regions of the space, an algorithm might need to take special measures to allow
large constraint violations to occur during the search.
The generalized assignment problem adds a complication not seen in the
earlier study of the QAP, however. While the FDC analysis would seem to indicate
that the mGAP should be much easier than the mQAP, the presence of constraints
in the former render such a conclusion more speculative than it may first appear. In
essence, while the local optima form a path leading toward very good solutions, it is
not clear that a practical algorithm will be able to easily move from one local
optima to another. Suppose that the edit distance between a point A and another
point B is known to be k moves. Unless a path of k moves exists which does not
visit infeasible regions of the space, any penalization applied to guide the algorithm
may make it difficult for the algorithm to find the right path.

6.4.2

Constraints and Barrier Structure

To test the extent to which constraint violations occur between efficient
solutions, the number of infeasible solutions visited along the shortest path between
each local optima and the nearest efficient solution was recorded during the FDC
analysis described above. The percentage of the path to the nearest Pareto optimal
solution is shown in Table 6.1 as f racinf eas . Across all types and sizes of instances,
this percentage remains reasonably stable between about 82 and 92 percent.
Looking at the FDC scatter plots shown in Figure 6.1, it is clear that many of the
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local optima are a significant distance from the Pareto front. Combined with the
high percentage of infeasible solutions along the shortest path to the front, this
implies that an algorithm seeking to approach the Pareto front from a random local
optimum may need to move deep into the infeasible regions of the space.
The difficulty of moving through the infeasible space is directly related to the
penalization employed by the algorithm. If the penalization is too great, the
algorithm will face a firm prohibition against moving outside the feasible region.
However, if the penalization is too weak, the search may face insufficient pressure to
return to the feasible region once a constraint is violated. The optimum balance will
necessarily be problem specific – probably even instance specific.
Under appropriate penalization, the boundary of the infeasible region forms a
barrier in the fitness landscape which a search algorithm may be unable to cross.
However, recall from Chapter 4 that the presence of barriers and plateaus in a
landscape does not necessarily preclude a local search algorithm from performing
very well. The key is in the exact properties of the landscape, e.g., the height of the
barriers or the plateau exit probability.
To estimate the difficulty of escaping the current local optimum or plateau,
the depth of each basin was experimentally determined by running a standard
steepest descent hill climber to a local optimum. A sample of random walks was
then initiated from the local optimum, and at each point along the random walk,
another hill climber was spawned. The average percentage of such hill climbers
which reached a new basin of attraction, considered as a function of the distance
along the random walk, provides an estimate of the height of the barriers imposed
by the objective function and constraint structure of the problem instance.
In the mGAP, analysis showed that the barriers imposed were generally
relatively low. Over the 20x100 bi-objective instances described in the next section,
the average number of moves necessary for the algorithm to take from a local
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Figure 6.1: Fitness distance correlation plots for the various instances considered.
Columns left to right are r ={C, D, E} type instances. Row 1, 3x17 r = −0.4; Row
2, 3x17 r = 0.0; Row 3, 3x17 r = 0.4; Row 4, 5x12 r = −0.4; Row 5, 5x12 r = 0.0;
Row 6, 5x12 r = 0.4.
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of the lengths of random walks required to escape a local
optimum on a set of random 20x100 mGAP instances.

optimum before reaching a new basin of attraction was about 4.63. However, due to
the classical lognormal distribution, the most common value was actually lower than
four. Figure 6.2 shows a histogram of the distribution obtained.
By taking only a few non-improving moves, a local search algorithm could
escape these local optima, thus suggesting that a local search heuristic with an
escape mechanism could be an effective way to move along the Pareto front after all.
In addition, because the tabu list prevents a tabu search from returning to a
previously visited point, it may be able to escape from a local optimum in even
fewer steps.
Thus, the mGAP exhibits a fairly strong structure allowing an algorithm to
proceed from one local optimum to another while maintaining movement toward the
global optima. In addition, the barriers imposed by the constraints have been shown
to be fairly shallow, thus allowing algorithms such as tabu search to easily escape
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from a local optimum. The following section considers the performance of this type
of algorithm on larger instances of the problem.

6.5

Experiments on Larger Instances
In addition to the toy instances, a set of ten 20x100 bi-objective GAP

instances were also generated, and optimized using both a straightforward
multiobjective tabu search algorithm as well as a two-phase tabu search method.
The TPTS algorithm was defined in the same manner as described in the previous
chapter. Each algorithm was given the same number of evaluations, with the
differences being how those evaluations were allocated by the different algorithms.
The structure exhibited by the GAP would seem to provide the two-phase algorithm
the ability to better exploit its prior work than would the much more random
structure inherent in QAP instances, provided that the constraint structure does
not result in the algorithm getting stuck in local optima. As we saw earlier that the
barrier depth was reasonably small, there is reason to expect that this is indeed the
case.
Figure 6.3 shows the median empirical attainment surfaces over 30 trials of the
two algorithms plus an evolutionary algorithm and a memetic algorithm applied to
the larger instances. The results are consistent across the ten instances, with the
two phase algorithm showing a consistent and statistically significant increase in
performance, as shown in Table 6.2.
Note that unlike the mQAP, the evolutionary algorithms perform quite poorly.
This is due to a combination of factors. The primary issue is the poor behavior of
the recombination operator. Recombination, as shown in Figure 6.4 tends to behave
much as a random walk. The penalization involved in violation the capacity
constraints cause most offspring to be pushed well away from the Pareto front and
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deep into the infeasible regions of the space. From there, the repair operator is
employed to restore the capacity constraints, but because the repair does not
consider fitness, it simply moves the individual the shortest distance possible to
reach the feasible region. Thus, with recombination making a large jump followed
by a repair procedure taking several steps in a random direction, the end result of
crossover looks much like a random walk. In addition, the computation time that
must be allocated to the repair process severely hinders the ability of the
evolutionary algorithms to compete with the local search based methods.
Unlike the tests using the mQAP, in these tests, the hybrid algorithm was not
allowed to apportion essentially all it’s search effort to the local search method.
Instead, each local search pass was limited to a smaller number of evaluations to give
the evolutionary algorithm more of a chance to participate in the search. The results
clearly show that while it performed better than a pure SPEA2 algorithm, the
memetic algorithm was comprehensively beaten by both forms of pure local search.

6.6

Summary
This chapter proposed the multiobjective generalized assignment problem as a

useful benchmark problem for multiobjective combinatorial optimization algorithms.
The problem was shown to exhibit markedly different structure than the commonly
studied quadratic assignment problem. This structure makes the problem important
for studying classes of problems that seem to be in some sense more representative
of commonly encountered problems.
An extension of the mGAP was briefly introduced to model a particular
variant of the sailor assignment problem. This is very much an ongoing effort, and
computation results on this problem are not yet available. However, evidence was
provided that insights gained from studying the generalized assignment problem
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may be usefully applied to the newer SAP variant as the modeling of that problem
matures.
It was shown in this chapter that a two-phase tabu search algorithm could
take advantage of the big valley structure and moderate barrier depth of the mGAP
to provide better performance than a conventional multiobjective local search
algorithm based on tabu search, as well as on evolutionary and memetic algorithms.
On a more general level, this chapter demonstrated the use of random walks to
estimate barrier depth on multiobjective problems.
The analysis presented in this chapter is still of a somewhat preliminary
nature. It does appear that a memetic algorithm might be constructed to solve the
mGAP very effectively using a local search procedure which makes controlled
excursions into infeasible regions, provided that a more effective crossover and/or
repair mechanism was included.
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Table 6.1: Toy mGAP instances examined.
Size
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
3x17
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12
5x12

Type
C
D
E
C
D
E
C
D
E
C
D
E
C
D
E
C
D
E

Obj
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cor
-0.4
-0.4
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
-0.4
-0.4
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.4

|P F |
14.43±4.83
13.67±4.56
17.90±8.19
9.23±5.39
7.16±2.29
1.13±0.43
7.30±3.27
9.73±3.93
8.80±4.43
14.30±7.05
12.27±5.00
16.53±6.13
9.37±4.12
5.50±2.21
1.20±0.41
6.17±2.57
9.13±2.71
7.73±3.04

Pearson’s r
0.48±0.11
0.45±0.12
0.59±0.09
0.53±0.13
0.44±0.08
0.52±0.09
0.48±0.28
0.44±0.10
0.66±0.08
0.44±0.15
0.46±0.11
0.46±0.11
0.51±0.15
0.40±0.09
0.41±0.18
0.56±0.12
0.46±0.11
0.52±0.12

f racinf eas
0.86
0.86
0.82
0.88
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.87
0.83
0.89
0.85
0.82
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.87
0.83

Table 6.2: Performance of the MOTS and Two-Phase TS algorithms on a set of 20x100
mGAP instances, measured as the hypervolume mean and standard deviation. All
results are averaged over 30 trials.
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

MOTS
1.5562e7 ± 2.26e5
1.3271e7 ± 1.71e5
1.7134e7 ± 1.15e5
1.5016e7 ± 1.83e5
1.2103e7 ± 1.22e5
1.6500e7 ± 1.71e5
1.3405e7 ± 1.55e5
1.4482e7 ± 1.38e5
1.7103e7 ± 1.74e5
1.5310e7 ± 1.63e5
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Two-Phase TS
1.6415e7 ± 1.91e5
1.3994e7 ± 1.70e5
1.7703e7 ± 1.20e5
1.6103e7 ± 1.71e5
1.2587e7 ± 1.19e5
1.6876e7 ± 1.73e5
1.3771e7 ± 1.60e5
1.4851e7 ± 1.68e5
1.7782e7 ± 1.49e5
1.5691e7 ± 1.57e5

6000
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Figure 6.3: Empirical attainment surfaces for a simple multiobjective tabu search and
a simple two-phase variant for a sample 20x100 bi-objective generalized assignment
problem instance. Also shown are SPEA2 and a hybrid SPEA2+Tabu search.
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Figure 6.4: Random walk analysis of recombination and repair on the mGAP.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Those in the multiobjective evolutionary algorithms community speak of the
dual goals of a multiobjective optimizer: to approach the Pareto front and to spread
along it. The primary focus of the line of research described in this dissertation is to
formulate and describe the means by which researchers can begin to understand
how best to meet these goals.
Toward that end, the goal that initially motivated this line of research was to
provide a way for researchers to make more principled choices when deciding how
best to build an algorithm for a given multiobjective optimization problem. As has
been repeatedly stated, the current approach of performing experimental
comparisons between available algorithms is insufficient for a number of reasons.
First, it provides no assurance that the really effective algorithms will be included in
the comparison. However, another equally serious problem is that such approaches
provide little pressure to find novel algorithms that might perform well on a
particular type of problem. If one doesn’t know why one algorithm works better
than another, then he will have no justification to extrapolate further to find even
better performing algorithms.
By providing a means for understanding these observed performance
differences, two benefits are immediately obtained. First, we may save time by not
being forced to perform exhaustive comparisons of algorithms that are unlikely to
perform satisfactorily. Second, by understanding what features make the better
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algorithms better, researchers may be able to abstract away the important features
of good algorithms for a particular problem to find very high performance search
algorithms with minimal overhead.

7.1

Contributions
Often, the best performing multiobjective optimization algorithms have in

practice been identified as hybridizations of multiple underlying techniques. These
algorithms generally work by combining the strengths of their constituent
components in such a way as to provide the most benefit. The most common
examples are comprised of the population-based diversity maintenance of
multiobjective evolutionary algorithms combined with the aggressive local
optimization of a dedicated local search algorithm. However, despite their
impressive performance, not much is known concerning how to construct these
algorithms. Often, researchers proceed through a form of trial and error in which a
basic structure is decided upon a priori, then experimentation is used to select the
most promising settings for the multitude of parameters involved. The message of
this work is to suggest that a better approach is to consider the problem structure
from a more principled standpoint. More specifically, the contributions of this work
are briefly summarized below.
• The Multiobjective Fitness Landscape Analysis framework is defined and used
to predict and explain the relative performance of algorithms that take
different approaches to finding multiple Pareto optimal solutions.
– Multiobjective fitness distance correlation analysis is defined and shown
to display considerable explanatory power concerning the performance of
several classes of multiobjective optimization algorithms, in particular
local search heuristics.
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– Random walk analysis, both undirected and directed from one Pareto
front solution to another, is shown to explain much of the observed
performance of multiobjective methods based on evolutionary heuristics.
– Ruggedness and basin analysis are defined and discussed in terms of their
ability to model the performance of multiobjective metaheuristic analysis.
• The multiobjective generalized assignment problem was proposed and
analyzed. It was shown that the structure of mGAP instances is very different
from that of mQAP instances, suggesting that the mGAP can provide
researchers with a useful benchmark problem in addition to the mQAP. In
particular, the mQAP was shown to exhibit somewhat unusual structure
among its Pareto optimal solutions, and thus tuning of algorithms to perform
well only on the mQAP may be counterproductive in general. Specifically, the
highest performing algorithm on mQAP is shown to perform very poorly on
the mGAP compared to other methods. One of those other methods, a
customized tabu search heuristic, was constructed using insights gained from
the landscape analysis suggested in this dissertation, and that heuristic was
shown to outperform all other tested methods on the mGAP.
• A software package is provided that allows other researchers to take advantage
of the landscape analysis techniques described here, not only for the
assignment problems that are the focus of this research, but also for a wide
range of other problems, encodings, and search operators. In addition, the
software provides a needed service to the community in that there is currently
no general purpose package containing the necessary components to easily
build multiobjective memetic algorithms.
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7.2

Future Work
The framework proposed in this dissertation for multiobjective fitness

landscape analysis is not by any means a complete system. There are other types of
structure which may be important for some types of algorithms. The specific tools
considered here are those for which we have shown a relation to the types of
evolutionary and local search heuristics considered in this research. One possible
avenue of future work would be to try to find other techniques that could measure
additional types of structure that might be exploitable by a very different type of
algorithm.
A more likely area of future work however deals with what is sometimes called
“many-objective” optimization [32]. Increasingly, researchers are beginning to
consider problems with more than two or three objective functions
[81, 26, 14, 12, 13, 15]. Many of the recommended multiobjective search algorithms
are known to fail as the number of objectives is increased beyond just a few [32].
There are two reasons why more objectives create problems. First, algorithms that
rely directly on Pareto dominance to apply pressure toward finding better solutions
struggle in the face of many objectives due to the strong plateau structure inherent
in the dominance-defined landscapes. Informally, as the number of objectives is
increased, the probability of two random solutions being mutually nondominated
approaches 1.0. Without the differential fitness imposed by finding solutions that
dominate other solutions, algorithms such as M-PAES degrade into random walks.
The second issue with so-called many-objective optimization affects algorithms
that rely on weight vectors instead of Pareto dominance to move toward the front.
In this case, the problem is the exponential increase in the number of independent
scalarizations required to achieve sufficient coverage of the Pareto front. Whereas
two objectives can be recursived subdivided to find a set of equidistant weight
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vectors that will cover the objective space reasonably well, attempting the same
process for twenty objectives could easily require tens or hundreds of thousands of
runs of some underlying optimizer.
It is too soon to tell at this point how this recent work will shake out. One
popular approach is to attempt to reduce the effective number of objectives required
[14, 12, 13, 15]. It may be possible to utilize the type of statistical landscape
analysis techniques to aid in the identification of objectives to be eliminated. In
other approaches [81, 26], the analysis may be useful for other purposes.

7.3
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Appendix A
MOMH++: A C++ Framework for
MultiObjective Optimization
A potentially useful byproduct of this work is the production of a software
package that allows researchers to easily construct and test a wide range of
multiobjective evolutionary and local search metaheuristics. Often, researchers
provide source code implementing their algorithms in the form of a small program
that implements the minimum requirements of their algorithm. Extending these
packages to test the algorithms on new problems can be difficult, especially if one
wishes to compare multiple algorithms and techniques from different sources.
In contrast, there do exist a small number of more generic packages intended
to help researchers access a wider variety of algorithms and problems. Of these,
there are three packages noteworthy for being of higher quality and wider
applicability. ECJ [94], Open BEAGLE [41], and PISA [9, 5] provide generic
frameworks for the construction of evolutionary algorithms. ECJ and Open
BEAGLE are quite similar in spirit and very good at their respective tasks. Both
are intended to be generic evolutionary algorithm construction kits, ECJ using Java
and Open BEAGLE using a very modern C++ design employing heavy use of
templates and other advanced techniques. However both ECJ and OpenBeagle
provide very limited support for multiobjective optimization, essentially providing a
small number of very simple test functions and one or two common algorithms.
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PISA is almost entirely dedicated to multiobjective optimization, but provides
no local search or hybridization capabilities. In addition, PISA’s design tries to
accomodate users of any platform and language by mandating that all
communication between search operators be done through the filesystem. While
allowing the widest range of potential users, this requirement can be offputting to
many potential users, who simply want a single package that can be easily extended
to support their own problems and algorithmic approaches.
A more recent entry is the ParadisEO framework [19]. ParadisEO has seen a
great deal of progress in the past year or two, and can now be considered as a
mature package for the implementation of heuristic algorithms. Multiobjective
support in ParadisEO is provided via the recently developed ParadisEO-MOEA [91]
package, and at this point provides much of the necessary functionality for
implementing multiobjective search algorithms. ParadisEO also provides the
strongest support of any of the previously mentioned packages for local search. The
primary advantage of MOMH++over ParadisEO is thus the support for landscape
analysis features. In addition, MOMH++provides better “out of the box” support
for alternative genotype encoding schemes, such as arbitrary constrained integer
encodings.
None of the available packages go beyond evolutionary algorithms to provide a
more comprehensive metaheuristic toolkit, although ParadisEO is rapidly reaching
this level of completeness. Solving difficult real-world problems often requires
combining evolutionary algorithms, local search, complex repair procedures with
elements of search embedded within, and other such “messy” techniques. In
addition, one of the primarly lessons of this research is that one should attempt to
learn as much as possible about the structure of the fitness landscape in order to
best solve the problem at hand.
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These two lessons led to the development of MOMH++, a C++ framework for
the construction of multiobjective metaheuristics, including several multiobjective
evolutionary algorithms, several multiobjective local search methods, and a wide
variety of supported problem types and search operators.
MOMH++ uses the C++ template mechanism to achieve tremendous flexibility.
Users may easily define their own problems, search algorithms, and search
operators, and also specify which parts of the system their additions are compatible
with. For example, the choice of encoding drives the system, enabling the selection
of only those problems and search operators and techniques that are appropriate.
Thus, a user cannot choose to use a binary encoding for the quadratic assignment
problem, as the latter requires a permutation encoding. Similarly, one may not
select SBX crossover on a constrained integer encoding.
Note that although not specific to evolutionary algorithms, the system adopts
most of its nomenclature from the EC world. Thus, the principle data structure
representing a candidate solution to a problem is referred to as a chromosome.
Chromosomes are decoupled from the underlying encoding, so the same chromosome
type can contain solutions in the form of binary strings, real vectors, permutations,
or arbitrary integer encodings with constraints.
Type traits allow the user to bind a particular encoding to a single problem
type. For example, to add the Sailor Assignment Problem, a new encoding, specific
for SAP was added, and it’s “problem type” trait was set to the SAP problem class.
This allows the user to easily provide operators that need access to the problem
instance data.
MOMH++ is configured using a simple configuration file format, and produces
all output as human readable text. A set of simple scripts is provided to extract
useful information from the program’s output, but it is expected that users will also
manipulate the output in other ways as well. Therefore, the overall design of the
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program is to allow the user to customize what types of output will be recorded,
then assume that they will parse the results as their needs require.

A.1

Supported Algorithms

While MOMH++ is primarily aimed at multiobjective optimization, often a
multiobjective metaheuristic will contain a single objective optimizer embedded
within that uses a scalarization of the objectives to provide an additional layer of
optimization. Thus, MOMH++ provides a number of classical single objective
techniques as well as the expected multiobjective algorithms. In addition, the choice
of optimizer is usually orthogonal to the choice of comparison function, so any single
objective optimizer may be turned into a multiobjective optimizer by specifying a
comparator which scalarizes the objective functions in some fashion.
The optimization algorithms currently supported by MOMH++ are listed
below. Some of these algorithms require the simulaneous specification of an
underlying local search method, in particular, the random restarts local search
variants and the two-phase local search algorithm. While the evolutionary
algorithms do not require a local search method, they will use one if both a local
search method and a strategy are specified, where a local search strategy determines
which individuals the evolutionary algorithm will pass to the local search.
• CHC [35]
• Simple Genetic Algorithm [49]
• ǫ-MOEA [31]
• Genitor [138]
• Random Restarts Local Search
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• Multiobjective Random Restarts Local Search
• Two-Phase Local Search
• NSGA-II [32]
• SPEA2 [148]
• Steepest Descent Local Search
• Next Descent Local Search
• Robust Tabu Search
• Simulated Annealing

A.2

Supported Parameter Encodings

The MOMH++ system supports optimization problems where solutions are
represented in any of the following ways. The set of supported encodings is very
general and encompasses just about any desired encoding scheme.
• real valued parameter space encoded directly as doubles
• real valued parameter space encoded in binary or Gray codes
• binary parameter space (knapsack-like problems)
• permutation encodings (TSP-like problems)
• constrained integer encodings
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A.3

Landscape Analysis Tools

MOMH++provides out of the box support for reading in a description of a
presumed Pareto set approximation, and performing various types of analysis on the
problem. Among the techniques supported are random walk analysis, ruggedness
estimation, fitness distance correlation, and constraint analysis. In addition, the
package supports on-line exploration, in which landscape statistics can be gathered
without first generating a Pareto set approximation.

A.4

Search Operators

The search operators supported by MOMH++can be roughly broken down into
evolutionary search and local search operators. The evolutionary operators
correspond to the conventional notations of crossover and mutation. Several popular
operators from the literature are provided for each type of problem encoding. Users
may plug in custom repair procedures for problems exhibiting constraints.
The local search operators are centered around the concept of a move in the
solution space. Moves in MOMH++are represented by lists of component moves,
each of which corresponds to the assignment of a single value to a single allele in the
solution to be subjected to the move. This allows a completely general description
of local search as operating on neighborhoods of moves. In addition, problems which
admit fast update procedures given a single move from a solution with known fitness
are easily accomodated through predefined hooks in the evaluation procedure.

A.5

Performance Metrics and Termination

Each algorithm instantiated in MOMH++hooks into a single framework for
algorithm termination and performance analysis. Metrics such as the number of
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evaluations, number of generations, hypervolume obtained, and others can be
enabled via the configuration file and/or used to determine program termination.

A.6

Conclusions

MOMH++provides a comprehensive framework for the development and
analysis of hybrid multiobjective metaheuristics. It is made available to the
community to adapt and further study the fitness landscapes of new multiobjective
problems, and to develop high-performance algorithms for solving those problems
efficiently.
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